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Abstract
Modern approaches of systems biology require the analysis and modeling
of large-scale metabolic networks. These models can only be assembled by
integrating data from various sources like systems biology markup language
(SBML)(32) files and online databases. However, sometimes this integra-
tion can prove to be rather challenging, as much information can be hidden
in human-readable texts or annotational layers not directly accessible with
the help of common methods. Here, it is shown how algebraic analysis
can be used to unravel structural information hidden in the kinetic laws of
SBML models. Additionally, this work will demonstrate the Organization
Theory (OT) approach and its application for inconsistency detection on the
Biomodels Database (44). The usefulness of combining algebraic analysis
and OT is shown by comparing the gathered results with data originating
from other methods, like flux balance analysis (FBA)(51). The hidden data
show how scientific methods can be prone to an incorrect or incomplete
interpretation of the data given as well as their computational format of
representation. Complementing the analysis of data given in the flat col-
lection of SBML model files, we are also going to present a tool designed
to help identifying microbial communities suited to perform biodegradation
tasks. Within the respective section, the preliminaries needed to perform
such a task are discussed together with problems that infere with the au-
tomatic solution of large-scale puzzles in the field of metabolic research.
Afterwards, problems usually occuring in the work with databases are spec-
ified and investigated in dato; using the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and
Genomes as the main source. After the identification of major classes of
inconsistencies, strategies to circumvent these problems by rule-based net-
work descriptions are sketched out. It will become clear that the explicit
enumeration of all possible chemical compounds poses huge problems and
might be impracticable for large-scale approaches. A detailed description of
the idea of rule-based databases for metabolic and biological data which may
ease the annotation of numerous compounds will be given. Subsequently,
possible applications are listed, giving examples for reasonably simple mod-
els. Furthermore, a new formalism will be presented which might suit the
task better than more general formalisms like BGNL, which is indeed a very
powerful, yet rather tedious methodology. Finally, we will give an account
of the advantages and challenges of networks modeled with the rule-based
description introduced in this work.
Zusammenfassung
Moderne Ansa¨tze der Systembiologie basieren auf der Analyse und Model-
lierung von metabolischen Netzwerken im großen Maßstab. Derartige Mo-
delle sind nur durch das Verweben von Daten aus verschiedenen Quellen er-
reichbar; beispielsweise Dateien im Systembiologie-Markup-Format (SBML)
oder im Internet verfu¨gbare Datenbanken. Die Zusammenfu¨hrung dieser Da-
ten stellt uns vor große Herausforderungen, da oft wichtige Informationen
in fu¨r das menschliche Auge gedachten Texten versteckt sind. Teilweise sind
Daten auch in Notations-Ebenen versteckt, die sich herko¨mmlichen Verfah-
ren nicht direkt erschließen. In dieser Schrift wird unter anderem aufgezeigt,
wie algebraische Analysen genutzt werden ko¨nnen um strukturelle Informa-
tionen freizulegen, die in den Massenwirkungsgesetzen von SBML-Dateien
annotiert sind. Des weiteren wird der Organisationstheorie-Ansatz und des-
sen Anwendung fu¨r die Detektion von Unschlu¨ssigkeiten in der Biomodels-
Datenbank demonstriert. Ein Vergleich der Ergebnisse dieser Kombination
von algebraischer Analyse und Organisationstheorie mit anderen Metho-
den wie der Fluss-Balance-Analyse (FBA) soll dann die Nu¨tzlichkeit dieses
Verfahrens belegen. Die damit zuga¨nglich gemachten versteckten Daten zei-
gen, wie fehleranfa¨llig wissenschafltiche Methoden sind, wenn die zu Grunde
liegenden Daten fehlerbehaftet oder ungeeignet formatiert sind. Die Analy-
se der Biomodels-Datenbank, einer einfachen Sammlung von Modellen im
SBML-Format, wird erga¨nzt durch ein Programm, das entworfen wurde um
bestimmte Bakteriengemeinschaften zu ergru¨nden: Diese Bakteriengemein-
schaften sollen genutzt werden um auf biologischem Wege Altlasten zu ver-
mindern. In dem entsprechenden Abschnitt dieser Arbeit werden die dafu¨r
notwendigen Voraussetzungen ero¨rtert. Des weiteren wird auf die Schwie-
rigkeiten eingegangen, die unweigerlich auftreten, wenn versucht wird eine
automatisierte Lo¨sung fu¨r dieses Problem zu finden. Dabei werden proble-
matische Datensa¨tze ero¨rtert, die auch bei anderen Ansa¨tzen mit großem
Datenvolumen zu Schwierigkeiten fu¨hren. Um tiefer in die Welt dieser Pro-
bleme einzutauchen wird in einem weiteren Kapitel die Kyoto Enzyklopa¨die
fu¨r Gene und Genome nach Inkonsistenzen durchleuchtet. Es werden Stra-
tegien beschrieben, wie mit den gefundenen Fehlern umgegangen werden
kann, und diskutiert, wie sich die entsprechenden Fehler vermeiden lassen.
Dabei spielt der Umstieg auf regelbasierte Beschreibungen chemischer Reak-
tionen eine wesentliche Rolle, um eine explizite Auflistung aller Sonderfa¨lle
bestimmter Reaktionen zu vermeiden. Entsprechend wird ein Formalismus
fu¨r parametrisierte Moleku¨le und Regelbasierte Reaktionen vorgestellt und
mo¨gliche Anwendungen postuliert.
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1INTRODUCTION
Throughout the last centuries, the investigation of biochemical systems and metabolic
networks in particular has come a long way; starting with the observation of macro-
scopic animals and plants and, over the years, moving on to the investigation of smaller
living entities. After Hooke’s findings(30) and the realization that biological tissues
are composed of cells, scientists steadily increased the range of vision of their research.
Today, we already reached sub-molecular levels, making various organisms and organ-
ismic molecules objects of detailed investigations. Within the last years, research on
cellular networks of reactions and chemicals, enzymes, and their interdependency with
genetic factors, in short metabolic research, achieved astonishing insights and results.
Over the last decades, an overwhelming amount of knowledge has been collected and
categorized, resembling the tiniest parts of a giant jigsaw puzzle which now awaits be-
ing pieced together. You found an easteregg! You might find more hidden texts!
With the help of computer power and smart algorithms, today the focus of biological
and microbial research has largely shifted from the investigation of single biological
entities to more systemic approaches. This means that whereas in the past single en-
zymes, proteins, molecules, or reactions largely constituted the focus of research, today
we are dealing with proteomic, genomic, or metabolomic data. These omics sciences
are modern high-tech approaches trying to get a holistic image of biological and bio-
chemical systems. To do so, they both utilize and generate enormous amounts of data
in very short time spans, using the capabilities of modern computers. In general, these
large-scale approaches have become possible due to the following major reasons:
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1. In accordance with Moore’s law (49), computers have reached a super high inte-
gration level and became incredibly fast in the last decades.
2. As a consequence of the high integration and miniaturization, storage capacity
has reached sizes allowing for the storage of fine detailed descriptions of any aspect
of living organisms.
3. Due to the development of the internet, scientists have the possibilities to collec-
tively acquire new insights and share them globally.
The computer power achieved in the last decades facilitated the collection of detailed
information for diverse aspects and created both the demand and the base for large-
scale online databases for genomes and molecular data. These databases themselves
have become the base for novel approaches taking into account systems of the size of a
whole cell. Right now, researchers are just starting to overcome this order of magnitude
by creating multi-cellular models and integrating data from various sources.
After all, this new scope also gives birth to new challenges: To be able to assemble
large models, one has to be aware of the problems and insufficiencies present in our
comprehensive knowledge bases. For large-scale models to be thrustworthy, it is first
of all crucial to have a solid, well curated basement. Generally speaking, care has to be
taken when entering vague data into storage frameworks, since nobody is able to foresee
where this respective data will be reused. Yet, it is of vital importance to be alert when
using data from databases, as even in a curated state they might still contain errors or
inaccuracies. Thus, methods working with data from these sources should be able to
deal with these (possible) flaws.
As modern approaches work with large scale data sets, it is indispensable to keep
the knowledge bases used in a consistent state; including the possibility of easy access.
In this context consistency means that databases should have a well documented com-
position, all entries should be in a well-defined format and should comprise metadata
stating its curation status and confidence level. These demands lead to the develop-
ment of new methods for investigating inconsistencies within databases, their origin
and strategies to overcome current issues. After giving an overview on some influential
methods applied within the field of life sciences and the data used for these methods,
this thesis introduces new approaches for quality assessment.
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Consequently, central questions motivating the research presented in this document
are:
• Which important methods are frequently applied in systems biology?
• What are the fields of application for these methods? How could standard meth-
ods be utilized to solve environmental problems?
• Which are the problems impeding these methods?
• How can these obstacles be overcome? How can the consistency of large-scale
models generated from online databases be assured or how can the level of con-
sistency at least be improved?
In Chapter 2 it is shown how algebraic analysis can be used to unravel structural in-
formation hidden in the kinetic laws of models captured in systems biology markup
language (SBML)(32). To do so, the Organization Theory (OT) approach and its
application for inconsistency detection on the Biomodels Database (44) will be demon-
strated. Moreover, the usefulness of the combination of algebraic analysis and organi-
zation theory is shown by comparing the gathered results with data originating from
other methods, like flux balance analysis (FBA)(51). While the hidden data mentioned
before are not exactly errors, they show how methods can be prone to an incorrect or
incomplete interpretation of the data given as well as their computational format of
representation. However, only a selection of important methods will be mentioned in
this thesis. For more detailed descriptions of the methods used the interested reader is
advised to refer to the relevant publications.
Subsequently, a real world application of methods combined from the field of systems
biology and computer science is presented: Chapter 3 describes a tool that was designed
to help identifying microbial communities suited to perform biodegradation tasks. Such
communities might help to dispose liabilities inherited from chemical industry or waste
dumps. Constructing network models of such communities requires integration of data
from various sources. Hence, the tool described makes use of a collection of databases
rather than using a single database presented as the flat collection of SBML model
files. Within this section, the preliminaries needed to perform this integration and
operation on the integrated data are discussed. This is complemented with problems
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that interfere with the automatic solution of large-scale puzzles in the field of metabolic
research.
The problems related to databases considered in Chapter 3 are specified and in-
vestigated in dato; using the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes as the main
source in the next chapter (4). After the identification of major classes of inconsis-
tencies, strategies to circumvent these problems by rule-based network descriptions
are sketched out. It is clarified that the explicit enumeration of all possible chemical
compounds poses huge problems and might be impracticable for large-scale approaches.
As a rule-based approach will have been only roughly outlined up to this point, a
more detailed description of the idea of rule-based databases for metabolic and biolog-
ical data will be given in Section 5. In this chapter, possible applications are listed,
giving examples for reasonably simple models. Furthermore, a new formalism will be
presented which might suit the task better than more general formalisms like BGNL,
which is indeed a very powerful, yet rather tedious methodology. Finally, this chapter
will give an account of the advantages and challenges of networks modeled with the
rule-based description introduced in this thesis.
4
2CHECKING SBML
BIOMODELS USING HIDDEN
DATA
2.1 Motivation
There is a growing number of software tools performing calculatory tasks on metabolic
networks. Programs implementing methods like FBA, EMA (64), EPA (58) or OT
rely on stoichiometric data supplied in SBML files. The first three methods do not
require any further knowledge of kinetic laws; and even though those kinetic rules pose
influential details for calculating chemical organizations, quite often information about
them is indeed unavailable for a large number of reactions. For the purpose of OT,
such data need to be unveiled, since the consideration of modifiers and kinetic laws is
as crucial as reaction stoichiometric data, especially when it comes to decide whether
a reaction can take place or not. Hence, an algorithm was implemented that extracts
such hidden information and adjusts reaction laws accordingly.
The following section will begin with an overview over organization theory, followed
by the description of our algorithm to extract decisive rules for the calculation of
chemical organizations. This tool was then applied by Christoph Kaleta to models
from the biomodels database (44). In a second step, the OT results with and without
extractive processing were compared to each other. The remainder of this chapter
has been published as “Using chemical organization theory for model checking” in
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Bioinformatics (36).
An important property of chemical organizations is that every steady state and
growth state1 of a network corresponds to a chemical organization ((17) and Supple-
ment). These states we call the limit behavior of a model. However, this property is
fulfilled only if a reaction network meets a condition formulated by (20): each reac-
tion has a non-zero flux if and only if all of its educts have a positive concentration.
Using this property, OT has already been applied to the prediction of growth pheno-
types (10) and the outcome of knockout experiments (34), as well as in the design of
chemical programs to solve NP-complete problems (48).
In a recent work we used OT to assess the quality of a genome-scale reaction network
of Escherichia coli by identifying species and reactions that could not be present in the
limit behavior of the model during simulation (11). We concluded that these species
and reactions hint at missing knowledge as they were mostly part of pathways starting
from or ending in dead-end species. Here we want to extend this approach in two
directions. First, we present a method for more accurately predicting the limit behavior
of a reaction network if information on reactions kinetics is available. If modeled in
Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML)(32), the velocity of a reaction depends
on the concentration of its educts, products, and modifiers. A modifier is a species
whose concentration affects the reaction velocity but whose concentration itself is not
changed by this reaction. Some modifiers, as for example catalysts or activators, are
required to be present for a non-zero reaction velocity. However, if we want a reaction to
fulfill the Feinberg condition, such modifiers need to be added on its educt and product
sides. Hence, since information necessary for the analysis using OT can be hidden in the
kinetic laws, we present an algorithm for extracting this information. Second, using this
approach, we demonstrate how knowledge of the organizational structure of a reaction
network and thus of its limit behavior can help to uncover modeling inconsistencies.
These inconsistencies are represented by species as well as by reactions that belong
to no organization, indicating either missing knowledge, compounds missing from the
specified growth media or modeling errors.
1As growth state we define a situation where some species accumulate. An example is exponential
growth in which, for instance, the overall amount of DNA increases given that there is a continuous
supply (inflow) of nutrients.
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This work is structured as follows. In Section 2.2 we give a short outline of OT and
present an algorithm that modifies the stoichiometric structure in a reaction network
such that the Feinberg condition is fulfilled. We use this algorithm in Section 2.3 to
demonstrate how these modifications affect the organizational structure of a model of
the ERK/Wnt-signaling pathway. In Section 2.4 we use our approach to find incon-
sistencies in a large-scale analysis of the models of the BioModels Database (44) and
compare our results with those obtained by other stoichiometric analysis techniques.
Finally, we conclude in Section 2.5.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Chemical Organization Theory
We define a reaction network 〈M,R〉 by a set of molecular species M and a set of
reaction rules R. A reaction rule ρ ∈ R is defined by the stoichiometric coefficients
li,ρ and ri,ρ denoting the left-hand and right-hand sides of a reaction rule, respectively.
Given a reaction rule ρ ∈ R, we denote the set of reactant species and set of product
species by LHS(ρ) := {i ∈ M|li,ρ > 0} and RHS(ρ) := {i ∈ M|ri,ρ > 0}, respectively.
With N = (ni,ρ) = (ri,ρ− li,ρ), we denote the stoichiometric matrix of 〈M,R〉. W.l.o.g.
we assume vρ ≥ 0; hence a reversible reaction has two entries in v.
Given a set A ⊆ M, its set of reaction rules RA = {ρ ∈ R|LHS(ρ) ⊆ A}, and
the corresponding stoichiometric matrix NA, we say that A is closed if for all reaction
rules ρ ∈ RA, RHS(ρ) ∈ A. Thus, we call A closed if there is no reaction with educts
from A producing a species not in A. A is self-maintaining if there exists a strictly
positive flux vector v′ ∈ R
|RA|
>0 such that all species in A are produced at a non-negative
rate, that is, NAv
′ ≥ 0 (17). A set A that is closed and self-maintaining is called
an organization (23). First is the reactive organization. An organization is called
reactive if each of its species participates in at least one reaction of that organization.
Elementary organizations are reactive organization that cannot be generated as union
of other reactive organizations (11).
Because organizations may share the same species, the set of organizations together
with the set inclusion ⊆ form a partially ordered set that can be visualized in a Hasse
diagram, providing a hierarchical view of the network under consideration: Organi-
zations are vertically arranged by size, with small organizations at the bottom. Two
7
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A
B
R2 R3
R1
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
A B
C
Figure 2.1: A Example network (phosphorylation cycle) with 7 species and 3 reaction
rules. B and C Hasse diagrams of elementary organizations of the unprocessed and pro-
cessed networks respectively. Only species appearing for the first time in each organization
are displayed.
organizations are connected by a line if the upper contains the lower organization and
no other organization exists between them. For simplicity, only species appearing for
the first time, i.e., which are not element of a lower organization, are displayed.
2.2.2 Analyzing Reaction Networks With Modifiers
In this section we introduce an algorithm that allows application of OT to reaction
network models containing modifiers. As an example, we use a phosphorylation cycle,
a typical motive found in signaling networks (Figure 2.1 A). The network consists of 7
molecular species M = {A,B,M1, . . .M5} and 3 reactions R = {R1, R2, R3}.
For the reactions R = { R1 : ∅ → A, R2 : B → A, R3 : A → B} we assume the
following kinetic laws (omitting rate constants and units):
vR1 = 1
vR2 = [B] (1 + [M1] + [M2])
vR3 = [A] ([M3][M4] + [M3][M5] + [M4][M5])
This model can be formulated in SBML, with M1,M2 being modifiers of reaction R2
and M3,M4,M5 being modifiers of reaction R3, while not appearing as reactants.
Our algorithm consists of 2 steps: First, we examine the kinetic law of each reaction
to detect minimal sets of modifiers that are necessary for that reaction to have a positive
flux. Then we use this information to adapt a reaction’s set of reactants in order to
8
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more faithfully reflect the algebraic structure of the network used for computation of
chemical organizations.
2.2.2.1 Step 1: Identifying Sets Of Essential Modifiers
In this first step we identify all minimal supporting modifier sets of each reaction.
Given a reaction ρ ∈ R, a minimal supporting modifier set (supporting set, for short) is
defined as a minimal set of modifiers that need positive concentrations (while all others
are absent) to allow reaction ρ to have a positive flux. If at least one of these modifiers
is additionally set to a zero concentration, the flux of the reaction is constrained to
zero. There might be several possibly overlapping supporting sets. With respect to a
certain reaction, a modifier is called essential if it is contained in all supporting sets of
the reaction.
1. Determination of supporting sets
To decide whether a set of modifiers is a supporting set for a particular reaction,
we follow a straightforward approach: If a set of modifiers is a supporting set,
a positive concentration of only these modifiers allows a non-zero flux, while a
positive concentration of only a proper subset of these modifiers constrains the
flux to zero. Following this idea, we implemented FormulaChecker, which tries
to compute the velocity of each reaction in terms of modifier concentrations.
All variables in the kinetic law that represent undefined parameters or educt or
product species are not further resolved; i.e., they are treated as symbols. The
modifiers we want to test to determine whether they belong to a supporting set are
also treated as symbols. The remaining modifiers are set to zero concentration.
Function calls are resolved by application of their respective parameters, if neces-
sary. Applying FormulaChecker can lead to two different results for the reaction
velocity:
(1) The result is zero. In this case the tested modifier set is not a supporting set.
Let {M3}, for example, be the set to be checked in R3. Setting the concentrations
of the remaining modifiers to zero results in vR3 = 0. Thus, {M3} is not a
supporting set of R3. This also applies to the sets {M4} and {M5}.
9
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(2) The result is non-zero. Thus, it might be a constant only depending on
parameters, or a formula, dependent on variables. Checking {M3,M4} in R3
yields the kinetic law vR3 = [A]([M3][M4]). Since we know that {M3}, {M4},
and {M5} do not represent supporting sets, {M3,M4} has to be a supporting
set.
In contrast, if we check the empty set in R2 by setting M1 and M2 to zero
values in the kinetic law, we obtain vR2 = [B]. In consequence, neither {M1} nor
{M2} represent supporting sets of R2; the supporting set is the empty set, and
no further tests are required.
2. Finding all supporting sets In order to find all supporting sets of a reaction, the
algorithm analyzes the power set of the reaction’s set of modifiers to ensure that
all supporting sets are found. The sets are checked in increasing size order, trying
to avoid testing the whole power set of modifiers: If we find that a set of modifiers
is a minimal supporting set, we do not need to test any of its supersets.
Looking at R3 in the example, after the empty set, all single-modifier sets are
checked. We find that neitherM3 norM4 norM5 allow a positive flux if standing
alone. In the next step all two-element sets are tested. Since all these sets allow
a positive flux of R3, but none of the smaller ones, we conclude that {M3,M4},
{M3,M5}, and {M4,M5} are the supporting sets. In consequence, we do not
have to test the superset {M3,M4,M5}.
2.2.2.2 Step 2: Adapting The Reactions
In the second step, each reaction possessing at least one supporting set is processed.
For each supporting set the reaction is duplicated and the modifiers of the supporting
set are added as catalysts to the duplicate reaction. Finally, the original reaction is
removed from the model. In order to preserve the dynamics of the original model in
the processed model, the kinetic law of each of the duplicate reactions is divided by
the number of derived reactions, i.e., the number of supporting sets. The duplicate
reactions get new names of the form [old reaction name] variant [number]. For
our example we obtain the following set of reaction rules R = {R1, R2, R3variant 1,
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R3variant 2, R3variant 3} with
R1 : → A
R2 : B → A
R3variant 1 : A+M3 +M4→ B +M3 +M4
R3variant 2 : A+M3 +M5→ B +M3 +M5
R3variant 3 : A+M4 +M5→ B +M4 +M5
For a more detailed outline of the processing of the kinetic laws, see the Supplement.
2.2.2.3 Example Application
Applying the algorithm to our example, we can see several effects of the processing of
the kinetic law (see Figures 2.1B and 1C for the Hasse diagrams of elementary organi-
zations). Two trends are superimposed. First, some organizations vanish, including the
organization solely containing A and B in the unprocessed network. In the processed
network, a reaction still converts B to A. In order to replenish B, one pair of the mod-
ifiers M3, M4, and M5 is necessary. Thus, {A,B} does not fulfill the self-maintenance
condition in the processed network. Second, some organizations appear for the first
time, as in the case of the organization containing A in the processed network. In the
original network, the set {A} was not closed since R3 unconditionally produced B from
A. LEET, really? Pirate english is way cooler! Wait, what ate my ticking clock?
2.3 Organizational Structure Of The ERK/Wnt-signaling
Pathway
In order to demonstrate the utility of the incorporation of kinetic laws into the analysis
with OT, we analyze the model BIOMD149 1 from the BioModels database (44) con-
taining an integrated ERK and Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway (Figure 2.2). This
model is based on the work of Kim et al. (41), who described a positive feedback loop
between these two pathways important in the development of some cancer (41). The
positive feedback loop works through a yet unknown mechanism modeled by a species
1We abbreviate the official name of the BioModels by reducing the number to 3 digits. The original
name of the model is BIOMD0000000149.
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ERK−Pathway Wnt−Pathway
Raf1 Raf1*
MEK MEK*
Ras i Rasa
−Catenin/TCFβ
GSK3 β
X
ERK ERK*
Figure 2.2: Simplified representation of the reaction network from BIOMD149 (41) com-
bining the ERK- and Wnt-signaling pathways. The Wnt signal, serving as input to both
pathways, is not shown. Lines with circles represent essential modifiers identified with
the presented approach. Lines ending in orthogonal bars indicate inhibition. Abbrevi-
ations: ERK, extracellular signal related-kinase; GSK-3β, glycogen synthase kinase 3β;
TCF, T-cell factor.
called “molecule X”. The transcription of this molecule is modeled to be up-regulated
by a complex of β-catenin and TCF. The availability of β-catenin is regulated by active
GSK-3-β, which in turn is inactivated by phosphorylated ERK. According to the model,
X up-regulates the signaling through the ERK-pathway. The rates of phosphorylation
of the different levels of the ERK-pathway are modeled with kinetic laws. Thus, a high
concentration of phosphorylated Raf increases the rate of phosphorylation of MEK,
which in turn increases the rate of phosporylation of ERK.
Without the processing of the kinetic laws the network contains 384 reactive organi-
zations generated from the union of 11 elementary organizations. After processing, the
network contains 150 reactive organizations generated from the union of 18 elementary
organizations. Thus, the number of reactive organizations declines while the number
of elementary organizations increases. Figures 2.3 and 2.4 depict the Hasse diagram of
elementary organizations of both networks. The Hasse diagram of the unprocessed net-
work (Figure 2.3) displays a very simple structure. The smallest organization already
contains X. From the kinetic law of the production reaction of X it can be determined
that a positive concentration of the complex β-catenin/TCF is required for a non-zero
flux of this reaction. But this is not taken into account since this constraint is modeled
12
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Figure 2.3: Hasse diagram of elementary organizations of BIOMD149 without processing
of the kinetic laws. Only species appearing for the first time in each organization are shown.
For example organization 9 contains the species displayed in the nodes corresponding to
organization 0, 7, and 9. Not all species in organization 10 are displayed. A list of
abbreviations can be found in Supplement 7.4. Phosphorylated forms of a protein are
denoted by the suffix “ ast”. Active/Inactive forms by the suffix “a”/“i”.
through the modifiers of the reaction and not on the level of substrates and educts
as required by the Feinberg condition. Consequently, the different levels of the ERK-
signaling pathway are also present independent of each other. This can be observed
by the presence of the corresponding phosphorylated and dephosphorylated proteins
directly above the smallest organization in the Hasse diagram.
From a simulation perspective, the reactive organizations of the original network
would indicate a state of the network where, for example, MEK and MEK* as well as
the input species could be constantly present (Figure 2.3, Organization 4). However,
by examining the kinetic laws of the phosphorylation of MEK to MEK* we find that
this reaction has a flux of zero if the species Raf1* is not present. Thus, only the
dephosphorylation of MEK would have a positive flux, finally using up all MEK*.
After processing of the corresponding kinetic law, Raf1* is identified as an essential
modifier and added as a catalyst to the reaction, as seen in the Hasse diagram of the
processed network (Figure 2.4). The organization containing the species MEK* and
MEK (Figure 2.4, Organization 8) is situated above the organization containing Raf1*
(Figure 2.4, Organization 6).
From this perspective the processing of the kinetic laws can be seen as adding mech-
13
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ERK−signaling
bCatenin/TCF mediated Ras−mediated
ERK−signaling
Figure 2.4: Hasse diagram of elementary organizations of BIOMD149 after the processing
of the kinetic laws. Only species appearing for the first time in each organization are shown.
Not all species in organization 12 are displayed. Naming follows the same conventions as
in Figure 2.3. The different pathways for up-regulation of the ERK-signaling pathway are
indicated. In comparison to Figure 2.3 we find, for example, the node corresponding to
organization 6 above the node corresponding to organization 2 (corresponding to the nodes
labeled 7, respectively, 3 in Figure 2.3). This corresponds to the conclusion that a positive
concentration of Rasa and Rasi is required for the presence of Raf1 and Raf1* in the limit
behavior. Comparison with Figure 2.3 shows that this conclusion can be drawn only if the
kinetic laws are processed.
anistic detail to the reactions. Thus, when we find Raf1* necessary for the phospho-
rylation of MEK to MEK*, the addition of the modifier Raf1* as catalyst corresponds
to the complex formation between Raf1* with MEK prior to phosphorylation. The
14
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approach to consider kinetic laws in OT can be seen as refinement of the reactions of a
model making use of the additional information present in kinetic laws. Even though
OT does not explicitly require the kinetic laws of a reaction network, knowledge about
them can be used to better predict the limit behavior of a reaction network. Con-
versely, in the sense of the Feinberg condition, the underlying mechanisms are modeled
more accurately on the stoichiometric level of the network if this approach is used.
In agreement with the results of Kim et al. (41), we find an alternative route for the
activation of the ERK-pathway, indicated by the organizations 3, 7, 9, and 11 in Fig-
ure 2.4. Through the action of the complex β-catenin/TCF, the transcription of X is
up-regulated and, thus, bypasses the activation of Raf by Ras. A constant activation of
β-catenin/TCF, for example through a mutation, can result in a decoupling from any
signal and consequently lead to a constant up-regulation of the ERK-signaling pathway,
as is often found in cancer (41). In the unprocessed network, we do not obtain these
results.
2.4 Large-Scale Analysis Of Bio-Models
In order to demonstrate the utility of our approach we analyze the models of the
eleventh release1 of the BioModels database (44). This database contains 185 manually
curated models of biological networks in SBML format.
SBML allows species to be defined as external. Thus, their concentration is assumed
constant. For the computation of chemical organizations we add an inflow and outflow
reaction of the form ∅ → s and s→ ∅ for each external species s. For all except 3 models
we were able to compute the reactive organizations using the deterministic algorithms
for organization computation (see Centler et al. (11) for algorithmic details). For the
remaining three models (BIOMD014, BIOMD019, and BIOMD049 ), a heuristic based
on a random walk strategy to determine organizations (11) needed to be applied. Since
we wanted to identify species appearing in no organization and each of these models
did contain an organization encompassing the entire species set, computation of the
complete set of organization was not necessary for these models.
1The BioModels Database is updated in releases whereby models are corrected or added. We
downloaded the models used in this work on 20th October 2008.
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Figure 2.5: Histogram of the number of reactive organizations in the models of the
BioModels Database. Please note that this number includes 6 models with more than 1000
organizations (listed below > 10 organizations).
A total of 172 models contained a non-empty organization. In the remaining 13
models, only the empty organization was found since they contained neither reactions
nor species. An overview of the number of reactive organizations is given in Table 2
in Supplement 7. While 77 models contained only a single reactive organization, the
highest number of organizations was found in BIOMD175, with 319,248 reactive orga-
nizations. An overview of the distribution of the number of organizations can be found
in Figure 2.5.
Species participating in no reaction can drastically increase the number of orga-
nizations in a network. Thus, we computed only the reactive organizations in each
network and omitted species participating in no reaction (in 24 models) from the anal-
ysis. In 31 models some species did not appear in any reactive organization. A first
analysis showed that this set contains many models where such behavior was intended.
Thus, in several models the concentration of some species was set to a non-zero value
at a given time point (e.g., t = 0). To take into account this short-time behavior we
added an inflow reaction for each such species. Doing this, we found that only 5 models
with species absent from any reactive organization remained: BIOMD044, BIOMD093,
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BIOMD094, BIOMD143 and BIOMD151 (see Table 2.1). By analyzing the reactions
in which the missing species participated and comparing the SBML models to their
description in the corresponding publications, we found potential inconsistencies. We
identified all these inconsistencies as actual modeling errors.
2.4.1 Resolving Network Inconsistencies
In 3 of the 5 models, BIOMD093, BIOMD094 and BIOMD143, we identified reactions
that were set to irreversible despite their kinetic laws producing negative fluxes in the
course of the simulation, as described in the corresponding publications. Thus, they
were indeed reversible and we modified them accordingly. Repeating the analysis, we
found all species present in the reactive organizations of BIOMD093. In BIOMD094,
missing species remained. However, this was an intended behavior since a gene knock-
out was modeled (68).
In BIOMD143 we still found some species absent after we had changed reactions
with negative fluxes in the simulation to be reversible. This model describes the oscilla-
tory metabolism of activated neutrophils (50). A simplified and decompartmentalized
version of the relevant reactions is depicted in Figure 2.6. The species absent from the
reactive organizations are hydrogen (H+2 ) from cytoplasm and phagosome. The model
contains only reactions consuming these two species. The simulation of the ODEs even
produces negative concentrations of both. The reason for the consumption of these
species is inconsistent modeling of the stoichiometry of the reactions and an inconsis-
tent kinetic law. Cytoplasmatic and phagosomal hydrogen are consumed together with
superoxide (O−2 ) to produce hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). In the course of the disposal
of H2O2 by ferric peroxidase in the phagosome, an additional 4 protons from mela-
tonin (MLTH) are consumed to produce the initial form of ferric peroxidase. With
the exception of ferric peroxidase and free radicals of melatonin (MLT), all species are
consumed without producing equivalent products. Thus, the disposal of H2O2 by ferric
peroxidase consumes oxygen and protons. The model contains an inflow for NADPH
and O2. Oxidation of NADPH by oxygen or free radicals of melatonin can produce
superoxide and melatonin respectively. Thus, there is a constant inflow of NADPH
and oxygen that can replenish the consumed species. However, the kinetic law of the
production of superoxide from O−2 and hydrogen does not depend on the concentration
of hydrogen in the model. Together with a zero initial concentration of hydrogen, the
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Figure 2.6: Simplified representation of the reactions of BIOMD143. As a result of incon-
sistent stoichiometries hydrogen and oxygen are consumed in the course of detoxification
of hydrogen peroxide. There is only an inflow of oxygen, and the consumption of hydrogen
does not depend upon its concentration. Consequently a simulation leads to a negative
concentration of hydrogen. Abbreviations: MLTH, melatonin; MLT, melatonin free radical
simulation of the model leads to a negative concentration of this species. Making the
rate law dependent on the concentration of hydrogen resolves the problem of negative
concentration of hydrogen. Additionally, either removing the inconsistencies in the
stoichiometry or adding an inflow for hydrogen allows positive concentrations of this
species during simulation.
The reasons for the missing species in BIOMD044 are very similar. Here a species
is modeled to serve as a pseudo-substrate to a reaction that could have been modeled
without substrate. The kinetic law governing the reaction does not depend upon the
concentration of this substrate. Since it is not produced by any other reaction, negative
concentrations appear in the course of the simulation. Replacing the respective reaction
by an inflow reaction resolves the problem.
In BIOMD151 almost all species are absent from reactive organizations. This net-
work represents an integrated model of the JAK/STAT and ERK-signaling pathways
regulated by IL-6 in hepatocytes (61). A detailed analysis of the model and the set of
ordinary differential equations presented in Singh et al. (61) showed that a complex for-
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Model Description Species/ Reactive First Step Second Step
Reactions Orgs. OT FBM OT FBM
(spec./rea.) (rea.) (spec./rea.) (rea.)
BIOMD037 Sporulation control network
in P. polycephalum (24)
12/14(14) 1(2) 3/6 10 12/14 14
BIOMD044 Model of intracellular calcium
oscillations (6)
7/8(8) 2(2) 3/4 5 6/7 7
BIOMD093 JAK/STAT signal transduc-
tion pathway (68)
34/48(48) 5(3) 11/16 30 31/43 43
BIOMD094 JAK/STAT signal transduc-
tion pathway (68)
34/47(47) 2(3) 5/5 27 24/24 40
BIOMD143 Oscillatory metabolism of ac-
tivated neutrophils (50)
20/20(20) 1(1) 4/4 4 7/5 5
BIOMD149 Crosstalk between Wnt and
ERK Pathways (41)
28/39(39) 150(384) 28/39 39 - -
BIOMD151 IL-6 signal transduction in
hepatocytes (61)
68/114(114) 80(96) 49/71 111 19/14 112
Table 2.1: Selected results from the large-scale analysis. See Supplement 7 for
the entire table. The 5 models in which inconsistencies have been identified are shaded
in light gray. The first 4 columns give general details about the models. Numbers in
brackets indicate the number of reactions of the original network that can increase through
processing of the kinetic laws. The number of species remains constant. The fourth column
gives the number of reactive organizations in the modified and (in brackets) the original
network. In the fifth and sixth columns species and reactions that can be present in the limit
behavior of the processed network are given. OT denotes the prediction by organization
theory, and FBM the predictions by flux-based methods. In some cases FBM identify more
reactions to be present in the limit behavior than OT. These cases are shaded in dark gray.
The seventh and eighth columns give the same numbers when inflow reactions for species
with an event setting their concentration to a positive value at a certain time-point are
added. In cases where the original network already contained all species, those numbers
are omitted.
mation step was missing, such that the signal from IL-6 could not be transmitted to the
subsequent signaling pathways. Only the complex dissociation reaction was present.
During simulation it had a negative flux, mimicking the complex formation reaction.
Adding the missing step produced a model in which all species appeared in a reactive
organization.For a moment, nothing happened. Then, after a second or so, nothing
continued to happen. Look out for more jokes.
2.4.2 Comparison With Flux-based Methods
Next, we will compare our results with those obtained with flux-based methods, in-
cluding flux balance analysis (FBA) (65), elementary mode analysis (59), and extreme
pathway analysis (58). These methods can be used to check whether a certain reaction
can be present in a steady-state flux obeying the irreversibility constraint. Thus, they
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can predict whether a reaction can be present in the limit behavior of a reaction net-
work. In FBA this can be done directly, while elementary mode analysis and extreme
pathway analysis return a set of vectors spanning the solution space of the steady-state
condition. However, since OT also takes into account growth states, in which some
species accumulate, the steady-state condition is adapted accordingly (details can be
found in the Supplement). Furthermore, since we only want to know whether a reaction
can appear in any steady state or growth state, we do not need to apply these methods
directly, but can use a linear programming approach similar to FBA, outlined in the
Supplement.
We compared the predictions of flux-based methods to those of OT for the models
of the BioModels Database. With OT we identified 31 models where some reactions
did not appear in any reactive organization. The same 31 models are identified using
flux-based methods. However, when analyzing the predicted set of available reactions
in detail, we found differences in 25 of the 31 models. Due to the definition of self-
maintenance, the set of available reactions is a subset of those predicted by flux-based
methods. Thus, in all 25 cases, flux-based methods found reactions present in the limit
behavior that indeed could not maintain a positive flux in a long-term simulation.
The reason for this difference closely follows a concept presented in Kaleta et al.
(35): a steady-state flux in a network uses some species that cannot be produced at
a positive rate. In this flux these species might be interconverted into each other or
act as catalysts. Further assume that there is a reaction steadily draining some of the
unproducible species. Thus, they will finally vanish. In consequence, this steady-state
flux cannot be part of any steady state of the complete network. If a particular reaction
is present only in such steady-state fluxes, it is predicted to be present in the limit
behavior of a reaction network by flux-based methods, while OT correctly identifies it
as absent since it correctly takes into account the drain of the unproducible species. We
will outline this concept in more detail using BIOMD037, a model of the sporulation
control network in Physarum polycephalum by Marwan (46) (Figure 2.7). While OT
predicts 8 of the 12 reactions to be absent from the limit behavior (Figure 2.7 A), fluxed-
based methods identify only 4 such reactions (Figure 2.7 B). The differentially predicted
reactions account for the interconversion of Pfr to Pr and Xi to Xa. Flux-based methods
find a flux where the conversion of Pfr to Pr and vice-versa is in equilibrium. However,
this does not take into account that there is also a reaction irreversibly converting Pr
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Figure 2.7: Reaction network from BIOMD037 modeling the sporulation control in
Physarum polycephalum from (46). Lines ending in circles indicate essential modifiers for a
reaction. Light gray reactions cannot have a positive flux in the limit behavior, according
to A OT and B flux-based methods. Abbreviations: Pr, active photoreceptor; Pi, inactive
photoreceptor; (pre/prepre)S, sporulation signal (and precursors); Ya/i, active/inactive
glucose receptor; Gluc, glucose; Xa/i, active/inactive signal transducer.
to Pi. Thus, a non-zero concentration of Pr will be depleted by the conversion into Pi.
In consequence, there is no reactive organization containing Pfr and Pi.
Additionally, we find an interesting case in the interconversion of Xa to Xi and vice-
versa. The conversion of Xi to Xa requires the presence of Pr. Flux-based methods
identify an equal flux of both reactions as a feasible flux, since Pr acts only as a catalyst.
However, the analysis using OT shows that such a flux also requires the presence of
Pr. Thus, both species cannot persist in the limit behavior since Pr, required for the
reaction of Xi to Xa, will vanish over time. Since Xa is steadily converted to Xi, only
this species would finally remain. This demonstrates how our approach takes the kinetic
laws into account which is not possible using flux-based methods.
In 2 of the models in which we identified inconsistencies, BIOMD094 and BIOMD151,
predictions for the presence of reactions in the limit behavior between OT and flux-
based methods differ. In BIOMD151, OT predicts 9 reactions to be present, while
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flux-based methods identify 112 of the 114 overall reactions. As outlined above, flux-
based methods can predict only the same or a larger set of reactions to be present in
the limit behavior. Thus, the search for inconsistencies is simplified by reducing the
size of the system to analyze if OT is used. This is also corroborated by 3 models in
the uncurated branch of the BioModels Database containing inconsistencies. In all 3
models, flux-based methods predict more reactions to be present in the limit behavior
than OT (see Supplement for further details).
2.5 Conclusion
In this work we demonstrated that information hidden in kinetic laws affects the results
obtained from chemical organization theory (OT). We presented an approach that is
able to uncover this information. This approach enabled us to refine the chemical
organizations in 41 of the 185 models (22%) of the BioModels Database.
The Hasse diagram of organizations of the processed model of a combined ERK/Wnt-
signaling pathway took into account the different levels of phosphorylation in the sig-
naling cascade, while the set of organizations of the unprocessed network did not.
Furthermore, the Hasse diagram of organizations demonstrated several possible path-
ways for constant up-regulation of this pathway, an important event in carcinogenesis
consistent with the results of Kim et al. (41).
Analyzing the 185 models of the BioModels Database, we checked the behavior of
the models during long-term simulation (limit behavior). Thus, we found 31 models
where several species could not persist in a long-term simulation. Furthermore, we
identified 5 models in which some species could not be present at all during simula-
tion. This was due to inconsistent reversibility constraints in two models, negative
concentrations of some species during simulation in another two models and a missing
reaction in the fifth model. In the non-curated branch of the BioModels Database we
identified 3 models with modeling errors. Comparing the set of species present and
the reactions having a non-zero flux in the limit behavior, we found OT able to pre-
dict those sets more accurately in 25 models (14%) compared with flux-based methods
like flux balance analysis, elementary mode analysis, and extreme pathway analysis.
These models account for 81% of the models in which the set of species and reactions
present in the limit behavior of the model did not encompass the entire set of species
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and reactions. In five of the 8 models of both branches of the BioModels Database in
which we detected modeling errors, OT made more accurate predictions in comparison
to flux-based methods.
These results demonstrate that OT is a valuable tool in 3 important aspects of
network design and analysis. First, when this approach is used to extract additional
information from the kinetic laws of the reactions, the set of organizations corresponds
to the potential steady state and growth states of a reaction network. Thus, important
information about the dynamic structure of a reaction network can be uncovered. Sec-
ond, OT can be used in an iterative fashion to assist in model building by identifying
inconsistencies that need to be resolved. Third, OT more faithfully identifies parts of
a network whose maintenance is not yet explained than flux-based methods. Thus,
it is of particular interest for identifying gaps due to missing knowledge in large-scale
metabolic networks as documented in Centler et al. (11). In consequence, it can be
beneficial for methods aiming to remove such inconsistencies (43, 54). In the other
direction, our approach could be extended by these methods to automatically propose
changes in order to remove inconsistencies. However, computational constraints cur-
rently prohibit the application of our deterministic algorithm to very large networks
(e.g., more than 500 reactions). An approximation can be used for networks of this size,
but the results require manual checking. A more efficient algorithm that will enable
the application of OT to genome-scale networks is in development.
For a more detailed outline of the processing of the kinetic laws, see the Supplement
(7.3.3.4).
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3NETWORK DATA
INTEGRATION AND
ANALYSIS SOFTWARE
3.1 Introduction
The chemical industry has become a very important economical factor in the last cen-
turies. Unfortunateley, ecological awareness arose very late during the development of
this scientific field and its applications. Thus, today we have to cope with the bother-
some inheritance of closed down factories, brownfield sites and contaminated grounds.
For a long time, dumping was the only option to deal with such contaminated soil;
apparently cleaning up the old industrial sites, but in no way eliminating the pollu-
tants left in it. What is more, these dumps even concentrate hazardous substances and
thus pose a huge threat to groundwater and diverse ecosystems. Fortunately, microbi-
ological and systemic insights gained in the last decades open up new perspectives to
tackle these issues: at least a subset of the possibly dangerous chemicals might be dealt
with by microorganisms which have evolved to be capable of dealing with contaminated
environments. This means either that
• the respective organisms are able to withstand the toxic effects of the substances,
• the species are able to (at least partially) catabolize the chemicals, thereby mod-
ifying their own environment, or
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• they are even able to profit from energy stored in the compounds.
This, in turn, led to the idea that biochemical systems might be engineered to faciliate
the microbiological decomposition of contaminats in soils, thus offering an option to
actually cleanse our inherited liabilities (16, 63).
3.2 Preconditions For Multi-species Network Models
While it might be technically feasible to engineer genetically modified organisms to op-
timally reduce the amount of pollutants in certain soils, a less intrusive treatment would
be to combine well-known organisms in such a way, as to allow for a full mineraliza-
tion of the harmful chemicals in a given environment based on their concerted natural
activities. Of course, in vitro it would be possible to just combine organisms randomly
and observe the outcome to find possible candidate sets for in situ application. Yet this
trial-and-error approach would be rather tedious and most probably not fitted to reach
optimal degradation rates. A more scientific approach uses prior knowledge about the
location of interest and insights collected in biochemical databases.
It is well known that virtually every organism has preferred environmental condi-
tions allowing sustainable growth. These conditions are shaped by the following factors
given in the (not necessary complete) list:
• aerobic/anaerobic environment
• pH value
• salinity
• temperature
• presence of heavy metal ions
• presence of electron acceptors
• microorganisms present in the environment
• pressure
• present pollutant substances
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3.3 Basic Approach Description
Omitting the possibility of tailoring organisms by means of genetics, the ultimate goal
to cope with the aforementioned biodegradation problem would be the following: A
tool that predicts, for a given environmental situation, which set of bacteria could be
applied and which additional substances might have to be added. To achieve this, the
following steps have to be performed:
1. find bacteria able to process the objective substances.
2. filter bacteria by feasibility with respect to the environmental situation.
3. find a flow distribution optimized for pollutant degradation.
4. determine which substances have to be added to allow this optimal flow.
5. find degradation intermediates released by the utilized set of bacteria.
6. find bacteria able to process the intermediates.
7. repeat from step 2 until no harmful chemicals are left unprocessed.
3.3.1 Search For Processing Bacteria
This step can be accomplished in the following way:
1. search online databases for reactions processing the substances of interest. In
other words: find reactions that have the objective substance in their list of
educts in any of the feasible directions.
2. search for enzymes able to catalyze the respective reactions.
3. search for organisms whose genomes code for the found enzymes.
Although the presence of a gene coding for an enzyme does not automatically imply
the presence of the enzyme, this is a good estimate to find a set of potential degraders.
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3.3.2 Filter Bacteria
When a set of potential degraders has been found, it is advisable to get rid off all species
which are not compatible with the preset environment. For example, these might be
obligate anaerobe bacteria which are not feasible for an aerobic environment, or species
that will not grow at the present pH value. This filtering demands for databases which
hold desriptive data for listed organisms.
3.3.3 Optimize Degradation And Determination Of Additionals
After the previous steps, we should have found bacteria that potentially have the capa-
bility to break down a substance of interest. The next step is to find out under which
conditions this degradation can reach its highest performance. Therefore, the network
of relevant bacteria has to be fed with the nutrients present in the respective environ-
ment while trying to maximize the inflow of the substances of interest. Alongside this
optimization, we will possibly find a set of chemicals that are not yet present in the
cell’s environment but can be added to allow for, or at least speed up, the process.
3.3.4 Find Secreted Intermediate Substances
This is a crucial step during the construction of interaction networks of bacteria, since
a singular species might not be capable of a full mineralization of a given pollutant.
In this case, it is very likely that intermediate substances, i.e. the products of the
partial degradation, will be activeley or passiveley exported by the bacteria and will
thus accumulate in the environment. As long as those substances pose a danger to the
environment or even inhibit the growth of their producers, there is a need to get rid
of these products. There are several approaches towards the solution of this sub-task,
like the detection of metabolic interfaces (4) and variances of the FBA (51) or the
seed set method (5). The general procedure would be the following: for each organism
found in the previous steps determine the substances produced in a “healthy” (stan-
dard) environment while optimising biomass production. Compare those metabolic
products with the substances produced when the standard environment is altered by
forcing the organism to process the pollutant substances. This should yield a set of
additionally produced substances, some of which might be problematic as well. A
major obstacle here is the question how to determine whether a particular product is
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problematic. Usually, one would refer to scientific literature to clarify this. Also, there
are approaches to decide this question based on structural properties of the respective
molecules. Furthermore, it could be decided by the location of the substance within
the metabolic network of an organism: while useful substances seem to appear in the
highly connected centre of metabolic networks, harmful chemicals tend to appear in the
periphery (53). For an automated approach this knowledge could again be harvested
from online databases.
3.3.5 Iterative Search For Further Degradation Pathways
At this point we should have found bacteria which are potentially able to degrade our
substances of interest to a certain point and possibly leave us with a set of degradation
products that are not fully mineralized. As the ultimate purpose was a set of bacteria
with the potential to fully degrade the raw pollutant mixture, we have to iterate the
previous steps and need to identify bacteria able to degrade the intermediate products
to a satisfactory set of tolerable output substances. Thus, the aforementioned steps
have to be executed recursively. Ideally, with the help of these repeated steps we would
be able to determine sets of bacteria with the potential to completely eliminate the
contaminants.
3.3.6 Finding The Optimal Set Of Bacteria
If several sets of bacteria were found by this method, it would be reasonable to con-
struct integrated metabolic network models of each of those sets of bacteria. Those
models should comprise the full degradation path and allow for qualitative and quanti-
tative comparison of the respective bacterial communities: it is advisible to review the
stoichiometric side conditions for the degradation path and check whether a net flux
through this path is feasible under the given environmental conditions. Complementary
to these predicted pathways and preconditions, it is necessary to perform in vitro and
in situ experiments to prove the possibility to actually perform the complete degrada-
tion, while the concentration of intermediates has to be monitored.
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3.4 Implementation
To automatize the data-driven steps of the preceding description, we wanted to imple-
ment a toolbox allowing to enter environmental parameters and search for potential
degraders. For the fast operation of this toolbox, all data used needed to be stored
in a local database, as online database requests would inadmissibly slow down any
operation. Also, we wanted the design to allow several calculations at the same time,
thus having it follow a client-server architecture. For easy portability to other op-
erating systems, all software was implemented in Java and can be downloaded from
https://github.com/FSU-Jena/InteractionTools.
3.4.1 Client-Server Architecture
Since we wanted to allow to process several tasks in parallel, we needed to run the
calculations in independent threads. To provide even more computational power, these
threads had to be moved to separate machines, while remaining under central control.
Thus, the whole toolbox was divided into four logical units which communicate with
each other:
1. the graphical user interface allows to define tasks and browse results.
2. the server module accepts defined tasks, schedules their execution and gathers
the results.
3. the client modules accept scheduled tasks, do the calculations and hand back the
results to the server module.
4. the database module is accessed by all other modules in order to provide necessary
data for task creation and execution.
Figure 3.1 gives an overview on these units and how they are connected.
3.4.2 The Local Database
3.4.2.1 Structure Of The Local Database
This is a central part of the software package, as the DB feeds the other modules with
all kinds of data. The database itself was designed to reflect the needs of the software
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Figure 3.1: The logical subunits of the interaction toolbox. The GUI allows to create
tasks and displays their results. Tasks are dispatched to the clients via the server module,
clients do the calculation and hand back the results. All modules have reading access on
the database.
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Figure 3.2: Structure of the Local Database.
Tables (rectangles) consist of fields (round boxes) related by continuous lines. Dotted
arrows indicate references between fields in different tables.
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to be built upon it. The main tables are listed in the following. The data fields are
denominated in brackets, primary keys are underlined.
• substances (id, formula) - storing formulas of substances
• enzymes (id, ec, substance) - stores ids of enzymes, their EC-number (if given)
and the identic substance (where applicable).
• reactions (rid, spontan) - storing spontaneity information for reactions
• substrates and products (sid, rid, stoich) - holding references about which sub-
stances take part in which reactions and their respective quantity
• reaction-enzymes (rid, eid) - linking reactions to the enzymes by which they are
catalyzed
• reaction-directions (rid, cid, forward, backward) - holding flags that determine
whether a reaction has been marked as directional in a certain compartment by
any source
• compartments (id, groups) - a list of compartments and organisms from the har-
vested databases. The groups field is a reference to a name of a group the com-
partments belong to, for example “Eukaryotes”
• enzymes-compartments (eid, cid) - this table links enzymes to compartments, i.e.
it states which enzymes occur in each compartment.
• hierarchy (container, contained) - storing information about which compartment
resides inside of another
Additionally, the database comprises some meta-information tables. These meta-data
tables capture information on the origin of the other data; which becomes important if
inconsistencies have to be traced:
• ids (id, type) - manages the ids for all aforementioned data sets and states to
which type of object the id belongs.
• names (nid, name) - manages all names used for entities within the database.
• urls (lid, url) - collects URLs referenced by various entries.
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• urns (uid, id, urn) - collects URNs referenced by virtually all entries.
• id names (id ,nid, lid) - links any object (by id) with its names (by nid), also
stores the id of the URL of the page on which the name was declared.
• id ranges (nid, min, max) - tells which range of ids belongs to data from which
database.
• urn urls (uid, lid) - stores which URN was provided by which webpage.
• abbrevations (id, abbr) - stores abbrevations for certain database entities used on
different websites.
• dates (did,date, description) - a log written when the database is filled.
• decisions (keyphrase, value, autogenerated) - saves decisions made througout the
database filling process and whether a decision was based on a heuristic or on
user input.
The full DB sheme is depicted in Figure 3.2. We are using MySQL 5 as our database
system, which is running in the userspace of a debian wheezy distribution.
3.4.2.2 Data Collection
The database was designed to collect and interweave data from multiple sources. At
the time the first tests were carried out, it comprised entries from the following sources:
• Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG, c.f. 4.3.1)(39),
• the BioModels Database (45),
• the BIGG database (57),
• The Genome-Scale Metabolic Network Database1,
• cyanobacteria models provided by the workgroup of Metabolic Network Analysis
group of Dr. Ralf Steuer, Berlin,
• some simple testcases to inspect the function of the calculation routines.
1http://synbio.tju.edu.cn/GSMNDB/gsmndb.htm
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A declared goal of the database was to allow to combine models from different sources.
For this purpose, the substance-datapages were crawled for URN annotations: If the
program that fills the database encounters two substance entries with the same URN
assigned to them, it checks whether the chemical formulas given for the entities are
compatible and writes a common database entry joining names, formulas, abbrevations
and URNs. If the formulas of two datasets with equal URNs are mismatching, a dialog
box is presented to the user, giving him three options:
1. Unite the entries using the formula already in the database.
2. Unite the entries using the chemical formula from the new source.
3. Keep the respective entries separated.
In this manner, for each of the datasources, the substance list, the list of enzymes, and
the list of reactions are read and integrated into the local database.
3.4.3 Graphical User Interface
This is the frontend of the toolbox presented to the user. It is organized in tabs, which
group elements by functions. There is one tab for each of the following functional
groups:
1. tasks
2. results
3. network view
4. database
5. information.
The Tasks tab is further divided into a box containing task buttons and a panel with
several lists. This lists panel is subdivided in a form where species can be selected,
a form where substances can be selected and a parameters form. Note that within
the InteractionToolbox, the term species refers to a biological species and can be
either a single compartment model or a group of nested compartments. The species
tab (Figure 3.3) contains two lists: one provides the list of species available in the
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local database grouped by their origin, the other list is the collection of user-selected
organisms used for calculations. The second tab within the Tasks tab is the Substances
tab (Figure 3.4), which also contains a list of available substances and four lists of user-
selected substances. Within the InteractionToolbox, drugs, glycans as well as chemical
compounds and other chemical entities are subsumed to substances. Each of the
four user lists can be assigned to one of the four properties “substances to degrade”,
“substances to produce”, “substances to ignore” and “forbid outflow”. These lists
provide the following functionality:
• The “substances to degrade” list is used when degraders for a certain set of
substances are searched or the products of a certain organism are calculated.
• The “substances to produce” are used in optimizations where a certain output
set of substances is desired.
• Substances in the “substances to ignore” list are considered buffered or in excess,
i.e. optimization methods do not try to balance their concentrations. Normally,
water would be added to this list.
• Substances in the “forbid outflow” list are forced to be both balanced and without
outflow. This aims to find paths avoiding certain substances in the product set.
The third form within the Tasks tab is the Optimization Parameters form (Figure 3.5),
where constants for weighted inflow and outflow terms and the importance of the min-
imization of the total number of reactions can be set up. The aforementioned buttons
box groups buttons used to trigger the actual optimization routines (described subse-
quently to the GUI description).
The second main tab is the Results tab which only contains one form in which
all results are displayed in a browsable tree structure (Figure 3.6). It is neighboring
the Network View tab that can display selected substances and their related reactions
within the user-selected organisms (Figure 3.7). The fourth tab is the Database tab
(Figure 3.8). This tab has two major functions: first, it allows to add new SBML models
to the database. Second, it provides a list of all substances in the database whose data
have been compiled from several sources. Clicking on one of these substances toggles an
analysis, which calculates the probability for each pair of sources that the merged entries
really belong together. This is established by comparing names, formulas and SMILES
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Figure 3.5: The optimization parameters tab.
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Figure 3.7: The network view - showing the reactions related to D-Glucose in an E.Coli model
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strings (c.f. 5.3.2) contained in the data sources. The results of this comparison are
shown in a tree and visualized in the right part of the tab. The Information tab shows
a few lines giving the author of the tool and that its results should be used with care.
3.4.4 The Server
The server part of the toolbox consists of a few classes that coordinate the execution
of tasks. It therefore manages a list of registered client threads together with their
current state. At startup it sets up a TCP server socket on which it listens for clients
that want to connect to this server. The connected clients are then used to perform
the calculation on submitted tasks. A task is a specific problem case equipped with
problem specific parameters. The server takes the parameters from the GUI input
fields and creates task objects according to the task button activated in the front end
(Figure 3.4). These objects are then collected in a task queue and are sent in FIFO
order to those clients that are marked as idle. For submitting the tasks to the clients,
the task data is serialized. Each client that has received a task is then marked as
busy until a result or abort-of-task signal is received from it. Results are received as
serialized objects which are then unserialized and put in the result list provided for the
GUI (Figure 3.6). A refresh event is sent to the graphical front end upon each reception
of a result object.
3.4.5 Clients And Optimization Routines
This section describes the optimization routines that were planned to be usable with the
help of this tool and that have been implemented as well as the problems that occured.
These optimization routines were desiged to be executed by the clients. Therefore, they
were prepared as tasks set up within the Tasks tab of the GUI (Figure 3.3). Pushing
a taks button in the front end triggers the submission of a serialized task to a client.
3.4.5.1 Search For Processing Organisms
This is a rather basic task and can be described as follows: The user selects a cer-
tain substance listed in the database via the “selectable substances” list (Figure 3.4)
and adds it to one of the user lists. This list is then marked with the “substances to
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degrade” option. After pressing the “search for processing organisms” button, a Pro-
cessorSearchTask object is created and sent to a client. This client then searches the
database for all reactions containing the selected substance as an educt (for reversible
reactions, also the products are checked). For each reaction found, the catalyzing en-
zymes are searched and for each enzyme the compartments or organisms containing
that enzyme are requested. The list of compartments found is then returned to the
server and displayed in the “Results” tab of the GUI. This routine implements the first
step within the degradation pathway search, described in Section 3.3.1.
3.4.5.2 Calculate Products
This is another very basic task based on a list of user selected species and user selected
substances. For each species a separate task is generated which aims to calculate
all substances that can be produced when the organism is supplied with the selected
substances. This calculation is based on a graph reachability approach. This implies
that the result is not based on a network path with balanced intermediate substances.
The search works as follows: For each organism the complete list of reactions is read
from the database. Then, starting from the available substances, for each reaction
and each allowed direction the feasibility is checked by testing whether the reaction’s
educts are contained within the available substance set. For each feasible reaction, the
products are added to the list of available substances. These steps are iterated, until no
further feasible reaction can be found. The list of available substances is then returned
as the calculation result. As this list of products is not based on a balanced flow, it is
no answer to the question of aggregating intermediates, but it may help to clarify if a
certain substance can be within the product set.
3.4.5.3 Calculation Of Additionals Maximizing The Set Of Products
Like the two routines described before, this is a network-based approach. It is based
solely on the compartment list selected by the user and the substance list marked
as “substances to degrade”. For each of the compartments the algorithm does the
following:
1. The full set of reactions and the list of involved substances assigned with the
organism is obtained from the database.
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2. The set of substances reachable is calculated as described in Section 3.4.5.2.
3. For each substance involved in a reaction of the organism, but not yet reachable,
the respective product set, gained when the substance is added, is calculated.
4. The cardinality of substances already reachable is compared with the cardinality
of the set extended by the not-yet-reachable substance.
Then for each not-yet-reachable substance the increase in the product set is returned as
numerical value. With this method, it is possible to find the “most useful” substances
to be added to an organism’s nutrient set. This calculation is not a solution to any of
the subproblems of the main degradation problem, but proves rather useful to identify
substances useful for an organism to grow.
3.4.5.4 Calculate Seeds
This optimization tries to calculate a minimal set of substances which can be supplied
to the network to generate all substances collected in the “substances to produce”
list. The term “seed” is lent from Borenstein et al. (5) and describes “the minimal
subset of the occurring compounds that cannot be synthesized from other compounds
in the network (and hence are exogenously acquired) and whose existence permits the
production of all other compounds in the network”. Although this routine tries to find
a solution producing all possible compounds if the list of “substances to produce” is
empty, our approach has a focus on producing a set of desired substances defined in
this list. For each compartment in the list of user-selected species, this is essentially
done by a modification of the integer linear programming (ILP) method searching for
elementary flux modes proposed by de Figueiredo et al. (15). In our adaptation, the
seed set is the set of consumed substances of a flux mode that produces the desired
products while minimizing the inflows. This is reflected in additional constraints of the
form that the production rate of the desired products is forced to be positive and in
an additional weighted term for the minimization of all inflows. The according weights
can be adjusted within the parameters form (Figure 3.5). Based on whether the “Use
MILP” box is checked or not, the restriction to integer variables is applied or relaxed
to use real variables. This optimization was implemented with the intention to solve
the problem of predicting the nutrients that additionally need to be added to the soil
to allow a particular organism to grow on the available medium.
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3.4.5.5 Calculate Flow Distributions For Given Input/Output
This routine is in turn an adaptation of the Calculate Seeds method. It applies two
further constraints to the linear program:
1. For all substances present in the user-list having the “substances to degrade” box
checked, it forces the inflows to be positive.
2. It tries to maximize the outflow of all substances listed in the “substances to
produce” list while at the same time trying to minimize all other flow rates.
Thus, it tries to find flux modes taking up the substances to be degraded while min-
imizing the effort to build all substances that shall be produced. Note that this is a
multicriterion optimization, where the importance of minimizing all flows, the impor-
tance of minimizing the inflows and the importance of maximizing the desired outflows
are weighted according to the values set within the parameters form (Figure 3.5). Again,
the user has the option to choose between a linear program using real numbers and
a program using integers. Settled with biomass compounds (21) as desired products
and the list of “substances to be degraded” as educts, this method aims to predict
which intermediates would aggregate when an organism is forced to eat off the given
pollutants. The intention is to solve the problem described in Section 3.3.4.
3.4.5.6 Paths From “Substances To Degrade” To “Substances To Produce”
This routine was intended to find the shortest reaction path connecting all substances in
the list marked with the “to degrade” checkmark with all substances in the “produce”
list. For this purpose, a breadth-first search has to be done on the network of each
compartment provided in the user-selected species list: For each substance in the list
of substances to produce, reactions that consume the substance are gathered and the
products of the respective reactions are added to the list of reachable substances. This
is iterated until all substances that are to be produced are in the list of reachable
substances, and all primary educts have a connection to at least one of the connected
components of the found subnetworks. This routine is not directly related to any
subproblem of the degradation challenge, but was conceived as a valuable add-on to
the toolbox.
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3.4.5.7 Calculate Additionals With Evolutionary Algorithm
This button triggers the start of an evolutionary algorithm (9) for each compartment
in the user-selected species list: Each algorithm instance takes the list of “substances
to degrade” and the list of “substances to produce” and tries to find a set of substances
supplied to its assigned compartment which contains all the desired inflows and pro-
duces all the desired outflows while minimizing the total number of inflows. Therefore,
it mutates the set of supplied inflows by adding and removing substances by chance.
The fitness function for the evolutionary algorithm is given by:
fitness =
degradationSuccess× productionSuccess
sizeofactualinflowset
(3.1)
degradationSucces =
(
number of desired inflows in actual inflow set
number of desired inflows
)2
(3.2)
productionSuccess =
(
number of desired products reachable
number of desired products
)2
(3.3)
The evolution step is carried out for t timesteps, with t being
t = speciesCount×
⌈
10
ln(speciesCount)
⌉
,
where speciesCount is the number of species potentially involved in any reaction as-
signed with the respective organism. This measure has been choosen after trial-and-
error in some test cases; here the procedure yielded acceptable results. This evolution-
ary algorithm was added to the toolbox as an alternative to the flux based approach:
Testing the latter, we realized that linear optimization in some cases does not work.
These failure cases are owed to invalid stoichiometric information in some datasets
gathered from online databses.
3.4.6 Exemplary Workflow
For explanation purposes, a sample workflow will be described here. The following
descriptions require that an instance of the Interaction Toolbox and at least one client
has been started.
• Calculating the products potentially producable from a set of substances.
This task at first requires one or several organisms to be selected. This can be
done in the “selectable species” tab within the “Tasks” tab. For the example
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“E. coli iJR904” has been chosen. Clicking on this organism reveals further
details, whereas double clicking (or pressing the “⇒” button) adds the species to
the “user selection” list on the right hand side (Figure 3.3). Immediately after the
organism has been put in the “user selection” list, all substances annotated to be
part of the known metabolic network of this organism are provided in the list of
selectable substances. From here, specific substances can be inspected by clicking
or added to the active “User selection” list by double-clicking on entries. Figure
3.4 shows D-Glucose and three subordered compartment-specific synonyms with
some details added to the list of “substances to degrade”. In the same way,
other substances can be added to each of the user selected substances lists. After
that, different actions tasks can be started by activating the respective botton
in the tasks column. When pushing the buttons “Calculate products” and “Calc
additionals maximizing the set of products”, these tasks are sent to the client(s),
and after a while calculation results are received. This can be observed by the
messages in the status area at the bottom of the user interface. The results are
displayed in a tree-list within the “Results” tab (Figure 3.6) and can be explored
using the mouse.
• Tracking the network connectivity of a chemical compound of interest.
Upon right-clicking on a substance in any of the lists, a context menu opens,
giving the possibility to search Google for this substance or add the respective
substance to any of the user selection lists. Furthermore, the menu contains an
entry with the caption “show in network view”. Choosing this option loads the
reactions producing and consuming the selected compound (Figure 3.7).
• Finding bacterias with a potential capability to degrade a substance of interest.
For this purpose, the “Tasks” tab and the “selectable substances” tab need to be
opened. In the latter tab, at the bottom, next to the “clear list” button, there
is a drop-down text field. Here a part of a name of a compound of interest, for
example “Benzene”, can be entered. While this is entered, the database is crawled
for substance names containing the given text, and the results are provided in
the drop-down list. Upon selection, the substance is automatically added to the
substances list above. Double-clicking on a substance in the left list adds it to the
currently opened list on the right hand side. By default, the first list on the right
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hand side has the “substances to degrade” checkmark set. Having this activated,
the button “Search for processing organisms” can be pressed, and after a short
calculation time, a list of organisms exhibiting reactions that act on benzene
should appear in the list on the “Results” tab.
• Comparing substance entries from various databases.
As described before, the Database tab lists all compound entries of the local
database that originate from multiple databases and have been merged. Clicking
on each of them starts an algorithm analyzing the pristine source database entries
and showing comparison results. For example, when D-Lysine is selected, all
eight sources featuring this substance are compared against each others and a
hierarchical list of similarities is prepared. Browsing this list by mouse reveals
that the ChEBI and 3DMET databases offer different SMILES strings for this
substance, which is, in turn, represented by a red line in the graph on the right
hand side (Figure 3.8).
3.5 Calculation Problems
The greatest challenge in the preparation process of this toolbox was the design and fill-
ing of the database. Parsers for various page and file formats have been implemented to
read fields like name, chemical structure, stoichiometric parameters, relations between
entities within one database and links between several databases. The first difficulty
encountered was the fact that some chemicals have divergent formulas in different data
sources. This was overcome by interactive decisions by the user as described before.
But even within a single database inconsistencies regarding molecular formulas were
found. This especially led to reactions not balanced on an atomic level, which trace
back to wrong or inappropriate formulas for some molecules. These inconsistencies did
not interfere with the graph-based calculation aprroaches described in Section 3.4.5.1,
3.4.5.2, and 3.4.5.6, as those graph algorithms solely rely on the relations of molecules
and reactions. Still, huge problems with the flux based linear optimization approaches
were experienced, since these approaches are additionally based on molecule stoichiom-
etry. Problems often occured where the ILP solver reported unbounded or unfeasible
problems working on the KEGG based models, while it worked satisfactory on our test
cases. Finally, a model that was predicted to be able to create amino acids without
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any source of nitrogen helped to identify the source of suchlike problems: KEGG con-
tains several simplified reactions that coalesce chains of subsequent reactions. Many
of them are marked as “unclear”, “unknown mechanism” or “multi-step reaction”, yet
unfortunately this is not the case for all of these reactions. Eventually this motivated
us to perform a more detailed analysis of the KEGG database and the inconsistencies
therein, as described in the next chapter. Due to the problems described there, we were
not able to conduct an operational check on the linear optimization routines for large
scale models. Also, we were not able to perform these tests on curated networks, since
database investigation was then prioritized and further development of the toolbox was
suspended.
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4INCONSISTENCY ANALYSIS
ON THE KEGG DATABASE
4.1 Overview
As mentioned in the previous chapter, we need high accuracy data in order to per-
form automatic analyses and reliable model construction approaches. This chapter
analyzes the inconsistencies and problems within online metabolic databases. It is mo-
tivated by the problems encountered while writing the toolbox described in Chapter 3.
Thus, The Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) was chosen as a widely
used database for which problems are examined and potential mitigation strategies are
sketched out. In the first half of this chapter, we present our computational approach for
classifying inconsistencies and provide an overview over detected inconsistency classes.
In the succeeding part, we present strategies to deal with the problem classes detected.
We identified inconsistencies both for database entries referring to substances and en-
tries referring to reactions. We especially propose a rule-based database approach al-
lowing for the inclusion of parametrized molecular species and parametrized reactions.
This will be explained in more detail in the following chapters. Detailed case-studies for
the alcohol dehydrogenase reaction and nucleic acid chemistry, respectively, are then
used to demonstrate the applicability of the approach.
The contents of this chapter are contained in the paper “Towards rule-based metabolic
databases - a requirement analysis based on KEGG”, which has been submitted to the
International Journal of Data Mining and Bioinformatics.
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4.2 Introduction
Chemical reactions are the backbone of almost any biological process, and to investigate
their interrelationships has been of interest for understanding biochemical pathways in
various organisms for centuries (7). In the last decades, huge amounts of data describing
chemical reactions became available for research in online databases. Such data can
be used for the reconstruction (12, 14) and exploration (26) of biochemical reaction
networks as well as for the de novo construction of metabolic networks for particular
applications (16). These networks can in turn be used for predictive tasks (5, 13),
analyses using the petri net framework(47) or the investigation of metabolic interfaces
(4) as well as a variety of other approaches(56, 62).
For tool chains which access databases to automatically assemble interaction net-
works, we need to rely on the quality of the respective data. In flux-based pathway
analyses (FBA)(51) of pathways assembled from publicly available databases, physically
impossible results may occur. For instance, some of the assembled pathways might be
able to generate new elements because the associated reactions stored in the database
are not elementally balanced, i.e. the abundance of elements on educt and product side
differs. As much of the data contained in online databases has been acquired semi-
automatically, a certain amount of inconsistencies can be expected, inevitably limiting
the use of the database information for any automated pathway analysis.
The aim of this study is the assessment of such inconsistencies concerning the bal-
ance of elements. Besides identifying and classifying these, we also present approaches
which might reduce the occurence of such inconsistencies in the future. To introduce
this concept of assessment, we are using KEGG as a representative database; still the
concepts will also be applicable to other databases of similar scope and content ((40)).
For KEGG, some quality-related issues have been analyzed before, for example anno-
tational errors related to partial EC numbers (25) and problems with the structural
representation of molecules(52). Also, problems with reaction balances have been ex-
amined before(22, 42), and some publications recognized that, next to simple problems
with formulas missing one or two atoms, there are serious problems with polymer re-
actions and generic substances (22, 42, 52). While these previous studies, in particular
a short review of reactions that have been identified to be unbalanced in the past (22),
enable us to get an impression of the progress of error correction in KEGG, they did not
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provide a solution strategy. We thus complement our analysis of problem classes with
mitigation strategies and in particular with a formal rule-based scheme to circumvent
current ambiguities.
4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Structure Of KEGG
KEGG is a comprehensive online database which integrates organismic, genetic, and
molecular data with extensive information on enzymes, reactions, and metabolic path-
ways (39). After its foundation in 1995, it has been growing steadily and today serves
as a powerful source of knowledge in OMICS research. All data sets belong to one
of the three categories “Systems Information”, “Genomic Information”, and “Chemi-
cal Information”. The “Systems Information” pages provide integrated overviews on
pathways, maps, drugs, and others. “Genomic Information” describes genes, genomes,
and organisms, while “Chemical Information” subsumes data on general chemical com-
pounds, glycans, ligands, and reactions. All information regarding chemical species are
given in structured tables containing, besides other fields, rows for the entries “IDs”,
“names”, “formulas”, “equations”, “structure”, “remarks”, and “comments”. Entries
in all groups of data are cross-referenced. Although some of the data of KEGG are
available only to paid subscribers, large parts are freely accessible via a web interface
and a ReST API (39, 67).
4.3.2 Local Data Management
Our analyses are based on those parts of the KEGG database which are freely available.
The data used for automatic analysis have been downloaded from KEGG with the help
of a Java programme (Database Filler) that parses data retrieved from KEGG via
the ReST API1 and stores relevant information in a local MySQL database. A local
database for analysis appears to be the best choice to speed up the analysis algorithm,
as each online API page request can take up to one second.
The local database to store KEGG data is structured as shown in Figure 3.2 and de-
scribed in detail in 3.4.2. Initially, the Database Filler reads the list of all chemical
1http://www.kegg.jp/kegg/docs/keggapi.html
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species contained in KEGG, including “Compounds”, “Glycans”, and “Drugs”. Data
entries are downloaded and for each of them the formula is stored in the substances
table of the local database as a string. Subsequently, the reactions are downloaded and
linked to the substances via the substrate and product table. Our analysis is based on
six database snapshots which have been collected in July 2011, February, May, July,
December 2012, and May 2013.
All tools for the download of data and for inconsistency analyses are available from
http://www.biosys.uni-jena.de/interaction tools.html.
4.3.3 Algorithm
4.3.3.1 Substance Checking
As the compound, glycan, and drug information is read and stored in the substance col-
lection of the local database, the first consistency check is performed by the Database
Filler: many compounds contained in KEGG have synonymous entries in the gly-
can or drug collection and are connected by “Same as‘” references. In some instances,
cross-referenced entries in different collections contain empirical formulas that differ,
leading to conflicting descriptions of the same compound. To detect such inconsis-
tencies, empirical formulas which are given as alphanumeric strings in the “Equation”
field of the respective dataset are parsed and stored in the local database. For all
cross-referenced entries of compounds, drugs, and glycans, the respective formulas are
converted to element-to-coefficient mappings; meaning that for each compound, drug,
and glycan entry a table is created, mapping the occurring elements to their respective
count. These mappings are then compared for each entry to identify compounds with
non-unique formulas.
4.3.3.2 Reaction Checking
The analysis algorithm iterates through all retrieved KEGG reactions stored in the lo-
cal database and calculates balances for each according to the respective reactants and
products. Some reactions use substances for which no empirical formulas are available.
We will refer to them as “indistinct” reactions. For the remaining reactions, the algo-
rithm computes the atom counts based on participating substances for both the left and
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date reactions substances
May 2013 9111 27,491
December 2012 8,958 27,526
July 2012 8,823 27,401
May 2012 8,748 27,110
February 2012 8,663 27,075
July 2011 (no data) 26,747
Table 4.1: Number of Extracted Entries of the KEGG Database at different times
right hand side; taking into account compound formulas and stoichiometric coefficients.
For some reactions, polymerization reactions being a prominent example, stoichiomet-
ric factors contain variables such as n, n+1, n− 1, or similar terms. To evaluate these
reactions, however, these variable terms need to be resolved. In an initial scan of the
whole database for subtrahends in the stoichiometry of the equations, no subtrahend
larger than four was found. Thus, we chose to replace n by 5 during the balance check-
ing procedure to resolve those variable terms in the reaction stoichiometries. To sum
up the aforementioned points, the balance checking algorithm uses replacements like
the following: n is replaced by 5, n+1 becomes 5+1, which is resolved to 6, and n− 1
becomes 5-1, which is resolved to 4 (and n− 4 becomes 1). Now we distinguished the
balanced reactions — for which the sums of the substrate atoms match the sums of
the respective product atoms — from the unbalanced ones. An additional refinement
extended the algorithm to divide the unbalanced reactions into those which are just
(stoichiometrically) unbalanced and those which are “transmutational”: the first class
held reactions for which the same set of elements appeared on both sides with different
stoichiometries. The latter class collects cases of reactions where the substrate set also
contains different elements than the product set.
4.4 Analysis Of Database Inconsistencies
4.4.1 Database Evolution
In May 2013 we extracted a total of 27,491 substances (compounds, glycans, and drugs)
and 9111 reactions from the KEGG database. In the following this will serve as the
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reference snapshot of the database when citing numbers. An overview over previous
database sizes is given in Table 4.1. Note that the number of substances has decreased
since December 2012, which has not been caused by a loss of compounds, glycans or
drugs, but by an increased number of unifications made possible by various corrections
of formulas in KEGG.
4.4.2 Inconsistent Compound References
The Data In the data set acquired on May 31, 2013, we found 12 synonymous, cross-
referenced (“Same as“ link) sets of compounds, drugs, and glycans that had differing
formulas. In many cases, this was caused by the duplication or polymerization of basic
structures as it appears with KEGG compound C00718 and KEGG drug D02329.
Deviations might also be caused by associated ions that are annotated in only one
element of the set. Those sets are listed in Supplement 8.1, Table 8.1.
Proposed Solution Strategy A short term solution is to replace all “Same as” links
between compounds, glycans, and drugs with different formulas automatically by a new
link type “Related to”. On the long run, adding a dedicated field for an “Is a”-relation
will allow for the handling of specific and more generic chemical species in a coherent
way. After this has been implemented, it will, for example be possible for a reaction
to use a generic compound “Primary Alcohol” (C00226), while various alcohols like
methanol or ethanol refer to this generic compound via the “Is a”-relation. Addition-
ally, for the class-representative compounds there ought to be back-references to the
particular substances in the database. A lot of the compounds (and also reactions, en-
zymes, and other entries) in KEGG are already integrated within KEGG BRITE (39)
which aims to collect functional hierarchies of metabolic entities. Unfortunately, the
position of an entry within the BRITE database is not reflected on the entry pages until
now.. Such an annotation would casually extend the database towards an ontology like
the ones implemented in ChEBI (28) or Rhea (1) — which, in turn, is considered to
be beneficial (2) as it enables reusable integration of knowledge and mediation between
different platforms. We propose a residue database as explained in more detail with
the example of generic and concrete alcohols in Section Section 4.5.1.
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4.4.3 Balanced Reactions
7087 reactions (77.79%) were found to be well balanced in May 2013. For these re-
actions, a chemical formula is given for each reactant where the number of atoms on
the right hand side of the equation matches the number of respective atoms on the left
hand side of the equation.
4.4.4 Indistinct Reactions
The Data In 723 reactions (7.94%) we found at least one agent for which no chemical
formula was available from the KEGG database; meaning that the reaction balances
could not be tested. This is frequently the case for generic compounds, which are used
as placeholders for a whole set of substances; for example KEGG compound C00030
which is a “reduced acceptor / hydrogen-donor”. Also, substances that share a certain
functional group are often subsumed under a single compound, like “ferredoxine” or
“thiol”, and have no common formula. The list of indistinct reactions is contained in
Supplement 8.2, Table 8.2.
Proposed Solution Strategy The “Is a”-relation recommended in the above section
on inconsistent compounds can also be used to interconnect substances, residues, and
classes of residues to superordinate classes of residues. This, in turn, can be referenced
by reactions, at least giving some more information and pushing the database towards
an ontology. For some compounds — for which no formula is currently available — it
is possible to propose empirical formulas if all other substances in related reactions are
known and their empirical formulas are valid. To enable the software-based detection
of compounds encompassing such auto-derived formulas, there should at least be a
hint in the “comments” section or in a field meant exactly for this purpose. For those
substances of which the formula is neither known nor derivable, the user will have to
find a case specific solution strategy depending on the respective application.
4.4.5 Unbalanced Reactions
1114 reactions (12.22%) have been found to be unbalanced. The full list of unbal-
anced reactions can be found in Supplement 8.3, Table 8.3. These imbalances can be
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assigned to four problem classes: Inappropriate Annotation, Polymer Reactions Con-
taining Quantifiers such as n or m, Disappearing Protons, and Other Reactions with
Mismatching Atom Counts.
4.4.5.1 Inappropriate Annotation
The Data Some generic compounds are depicted as a functional group attached to a
pendant group symbolized by the pseudo “element” R. While the real formula differs
for all of these compounds or may even be unknown, they can be subsumed to a class
with a common formula using this residue notation. In comparison to not giving a
formula at all and thus being left without any possibility for stoichiometric testing, this
is indeed an improvement. However, for many cases this is still insufficient:
if, for example, two substances are to be examined which participate in one reaction
and are stored this way, but with different “fixed” molecule parts symbolized by the
same symbol R, it is obvious that the balance cannot be checked. An example for
an unbalanced reaction due to R referring to different entities is the Acyl-CoA:oxygen
2-oxidoreductase reaction (KEGG R00388, Figure 4.1a), where acyl is represented by
R on the left hand side, whereas trans-2,3-dehydroacyl is represented by R on the right
hand side.
Proposed Solution Strategy The “Is a” relation suggested above also proves ben-
eficial here. Additionally, for residues that are the same in succeeding reactions but
divergent in different reaction pathways, we suggest to create a residue collection, mak-
ing it possible to distinguish residues even without assigning an explicit formula. This
is, for example, important for methods like, for example, flux balance analysis: in these
cases, one usually cannot simply use a common reaction and common substances here.
For FBA models it is necessary to include and distinguish all possible instances of a
reaction class and build separate mass balances for all respective reactants.
4.4.5.2 Polymer Reactions Containing Quantifiers Such As n Or m
The Data This subclass of unbalanced reactions is formed by the elongation or a
shortening of polymers: a polymeric substance is annotated on both sides of the re-
action and usually one substance acting as a building block for the polymer is added
on one side of the reaction equation. Therefore, there is a need for a variable which
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Figure 4.1: Examples of Classified Unbalanced Reactions from the KEGG Database: a)
reaction with molecules holding different residues: acyl is represented by R on the left
hand side of the Acyl-CoA:oxygen 2-oxidoreductase reaction (KEGG R00388), while trans-
2,3-dehydroacyl is represented by R on the right hand side
b) the deoxythymidine triphosphate:DNA deoxynucleotidyltransferase reaction (KEGG
R00378) is an example of an improperly modeled polymer reaction. Note that it should
be n+1 on the right hand side.
c) loss of proton in the acyl phosphate phosphohydrolase reaction (KEGG R00539)
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represents the polymer length and differentiates between both sides. However, quite
often this is not taken into account, as in the deoxythymidine triphosphate:DNA de-
oxynucleotidyltransferase reaction (KEGG R00378, Figure 4.1b).
Proposed Solution Strategy There already is an, albeit very limited, approach
to circumvent this problem: some of the polymer reactions are already parametrized,
for example the Deoxynucleoside triphosphate:DNA deoxynucleotidyltransferase reac-
tion (KEGG R00379). Yet, here the chain length parameters are only added to the
name fields of the respective substances, an approach which is of limited use in other
contexts and does not provide any further information about n. Further, there is no
integration of parameter dependency in the BRITE hierarchy. At the moment there
is no clear formalism describing how such parameters are to be applied. In general,
such parameters should be declared independently of substance names and used more
consequently. Furthermore, a common formalism for multi-parametrized formulas is
to be constituted, as sketched out in Section Section 4.5. Unfortunately, within the
reactions already parametrized, we can find cases where the stoichiometry is only valid
for a certain value of n, even though it should be valid for arbitrary values. In some
cases the reaction is not balanced for any value of n. Due to these problems it seems
advisable to implement an automated balance check.
4.4.5.3 Disappearing Protons
The Data The third class are reactions where a single proton or a pair of protons is
omitted due to the formation of an ion, reflected by a missing H, H+ or comparable
occurrences in the formula, as in the Acyl phosphate phosphohydrolase reaction (KEGG
R00539, Figure 4.1c).
Proposed Solution Strategy These occurrences are often due to the protonation
or deprotonation of conjugate acid-base pairs. Depending on the pH value, a substance
can exist in several charge and protonation states. Nonetheless, this pH dependency is
not captured in the database, and up to this point there is no standard approach on how
to deal with this problem. Also, the pH value dependency of protonation states is just
one symptom of another, even more common problem: depending on environmental
settings, many substances may change their charge, reactivity, and conformation. This
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Figure 4.3: Examples of transmutational reactions:
a) the untitled reaction (KEGG R00152): hydrogen and oxygen dropped
b) the Deoxyadenosine 5’-triphosphate:DNA deoxynucleotidyltransferase reaction (KEGG
R00375):
adenine converted to residue
c) the epoxide hydrolase reaction (KEGG R02822): loss of residue
readable only by humans, an automatic evaluation of a reaction’s validity in these cases
becomes difficult.
Proposed Solution Strategy As reactions of this class are inconsistent due to a
variety of reasons, there is no possibility to automatically correct them. However, it is
possible to calculate the deviance between the right hand side and the left hand side of
the formula. This deviance can then be displayed next to a raised “unbalanced” flag.
4.4.5.5 Transmutations As A Peculiar Subclass Of Unbalanced Reactions
Obviously inconsistent are those reactions in which there are differences in the sets of
elements that appear on the substrate and product side. Thus one can find elements on
the left hand side which are not present on the right hand side of the reaction or vice
versa. We refer to this subclass of unbalanced reactions as “transmutational reactions”
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Figure 4.4: Reaction Classes and their Major Subsets - Not to Scale
Note that only the green area denotes balanced reactions, i.e. all reactions without indis-
tinct and unbalanced reactions. This venn diagram illustrates the class composition and
relations; the size of the distinct areas does not relate to the number of entries within.
as they seem to convert elements — a process known as transmutation (31). Our al-
gorithm detected 193 of these reactions in the KEGG database. Again, most of them
are just incomplete or multi-step reactions with yet unknown mechanisms, for example
KEGG reaction R00152 (Figure 4.3a), where oxygen and hydrogen just disappear. In
other reactions, again, there seem to be annotational problems as atoms or groups are
casted into an R “element”, for example in the Deoxyadenosine 5’-triphosphate:DNA
deoxynucleotidyltransferase reaction (KEGG R00375, Figure 4.3b). In some rare in-
stances, remaining molecule parts depicted by an R symbol just disappear, as in the
epoxide hydrolase reaction (KEGG R02822, Figure 4.3c). Again, most of those reac-
tions are tagged for incompleteness in the “comments” section, but in some instances
such information is missing. Here, the solution strategies proposed in the previous
sections on unbalanced reactants also apply.
A condensed overview on the reaction classes and their relations is shown in Fig-
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balanced reactions:
7087 (77.79%)
indistinct reactions:
723 (7.94%)
unbalanced without transmutational reactions:
1114 (12.22%)
transmutational reactions:
187 (2,05%)
Figure 4.5: Classification of KEGG Reactions, as Retrieved on May 2013.
ure 4.4. A chart showing the percentages is given in Figure 4.5. Proposed solution
strategies are summarized in Table 4.2.
4.4.6 Reviewing Previously Identified Database Inconsistencies
Database entries are continuously undergoing curation. Here, we review some of the
reactions which have been identified as being incorrect in previous analyses. For ex-
ample, the cellulose cleavage reaction (KEGG R02886) was considered incorrect (22).
The authors pointed out that the empirical formula for cellulose was wrong and that
the reaction equation was incorrect. Since then, the empirical formula has been cor-
rected, yet not the reaction equation. Another substance, KEGG compound C00369,
commonly known as starch, was revealed wrong in (22) and has been corrected in the
meantime. Similarly, the alpha-D-Glucose-1-phosphate:alpha-D-glucose-1-phosphate 4-
alpha-D-glucosyltransferase reaction (KEGG R00957) has been corrected by adding
water to the substrate list. However, a number of 16 reactions considered faulty in
(22) still remain, namely R03873, R01762, R01790, R02184, R02185, R02186, R02187,
R02188, R02189, R02421, R02886, R02887, R02888, R02889, R02890, R06046.
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case example strategy
balanced - lean back and relax
indistinct R15001
automated derivation + tagging,
residue/substituents collection, on-
tology
unbalanced, incl.
transmutational
bad annotation R00388
residue collection, parametrized an-
notation syntax
polymerization R00379
unique, parametrized
annotation syntax
proton exchange
R00539:
CH2O5PR+H2O
→ H3PO4 + CO2R
−
automated correction + tagging
others
automatic detection + calculation
of difference + tagging
Table 4.2: Inconsistent Reactions and Corresponding Strategies
4.5 Towards Rule-Based Metabolic Databases
In this section, we first show how a formerly mentioned residue database could be
used in an actual example case. Afterwards, we extend this example using a rule
based formalism and explain it using another exemplary set of compounds, substituents
and reactions. Using the following approaches, it is possible to model reactions in
a consistent way, even if they operate on substances which are polymers or contain
exchangeable residues.
4.5.1 Proposal For A Residue Database
Many reactions and chemical species possess common groups which are used in generic
descriptions of species and reactions. For a coherent handling and reusability, we sug-
gest a residue database providing residues together with their ID and formula. Such a
residue database may be integrated in existing databases. In the following, we demon-
strate the design as it could be integrated in KEGG.
4.5.1.1 Compound And Residue Set
As the ID scheme Rxxxxx is already used for reactions, a scheme of the form Sxxxxx is
used here, referring to residues as Substituents. Using the residue database, a generic
species entry can specify one or more sets of residues for the deviation of actual molecule
instances. Here, we describe the example of the alcohol dehydrogenase reaction, and
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Entry C00226
Parameters R
Name primary Alcohol
Formla CH3OR
Structure
Same as C00132, if R=S10001
C00469, if R=S10002
C00756, if R=S10003
C06611, if R=S10004
C05576, if R=S10005
Comment Type: generic compound in reaction hierarchy
Generic alcohol, G can be any group
Reaction R00623 ...
Enzyme ...
KCF data show
generalization ⇑
instantiation ⇓
Entry C00469
Name Ethanol;
Ethyl alcohol;
Methylcarbinol
Formula C2H6O
Exact mass 46.0419
Mol weight 46.0684
Structure
Same as D00068 D02798 D04855 D06542
is a C00226[S10002]
Comment IARC Group 1
Reaction R00746 R00754 R02359 R02682 R04410
R05198 R09127 R09479 R09552
URNs urn:miriam:cas:64-17-5
urn:miriam:pubchem.substance:3752
...
... ...
Entry C00071
Parameters R
Name Aldehyde;
RCHO
Formla CH3OR
Structure
Same as
C00067, if R=S10001
C00084, if R=S10002
C01545, if R=S10003
C06613, if R=S10004
C05577, if R=S10005
Comment Type: generic compound in reaction hierarchy
Generic aldehyde, R can be any group
Reaction R00623 ...
Enzyme ...
KCF data show
generalization ⇑
instantiation ⇓
Entry C00084
Name Acetaldehyde;
Ethanal
Formula C2H4O
Exact mass 44.0262
Mol weight 44.0526
Structure
is a C00071[S10002]
Reaction R00025 R00224 R00326
URNs urn:miriam:cas:75-07-0
urn:miriam:pubchem.substance:3384
...
... ...
Figure 4.6: Application of the Residue Database for Specifying Generic Species C00226
and C00071 (top) and Particular Instances C00469 and C00084 (bottom). Note that S10001
to S10005 refer to the residue database (Table 4.3). The entries are formatted in a KEGG-
like manner to allow for an easy comparison with the respective KEGG entries and are
used by the example given in Figure 4.9.
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Residue ID Comment Structure
S10001 hydrogen H–
S10002 methyl group H3C–
S10003 H3C − (CH2)6–
S10004 Cl − (CH)2–
S10005
Table 4.3: Example of a Residue Database Containing Five Residues used in the Alcohol
Dehydrogenase Reaction.
how generic alcohols can be stored; allowing for the consistent derivation of precise
empirical formulas. In our example, the residue database consists of five groups with
residue IDs S10001 to S10005 (Table 4.3). These residues can be parts of generic
species, such as aldehyds and alcohols (Figure 4.6, top) and can be used as parameters
to instantiate specific species such as acetaldehyde and ethanol (Figure 4.6, bottom).
Additionally, we suggest the introduction of a “URNs” field for referring to external
database entries to complement the existing “Other DBs” field.
4.5.1.2 Reactions Using General Molecules And Referencing Instances
For the alcohol example, we reformulate the the primary alcohol:NAD+ oxidoreductase
reaction (KEGG R00623) to
C00226[B] + C00003 ⇔ C00071[B] + C00004 + C00080.
Here, the parameter B represents the body of the alcohol molecule which may stand
for one item of a limited set of possible residues.
Obviously, it is possible to use this format to formulate a reaction, both in a general
and in a specific way; either by subsuming large sets of species in a superspecies used
by general reactions or by the instantiation of free parameters with certain residues,
respectively, yielding precise formulas for species and reactions. A more complete
representation based on the KEGG entry of the reaction is shown in Figure 4.7.
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Entry R00623
Parameter B
Name primary alcohol:NAD+ oxidoreductase
Definition Primary alcohol + NAD+ ⇔ Aldehyde + NADH + H+
Equation C00226[B] + C00003 ⇔ C00071[B] + C00004 + C00080
Comment general reaction
NADP+ (ec 1.1.1.71, see R00625)
Same as R00754, if B=S10001
R02878, if B=S10002
R05233, if B=S10003
R04880, if B=S10004
...
RPair RP00002 C00003 C00004 cofac
RP00139 C00071 C00226 main
Enzyme 1.1.1.1 1.1.1.71
Pathway rn00071 Fatty acid metabolism
... ...
Figure 4.7: Reshaped Entry for Alcohol Dehydrogenase Reaction
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4.5.2 Introducing Rules
While the aforementioned changes would approximate some of the ontological function-
ality that is already present in other databases like Rhea(1), the following approach
would further extend the capabilities by defining and applying rules: assignments of pa-
rameters to substances and reactions and the definition of ranges for these parameters
as well as relations between associated parameters of interacting substances. To have a
vivid impression of this framework, we use compounds and reactions related to nucleic
acids and their elongation. As the following examples are intended to demonstrate the
concept, biological details are omitted.
4.5.2.1 Compounds
We begin by defining a set of specific nucleobases: the compounds are Adenine (C00147),
Cytosine (C00380), Guanine (C00242), and Thymine (C00178, Figure 4.8). These com-
pounds will be used in the rule-based specification of nucleic acid molecules.
Substituents The substituent collection for this example will be rule-based because
its entries represent molecule classes that are generic and can be used in various con-
texts. Again, we display a KEGG oriented structure and chose Sxxxxx for the name
spaces of the substituents. The most important novelty is the “Parameters” field and
the rule-based specification in the “Same as” field; not only allowing for a specific usage
in reactions but also for a generic notation.
Generic nucleobase Figure 4.9 shows the most general representation of a nucle-
obase (S00001). This entry may be used in all cases where a nucleobase is given without
discriminating it further. It possesses one parameter c for instantiating the generic nu-
cleobase by setting the parameter c to A, C, G, T , or U . With the help of the “Same
as” field, the generic nucleobase is linked to various other entries: first, it is linked to
the same general nucleobase entry (C00701) already present in KEGG; which, however,
is not parametrized. Second, depending on the instantiation of the parameter c, we
relate to the narrower substituents “pyrimidine base” (c ∈ {C, T, U}) and “purin base”
(c ∈ {A,G}) and also to the concrete entries Adenine, Guanine, Cytosine, Thymine,
and Uracil. For example, S00001[A] is the same as Adenine (C00147).
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Entry C00147 Compound
Name Adenine;
6-Aminopurine
Formula C5H5N5
Exact mass 135.0545
Mol weight 135.1267
Structure
Same as D00034
Reaction R00182 R00190 R00194 R01244 R01245 R01401
R01402 R01561 R02557 R05708 R09675 R10185
... ...
Brite Compounds with biological roles [BR:br08001]
Nucleic acids
Bases
Purines
C00147 Adenine (Ade)
BRITE hierarchy
URNs urn:miriam:cas:73-24-5
urn:miriam:pubchem.substance:3447
urn:miriam:obo.chebi:16708
urn:miriam:knapsack:C00001490
urn:miriam:pdb-ccd:ADE
urn:miriam:3dmet:B00041
urn:miriam:jscd:J5.257D
KCF data show
Entry C00242 Compound
Name Guanine;
2-Amino-6-hydroxypurine
Formula C5H5N5O
Exact mass 151.0494
Mol weight 151.1261
Structure
Reaction R01229 R01676 R01677 R01969 R02147 R03789
R10209
... ...
Brite Compounds with biological roles [BR:br08001]
Nucleic acids
Bases
Purines
C00242 Guanine (Gua)
BRITE hierarchy
URNs urn:miriam:cas:73-40-5
urn:miriam:pubchem.substance:3541
urn:miriam:obo.chebi:16235
urn:miriam:knapsack:C00001501
urn:miriam:pdb-ccd:GUN
urn:miriam:3dmet:B00067
urn:miriam:jscd:J9.344K
KCF data show
Entry C00380 Compound
Name Cytosine
Formula C4H5N3O
Exact mass 111.0433
Mol weight 111.102
Structure
Reaction R00510 R00974 R02137 R02296
... ...
Brite Compounds with biological roles [BR:br08001]
Nucleic acids
Bases
Pyrimidines
C00380 Cytosine (Cyt)
BRITE hierarchy
URNs urn:miriam:cas:71-30-7
urn:miriam:pubchem.substance:3670
urn:miriam:obo.chebi:16040
urn:miriam:knapsack:C00001498
urn:miriam:pdb-ccd:CYT
urn:miriam:3dmet:B00097
urn:miriam:jscd:J9.343B
KCF data show
Entry C00178 Compound
Name Thymine;
5-Methyluracil
Formula C5H6N2O2
Exact mass 126.0429
Mol weight 126.1133
Structure
Reaction R01411 R01412 R01413 R01414 R01415 R01570
R02806 R09937
... ...
Brite Compounds with biological roles [BR:br08001]
Nucleic acids
Bases
Pyrimidines
C00178 Thymine (Thy)
BRITE hierarchy
URNs urn:miriam:cas:65-71-4
urn:miriam:pubchem.substance:3478
urn:miriam:obo.chebi:17821
urn:miriam:knapsack:C00001511
urn:miriam:pdb-ccd:TDR
urn:miriam:3dmet:B00051
urn:miriam:jscd:J2.357D
KCF data show
Figure 4.8: Concrete Nucleobase Compounds used for our Rule-based Database Example. Adenine,
Cytosine, Guanine, and Thymine entries are formatted according to the KEGG database, except for the
URNs field. The changes apply to Uracil (C00106) in the same fashion, which is omitted here due to space
restrictions.
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Entry S00001
Parameters c ∈ {A,C,G, T, U}
Name Nucleobase
Same as C00701
S00002, if c ∈ {C, T, U}
S00003, if c ∈ {A,G}
C00147, if c = A
C00380, if c = C
C00242, if c = G
C00178, if c = T
C00106, if c = U
Reaction ...
Comment represents one of the five nucleobases
Pathway ...
Enzyme ...
Brite ...
URNs ...
KCF data show
Figure 4.9: A Rule-based Specification of a (Generic) Nucleobase as Part of the Sub-
stituent Collection. The “Same as” section links to a given nucleobase entry in KEGG.
Note the parameter-dependent assignment to the particular nucleobases.
Entry S00002
Parameters c ∈ {C, T, U}
Name pyrimidin base
Same as C00380, if c = C
C00178, if c = T
C00106, if c = U
is a S00001[c]
related to C00396
Reaction ...
Comment represents one of the three pyrimidin bases
Pathway ...
Enzyme ...
Brite ...
URNs ...
KCF data show
Entry S00003
Parameters c ∈ {A,G}
Name purin base
Same as C00147, if c = A
C00242, if c = G
is a S00001[c]
related to C15587
Reaction ...
Comment represents one of the two purin bases
Pathway ...
Enzyme ...
Brite ...
URNs ...
KCF data show
Figure 4.10: Substituent Entries for the Generic Substituents “Pyrimidin base” and
“Purin base”. They refer to their specific counterpart in the KEGG collection not by the
“Same as” field but by “Related to”, because the KEGG entry uses a specific formula
which does not match any instantiation of the respective generic classes (see also KEGG
entry C00396).
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Purin and pyrimidin bases Purines and pyrimidines are more specific classes of
nucleobases. Still, they also exhibit a general facet, meaning that, for example, a
Purin Base can represent Cytosine, Thymine, and Uracil. Therefore, we make use of
a parameter c that may be any of the single letter abbreviations for these molecules
(Figure 4.10). There already is a pyrimidin base compound C00396 and a purin base
compound C15587 in the KEGG database. As their formulas are fixed and not taking
into account the different incarnations, these are instances where we cannot use the
“Same as” field but have to make use of the “Related to” field suggested above. A
preview of those entries can bee seen in Figure 4.10.
Hierarchy: From Nucleosides to Nucleic Acids Nucleic acid metabolism is
both modular and hierarchical. Thus we are able to discriminate between further
useful classes of components. By linking a sugar and a nucleobase we get a nucleoside,
which, by means of combinatorics, may constitute one of ten specific molecules. These
molecules can be grouped by parametrising the nucleoside as follows:
• parameter o determines the oxidation/deoxidation level (zero for DNA, one for
RNA).
• parameter c determines which base is used (refer to section “Nucleobases”).
In Figure 4.11, left, we show two equivalent notational forms, as there might be dif-
ferent options of parameter annotation. Because we cannot give a common formula,
we use the “Composition” field which allows for the exact calculation of an empirical
formula by the instantiation of the parameters. Again, we relate the substituent to its
corresponding nucleoside compound (C00801).
The next step toward a nucleic acid are nucleotides (Figure 4.11, right). These are
basically phosphorylated nucleosides, where the level of phosphorylation is indicated
by an additional parameter p ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. Once again we use the composition field to
allow for the calculation of an empirical formula. By concatenating various phospho-
rylated nucleotides we get a nucleic acid (S00006, Figure 4.12).
The nucleic acid possesses only two parameters (Figure 4.12):
1. the phosphorylation level o, discriminating between DNA and RNA, and
2. the string S, representing the base sequence of the molecule.
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Entry S00004
Parameters (a) o ∈ {0, 1}
c ∈ {A,C,G, T, U}
(o, c) /∈ {(0, T ), (1, U)}
Parameters (b) (o, c) ∈ {(0, A), (0, C), (0, G), (0, u),
(1, A), (1, C), (1, G), (1, T )}
Name (deoxy)Nucleoside
Composition C5H8O(3+o) S00001[c]
Reaction ...
Comment either deoxyribose (o=0) or ribose (o=1)
with respective nucleobase
related to C00801
same as S00005[o,c,0]
Pathway ...
Enzyme ...
Brite ...
URNs ...
KCF data show
Entry S00005
Parameters (o, c) ∈ {(0, A), (0, C), (0, G), (0, U),
(1, A), (1, C), (1, G), (1, T )}
p ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}
Name (deoxy)Nucleotide
Composition S00004[o,c] (HPO3)p
Reaction ...
Comment either phosphorylated deoxynucleoside (o=0)
or phosphorylated nucleoside (o=1)
related to C00215
Same as S00004, if p=0
Pathway ...
Enzyme ...
Brite ...
URNs ...
KCF data show
Figure 4.11: Substituents “(deoxy)Nucleoside” and “(deoxy)Nucleotide”. Note that for
nucleosides (left) two different ways to formalize the parameters are shown.
Entry S00006
Parameters o ∈ {0, 1}
S ∈

[ACGT ]
n if o = 0
[ACGU ]n if o = 1
Name Nucleic Acid
Composition Sequence(S⇒c : C5H6O(2+o) HPO3 S00001[c]) OH
Reaction ...
Comment sequence of phosphorylated deoxynucleosides (o=0) or phosphorylated nucleosides (o=1)
Same as C00039[S], if o=0
C00046[S], if o=1
Pathway ...
Enzyme ...
Brite ...
URNs ...
KCF data show
Figure 4.12: Nucleic Acid Entry. The notation Sequence(S ⇒ c : C5H6O(2 +
o) HPO3 S00001[c]) OH reads: FOR EACH c in S: add C5H6O(2+o) HPO3 and a
nucleobase according to the value of c.
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Entry C00039
Parameters S ∈ [ACGT ]n
Name DNA;
DNAn;
DNAn+1;
(Deoxyribonucleotide)n;
(Deoxyribonucleotide)m;
(Deoxyribonucleotide)n+m;
Deoxyribonucleic acid
Composition Sequence(S⇒c : C5H7O5 S00001[c]) OH
Reaction R00375 R00376 R00377 R00378 R00379
R00380 R00381 R00382
Comment Sequence of deoxynucleotides (o=0)
connected by phosphor groups
Type: generic compound in reaction hierarchy
Same as S00006[o=0,S]
Pathway ...
Enzyme ...
Brite ...
URNs urn:miriam:cas:9007-49-2
urn:miriam:pubchem.substance:3341
urn:miriam:obo.chebi:16991
urn:miriam:jscd:J209.154B
KCF data show
Entry C00046
Parameters S ∈ [ACGU ]n
Name RNA;
RNAn;
RNAn+1;
RNA(linear);
(Ribonucleotide)n;
(Ribonucleotide)m;
(Ribonucleotide)n+m;
Ribonucleic acid
Composition Sequence(S⇒c : C5H7O6 S00001[c]) OH
Reaction R00435 R00436 R00437 R00438 R00439
R00440 R00441 R00442
R00443 R00444 R07282 R07640
Comment Sequence of nucleotides (o=1)
connected by phosphor groups
Type: generic compound in reaction hierarchy
Same as S00006[o=1,S]
Pathway ...
Enzyme ...
Brite ...
URNs urn:miriam:pubchem.substance:3348
KCF data show
Figure 4.13: Rule-based Compounds “DNA” and “RNA” Using our Suggested Fields for
Composition and Crosslinking.
In the “Composition” field, we introduce the Sequence() tag, which allows for the
calculation of an empirical formula if o and S are given. It reads as follows: For each
character c in S the respective nucleotide with oxidation level o and one connecting
phosphorus group is present, the last nucleic acid being terminated by an OH group.
Depending on the choice of o, this molecule is either a DNA or an RNA, as stated in
the “Same as” section. Following the structure used by KEGG we list the nucleic acids
in a similar format (Figure 4.13). Note the altered “Composition”, “Same as”, and
“URNs” rows, following the suggestions made before.
4.5.2.2 Reactions
In this section we show how reaction-class entries may be implemented in a rule-based
metabolic database, allowing for both general annotations and the exact determination
of formulas. We demonstrate how nucleic acid elongation may be described in a precise
manner (Figures 4.14-4.15).
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Entry Rxxxx1
Parameters o ∈ {0, 1}
p ∈ {0, 1, 2}
c ∈

{A,C,G, T} if o = 0{A,C,G,U} if o = 1
Name Nucleotide Activation
Definition Nucleotide + ATP ⇔ Nucleotide + ADP
Equation S00005[o,p,c] + C00002 ⇔ S00005[o,p+1,c] + C00008
Same as R00185, if o=1, p=0, c=A
R02089, if o=0, p=0, c=A
R01228, if o=1, p=0, c=G
R01967, if o=0, p=0, c=G
R00513, if o=1, p=0, c=C
R01666, if o=0, p=0, c=C
R00964, if o=1, p=0, c=U
R01567, if o=0, p=0, c=T
R00127, if o=1, p=1, c=A
R01547, if o=0, p=1, c=A
R00332, if o=1, p=1, c=G
R02090, if o=0, p=1, c=G
R00512, if o=1, p=1, c=C
R01665, if o=0, p=1, c=C
R00158, if o=1, p=1, c=U
R02094, if o=0, p=1, c=T
R00206, if o=0, p=2, c=A
R00035, if o=1, p=2, c=G
R00361, if o=0, p=2, c=G
R00112, if o=1, p=2, c=C
R00705, if o=0, p=2, c=C
R00029, if o=1, p=2, c=U
R00363, if o=0, p=2, c=T
Figure 4.14: Rule-based Reaction “Nucleotide Activation”.
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Entry Rxxxx2
Parameters o ∈ {0, 1}
p ∈ {1, 2}
c ∈

{A,C,G, T} if o = 0{A,C,G,U} if o = 1
Name Nucleic Acid Elongation
Definition Nucleic Acid + Nucleotide-Triphosphate ⇔ Diphosphate + Nucleic Acid
Equation S00006[o,S] + S00005[o,c,3] ⇔ C00013 + S00006[o,S·c]
Same as R00435, if o=1, c=A
R00375, if o=0, c=A
R00441, if o=1, c=G
R00376, if o=0, c=G
R00442, if o=1, c=C
R00377, if o=0, c=C
R00443, if o=1, c=U
R00378, if o=0, c=T
Figure 4.15: Rule-based Reaction “Nucleic Acid Elongation”.
Nucleotide Activation Before nucleotides can be attached to the nucleic acid by a
polymerase, they have to be activated by phosphorylation. This step is captured by
the following reaction entry:
Nucleotide + ATP ⇔ Nucleotide + ADP
=̂
S00005[o,p,c] + C00002 ⇔ S00005[o,p+1,c] + C00008
This entry uses the following parameters:
• o, the oxidation level of the nucleotide and distinguishes between ribonucleotides
and desoxy-ribonucleotides, namely 0 for DNA and 1 for RNA;
• p, the number of phosphorus groups attached to the nucleotide before activation,
andCrocodiles. In my dissertation. Crazy. What is a crocodile’s favorite drink?
• c, the specification of the base of the nucleotide.
The “Equation” field makes use of the substituent “Nucleotide” as described before
and passes the parameters to it. By instantiating the parameters we get concrete
reactions — like those already contained in KEGG. Note the changing phosphorylation
parameter on the left hand side in contrast to the right hand side.
Figure 4.16 shows the example of the ATP:dTDP phosphotransferase. It basically
reflects the KEGG entry, yet with a small addition: the “Same as” row reflects that
we have an instantiation of the formerly described general reaction.
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Entry R02093
Name ATP:dTDP phosphotransferase
Definition ATP + dTDP ⇔ ADP + dTTP
Equation C00002 + C00363 ⇔ C00008 + C00459
Same as Rxxxx1[0,2,’T’]
RPair RP00003 C00002 C00008 main
RP00142 C00363 C00459 main
RP06834 C00002 C00459 trans
Enzyme 2.7.4.6
Pathway rn00240 Pyrimidine metabolism
rn01100 Metabolic pathways
Orthology K00940 nucleoside-diphosphate kinase [EC:2.7.4.6]
Figure 4.16: Specific Reaction “ATP:dTDP Phosphotransferase” Instantiated from
Rxxxx1 ( 4.14).
Elongation of Nucleic Acids Nucleic acids like RNA and DNA are polymers that
can be elongated by chemical reactions. Usually, a triphosphate nucleotide is added to
a nucleic acid and phosphate is released:
Nucleic Acid + Nucleotide-Triphosphate ⇔ Diphosphate + Nucleic Acid
This process can now be formalized using parametrized species by the parametrized
reaction Rxxxx2 (Figure 4.15).
S00006[o,S] + S00005[o,c,3] ⇔ C00013 + S00006[o,S·c]
where
• c ∈ {A,C,G, T, U} is the abbreviation of the base used,
• S is the nucleic acid sequence before the elongation,
• S · c is the original sequence elongated by c,
• o is the backbone oxidation level, and
• “3” in S00005[o,c,3] means that the respective nucleotide is activated by 3 phos-
phate groups (yielding ATP, CTP etc. according to the value of c, cf. Figure 4.11)
This formalization improves the common one used in KEGG (and other databases)
which only captures the polymer length.
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Figure 4.17: Relation of the Entries of the Example Presented to the Rule-based Data
Base (Figures 4.8-4.15). Note that this graph is intended as an illustration of the relation-
ships of the entries mentioned in this document. Thus, only a limited set of fields is shown,
while the majority of informational fields in the KEGG database is omitted. The fields
given in the chart should be easily applicable and can be used to complement existing fields
and ontological data.
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The interrelationship of all entries mentioned in the nucleic acid example is sum-
marized in Figure 4.17. An overview on the reaction system is available at
http://tinyurl.com/rnaparts.
4.6 Summary
We studied metabolic network database inconsistencies that are especially relevant for
automatic network model reconstruction. To do so, we used a newly implemented
tool (available from http://www.biosys.uni-jena.de/interaction tools.html) which we
applied to the KEGG database. For different classes of species and reaction inconsis-
tencies we have presented short-term and long-term mitigation strategies. Only a small
fraction of the inconsistencies are due to obvious input errors, which can, however, be
easily corrected — reflecting the already high quality of the database. The largest frac-
tion of inconsistencies is due to a lack of knowledge on part of the suppliers and to the
combinatorial nature of certain species and reactions (cf. the example of nucleosides,
nucleotides, and nucleic acids in Section Section 4.5).
To deal with these inconsistencies, we have suggested certain design principles for a
future rule-based metabolic database. These principles can be summarized into three
groups: additional database fields, rule-based species and reactions, and a residue col-
lection.
4.6.1 Additional Database Fields
Currently, at least the “Comments” field in KEGG serves as a mere unstructured
repository for all kinds of additional data such as publications, references to similar
or “Same as” entries, notes regarding spontaneity or incompleteness of reactions, and
other information. We suggest that dedicated rows are introduced for typical entry
types including:
• boolean flags that capture spontaneity, incompleteness, and balance;
• references to literature and other data sources; and,
• internal references that distinguish between ”Same as”, ”Is a”, and ”Related to”
links.
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This would add to a metabolic database features that are characteristic for ontologies.
Apart from that, fields for additional structural representations, such as SMILES (c.f.
Chapter 5.3.2)(66) and InCHI (c.f. Chapter 5.3.1)(29) strings, could be provided as
they gradually become more common.
4.6.2 Rule-based Species And Reactions
In order to handle combinatorial species such as polymers and glycans together with
the reactions they are involved in, we have suggested a rule-based approach employing
parametrized species and parametrized reaction rules. For example, the elongation of a
nucleic acid “Nucleic Acid + Nucleotide-Triphosphate⇔ Diphosphate + Nucleic Acid”
can now be formalized more elegantly using parametrized species such as
“S00006[o,S] + S00005[o,c,3] ⇔ C00013 + S00006[o,S·c]”, which allows for the repre-
sentation of a large (here: infinite) number of species and reactions in a condensed
form. Rule-based species and reactions can then be used together with conventional
species and reactions in a coherent way — which is, in turn, important to store spe-
cial cases. A special case can instantiate a parametrized molecule (or reaction), while
the parametrized molecule (or reaction) can be linked to the specific instance by the
“Same as” link (see example entry C00226, above).
4.6.3 Substituent Collection
Many KEGG reactions contain generic compounds that encompass at least one R sym-
bol in their formula. R symbols both on the substrate and the product side might refer
either to the same or to diverging residues. Some of these residues are generic substance
classes, whereas others constitute specific groups. Thus we suggest the introduction of
a residue collection listing the classes of residues, their members, and for each of these
members the respective instances of occurrence in substances and reactions. Each entry
may make use of (parametrized) formulas and relations such as “Same as”, “Is a”, or
“Related to”. A detailed example has been presented above (Section 4.5).
While we propose some strategies to deal with combinatorial complexity and for-
mally inconsistent database entries, potentially reflecting incomplete biological knowl-
edge, the same biological knowledge itself might at times be controversial. Still, this
controversial data should be available in databases, and additional mechanisms have
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to be introduced to cope with this. Moreover, some mitigation strategies eventually
depend on the aim of the intended analysis.
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5RULE-BASED METABOLIC
DATABASES
As described in Section 4, we need solutions for substance classes with non-unique
formulas. A large part of those substances is made up by polymeric molecules which
basically consist of a single or a few basic building blocks repeated multiple times, and
some terminal groups. Most of them have a regular structure, which makes it possible
to describe them based on simple rules using parameter variables.
This chapter examines the common classes of rule based molecules and describes
a new formalism that allows rule-based annotation of the respective molecules. This
is followed by existing frameworks that allow for a string representation of rulebased
molecules. Finally, algorithms for basic calculations are examined in line with some
examples and applications of the formalism.
5.1 Classes Of Rulebased Molecules
In the following, some possibilities to describe common cases of rule-based molecules
are explained. These examples are grouped by classes of molecules:
1. Simplest case: homopolymers - polymers with variable length.
The most basic structural parameter of a polymer is its length. Simple poly-
mers like alkanes, saturated monocarboxylic acids, or amylose can be described
as the repetition of basic units (CH2 in the case of alkanes and carboxylic acids,
D-glucose in the case of amylose) attached to terminal groups. Therefore, the
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overall molecule formula can be determined if the number of repetitions n of the
basic units is known. Examples for alkanes are methane, ethane, propane, bu-
tane, pentane. . . represented by n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 . . . or acetic acid, propanoic acid,
butanoic acid, pentanoic acid, hexanoic acid. . . for carboxylic acids, respectively.
2. Heteropolymers with several building blocks
Natural polymers are not limited to a single type of basic unit, but may have
several kinds of building blocks. These can be as simple as hyaluronic acid, which
consists of alternating units of D-glucuronic acid and D-N-acetylglucosamine, or
as complex as nucleic acids consisting of at least 4 different units and proteins con-
sisting of more than 20 building blocks with virtually infinite possible sequences.
3. Attachments and charges
There are some types of molecules for which it may be also adequate to model
them as polymers, as they exhibit attachments with variable length. For exam-
ple, phosphorylated nucleotides can be modeled in a polymer-like manner: the
sugar-bound base can be seen as a terminal group attached to a phosphate-group
polymer with lengths between zero (nucleoside) and 3 (nucleoside triphosphates).
It should be noted that each attachment of such a phosphate group also intro-
duces an additional negative charge at physiological pH values. Thus, both charge
and number of phosphate groups may be represented by the length n.
4. Branched and cross-linked structures
All aforementioned polymer types possess a common property: they exhibit a
linear structure. Nature also knows polymers with a branching structure. They
range from those with simple branches as in the polysaccaride amylopectin to
manifold crosslinked structures like vulcanized rubber.
5.2 Formalization Of Rule-based Reactions
In this section an appropriate formalism for rule-based reactions which has only been
introduced informally before is derived. This formalism will be explained using three
examples:
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Depending on the molecule type, either the type or the amount of substructures of a
molecule can be described as variables. We call these variables the parameters of
parametrized molecules. Note that a certain molecule (chemical formula) may belong
to several types of parametrized molecules. For a parametrized molecule, a parameter
can either denote the number of repetitions of a certain substructure, or characterize
which of the possible substructures appears at a given variable position. In the latter
case, a single substructure is represented by a symbol, daisy-chained substructures are
represented as a sequence of symbols, called strings. Note that a single symbol can be
interpreted as a string with the length one.
Definition 2 We define Σ as the set of all symbols that can be used to represent specific
substructures. Furthermore, Σ∗ is meant to denote the Kleene closure of Σ, i.e. the set
of all strings built upon Σ.
1. Acyl-CoA thioesters form a class of molecules that differ in their length or, more
precisely, in the number of repetitions of the−(CH2)2− substructure. Accord-
ingly, the different members of this class are discriminated by a single numerical
parameter.
2. The DNA molecules with the sequences ’GATTACA’ and ’ATTAC’ are exemplary
instances of an anticipated DNA molecule class. Each instance is described by a
single string parameter.
3. Nucleotides form a class of molecules whose members can differ in both their
phosphorylation level and the nucleic base bound. Hence, this class has one
numerical parameter for the phosphorylation level and one string-type parameter
to represent the base.
Let n and s denote the count of numerical and string-type parameters of a parametrized
molecule, respectively. Accordingly, the domains P of the parameters of a parametrized
molecule are a subset of the Cartesian product of Nn and (Σ∗)s:
Definition 3 Let F be the set of all possible chemical sum formulas. Let P be the
domain of a set of parameters. We define the set M of parametrized molecule
classes as follows:
M = {P→ F : P ⊆ Nn × (Σ∗)s; n, s ∈ N}
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Let n + s = m. Each element M ∈ M,M : P1 × P2 × ... × Pm → F together with the
definitions of all parameter domains Pi is called signature of a parametrized molecule
class.
Note that, in principle, numerical and string type parameters could be in a mixed
order. The separation into numerical -first and string-type-last has been chosen w.l.o.g.
to make explanation easier and could be altered arbitrarily.
1. Acetyl-CoA, Butanoyl-CoA, Hexanoyl-CoA, and Octanoyl-CoA are examples of
molecules belonging to the class of parametrized acyl-CoA thioester molecules.
The signature of this class reads
ACT : allowed-lengths→ F; allowed-lengths ⊆ N.
The aforementioned members can be represented by the parametrized expressions
ACT (1), ACT (2), ACT (3), and ACT (4).
2. The signature of the class of DNA molecules is
DNA : seq → F; seq ⊆ {′A′,′C ′,′G′,′ T ′}∗.
The DNA molecules with the sequences ’GATTACA’ and ’ATTAC’ are repre-
sented as DNA(′GATTACA′) and DNA(′ATTAC ′).
3. Nt : phos × base → F; phos = {1, 2, 3}, base = {′A′,′C ′,′G′,′ T ′,′ U ′} is the
signature of parametrized nucleotide molecules. Guanosine diphosphate, Uri-
dine monophosphate and Adenosine triphoshate are three instances that can be
written as Nt(2,′G′), Nt(1,′ U ′) and Nt(3,′A′). Each of them has one numeric
parameter representing the phosphorylation level and one string type parameter
that represents the nucleic base of the nucleotide.
Parameterized molecules with a signature that only contains numeric variables (i.e.
M : Nn → F) can directly be translated to CurlySMILES strings: The CurlySMILES
annotation of acyl-CoA thioesters is, for instance, given in Figure 5.7, on the top.
5.2.2 Formalization Of Reactions
In this section, we derive a formalism for the application of the previously defined
parametrized molecules within rule-based reactions. Again, to demonstrate this ap-
proach, we will make use of three (simplified) examples:
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1. ACT (2) + 2CH2  ACT (3), namely Butanoyl-CoA + 2CH2  Hexanoyl-CoA
2. Nt(2,′C ′)+Nt(3,′A′)  Nt(3,′C ′)+Nt(2,′A′) =̂ CDP + ATP  CTP + ADP
3. DNA(′ATTA′) +Nt(3,′C ′)  DNA(′ATTAC ′) + PPi (c.f. Figure 4.1b)
These three examples are instances of three very different classes of reactions which
will be explained subsequently.
The first reaction is the elognation of an acyl-CoA thioester. We can get very similar
but nonetheless different reactions by changing the values of the length parameters of
the educt. This change would also be reflected in a change of the length parameter
of the product. It stands to reason that these reactions, having different educt and
product instances but sharing the same intrinsic structure, are to be grouped into one
reaction class.
The second reaction describes the transfer of a phosphate group from ATP to CDP
to form ADP and CTP. In this case, both the phosphate group donating base and the
accepting base could be replaced by another base and we would get another reaction
with the same structure. Again, it is plausible to put all reactions that transfer a
phosphate group from a tri-phospho-nucleotide to a di-phospho-nucleotide into one
bin, forming another specific reaction class.
The last reaction displays the attachment of a single nucleotide to a given DNA
strand, thereby elongating it. Once more, the DNA sequence as well as the added
base could be altered, producing another instance of an anticipated DNA elongation
reaction class.
Altogether, there are two main differences between these classes:
1. the number of educts and products and
2. the type of each educt and each product.
Definition 4 Let R be the set of all reactions. Let Re,p = M
e ×Mp ⊂ R; e, p ∈ N be
the set of all reactions with e educts and p products. Then each
R = ((M1,M2, ...,Me), (Me+1,Me+2, ...,Me+p)) ∈ Re,p is a set of reactions with fixed
molecule classes at each position called a prototype class.
A prototype class fixes the molecule class occurring at each position of the educt and
product tuples, but does not constrain any educt or product parameter value. A specific
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rule-based reaction class is defined by adding such constraints to a certain prototype
class. These constraints are then defined by a mapping function belonging to the defined
reaction class. In other words: from the prototypic set of reactions R only a fraction
is realized. Those reactions which are actually realized are defined by a corresponding
function FR that maps allowed educt instances to allowed product instances.
Definition 5 The signature of a rule-based reaction class is defined as (R,FR)
with
R ∈ Re,p; e, p ∈ N
FR : (M1|P1 ×M2|P2 × ...×Me|Pe)→ (Me+1|Pe+1 ×Me+2|Pe+2 × ...×Me+p|Pe+p),
where Mi|Pi is a molecule class with its parameter ranges restricted to certain subsets
defined by Pi.
1. The signature of the acetyl-CoA elongation reaction class is
Ract-elong = ((ACT1, CH2), (ACT2)) with
ACT1 : length1 → F (5.1)
CH2 : {} → F (5.2)
ACT2 : length2 → F (5.3)
length1 = length2 = N (5.4)
FRact−elong : length1 × {} → length2 (5.5)
FRact−elong(l) = l + 1, l ∈ length1 (5.6)
2. The signature of the nucleotide activation is
Ractivation = ((Nt1, Nt2), (Nt3, Nt4)) with
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Nt1 : phos1 × base1 → F (5.7)
Nt2 : phos2 × base2 → F (5.8)
Nt3 : phos3 × base3 → F (5.9)
Nt4 : phos4 × base4 → F (5.10)
phos1 = {1, 2} (5.11)
phos2 = {3} (5.12)
phos3 = {2, 3} (5.13)
phos4 = {2} (5.14)
base1 = base3 = {
′A′,′C ′,′G′,′ T ′,′ U ′} (5.15)
base2 = base4 = {
′A′} (5.16)
FRactivation : (phos1 × base1) (5.17)
→ (phos3 × base3)× (phos4 × base4)
FRactivation(p, b) = ((p+ 1, b), (2,
′A′)), p ∈ phos1, b ∈ base1 (5.18)
3. The signature of the DNA elongation is
Rdna−elong = ((DNA1, Nt), (DNA2)) with
DNA1 : seq1 → F (5.19)
Nt : phos× base→ F (5.20)
DNA2 : seq2 → F (5.21)
phos = {3} (5.22)
base = {′A′,′C ′,′G′,′ T ′} (5.23)
seq1 = seq2 = base
∗ (5.24)
FRdna−elong : seq1 × base→ seq2 (5.25)
FRdna−elong(s, b) = (s ◦ b), s ∈ seq1, b ∈ base (5.26)
The smybol “◦” denotes the concatenation of two string type parameters.
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5.2.3 Mapping Between Educts And Products
Considering the signatures of the examples shown in the previous section we see that,
in addition to the domains of all reactant parameters, the signature contains a mapping
function FR. This mapping function determines the interdependency between educts
and products and has some restrictions described in the following:
Reactions without educts or without products are widely used to model inflows or
outflows in biochemical models. Keeping aside nuclear chemistry, in real-world systems
there are no reactions that create or destroy matter due to the law of conservation of
mass. This implies that
• in a classical chemical context neither the educt nor the product set may be empty
and that
• relations between products and educts are always linear, as is the corresponding
mapping function. gator-ate. But the best drink remains the Pan Galactic Gargle
Blaster. Guess, on which page the next Joke is
In other words: the parameters of the product site have to be constrained in linear
dependence on the educt side parameters.
From a chemical point of view, a reaction takes a non-empty collection of molecules
and transforms it into another non-empty collection of molecules. In a rule-based
reaction class at least two of these molecules are parametrized. Considering the example
Nt(p1, b1)+Nt(3,
′A′)  Nt(p1+1, b1)+Nt(2,
′A′) we see that each group of molecules
can contain several instances of one and the same class of molecules.
Considering the possible representations of molecules, we can have the following six
basic transformation types, where S represents sequences of symbols and n represents
integers.
... +M1  M2(n) + ... (5.27)
... +M1  M2(S) + ... (5.28)
... +M1(n)  M2(S) + ... (5.29)
Of course, these variables can be combined to form more complex reaction patterns,
different strings can be build upon another alphabet and different integer variables
can have their own ranges. Remember that the integer n represents the quantity of a
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certain repetitive substructure and the string S represents a specific concatenation of
certain substructures. If a variable appears several times within one reaction equation,
it denotes the same quantity of the same substructure or the same sequence of the same
substructures for each occurrence in the equation. By the law of conservation of mass,
the following operations are not permitted:
... +M1(..., n, ...) ↔ M2(..., c · n, ...) + ... (5.30)
... +M1(..., S, ...) ↔ M2(..., S ◦ S ◦ ..., ...) + ... (5.31)
If they were, the corresponding reactions would create or destroy copies of their respec-
tive substructures.
Thus, we can derive the following rules to describe the interdependency of educts
and products: Each numerical product parameter may potentially depend on each
numerical educt parameter and each string type product parameter may depend on each
string type educt parameter. Additionally, numerical parameters can be transformed
into symbols/strings and vice versa.
Let e and p be natural numbers (e, p ∈ N).
Let ∀i∈{1,2,...,e+p}Mi : Pi,1 × Pari,2 × ... × Pi,mi → F be the signatures of different
parametrized molecules. Let R be a reaction with the signature (R,FR),
R = ((M1,M2, ...,Me), (Me+1,Me+2, ...,Me+p)),
FR :

P1,1 × ... × P1,m1
× P2,1 × ... × P2,m2
× ... × ... × ...
× Pe,1 × ... × Pe,me
→

Pe+1,1 × ... × Pe+1,me+1
× Pe+2,1 × ... × Pe+2,me+2
× ... × ... × ...
× Pe+p,1 × ... × Pe+p,me+p

Let pk,l ∈ Pk,l be the l
th parameter of the kth educt molecule. Let FRi,j be the function
that describes the jth parameter of the ith product molecule. Then, for each numerical
product parameter
FRi,j(p1,1, ..., p1,m1 , ..., pe,1, ..., pe,me) = ci,j +
e∑
k=1
mk∑
l=1
ci,j,k,l · pk,l holds.
Altogether, this formula describes that all numeric educt parameters are combined
for each educt, weighted with ci,j,k,l ∈ N. For the character and string type parame-
ters, all typical string operations like concatenation (S1 ◦ S2) and slicing are allowed.
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Furthermore, conversions of strings from one realm (underlying alphabet) to another
realm are possible:
RNA(′AUG′) + ...→ Triplet(′M ′) + ... is a fictional example that represents an RNA-
snippet becoming relevant as methionine-coding t-RNA. The only boundary for string
operations is the inviolability of the law of mass conservation, expressed in equations
5.30 and 5.31.
5.2.4 Reactivity Check
For algorithms implementing an artificial chemistry or predicting properties of a chem-
ical system, a crucial step is to check whether a certain reaction R = (E,P ) can
perform on a given set Eˆ of educt molecules. For non-rule-based chemical systems, this
step is accomplished simply by checking whether the given molecules fit the reaction’s
educts. For rule-based systems, not only the educt set has to contain the right classes
of molecules, but also the validity of all parameters of educts and products has to be
checked.
Thus, checking the feasibility of a reaction on a given molecule multiset E˜ is a two
step process:
1. matching educt class types
The first condition which a set of educts has to meet is the following:
∃pi : Eˆ → Eˆ : Eˆ′ = pi(Eˆ) ∈ E - there is a permutation Eˆ′ of Eˆ, so that each
position of the educt part E of the signature is matched by tuple elements in Eˆ.
2. checking product parameter validity
FR(Eˆ′) ∈ P - the parameters calculated for the products by applying the mapping
function have to be within the product parameter range constraints.
5.3 Annotation Frameworks For Rulebased Reactions
This section deals with approaches to give molecular formulas a textual representation.
Such string representations of formulas are needed to store molecular information in
databases and search for molecules in online repositories. They are recognized by
various programs. There are a few formats for such formula encoding texts, of which
InChI and SMILES are the most important.
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5.3.1 InChI
The International Chemical Identifier is an open string representation standard for
chemical structures developed by the International Union of Pure and Applied Chem-
istry (IUPAC, (29)). It is a system and method to convert chemical structures and
formulas to linear text strings using a subset of characters of ASCII. This representa-
tion can be utilized to store such strings in databases and use them for computational
purposes. Here, each molecule is mapped to a specific, unique InChI string, which
proves a huge advantage in view of database usage. A major drawback of InChI is,
that there currently is no approach allowing for the short-hand generic annotation of
substances with repetitive substructures.
5.3.2 SMILES
SMILES is the abbreviation for Simplified Molecular Input Line Entry Specification and
was developed in the late 1980s by Arthur and David Weininger (66). Similar to InChI
it maps molecules to their respective linear textual representations which can be used
in computer-aided research. Following the proprietary original specification, an open
standard has been developed (33). Although both, i.e. the original paper and openS-
MILES, proposed a possibility for the annotation of residue groups and polymers, this
task can be realized even better with the extension CurlySMILES (18): This paper de-
fines rules for the annotation of non-covalent bonds, the attachment of biomolecules and
the representation of repetitive units, i.e. polymers. The CurlySMILES representation
will be used in some of the following explanations.
5.3.3 BNGL
The BioNetGen Language (BNGL)(19) is a structured formal language allowing for
a detailed description of biochemical models by a rule-based formalism. This formal-
ism captures parameters, molecule types, seed species, reaction rules, observables, and
actions (27). It makes possible to define binding sites, states, interactions, and compo-
nents of molecules as well as the respective reaction rules acting on these. BNGL allows
for the modeling of biochemical networks on a detailed, yet abstract level and can be
used with the BioNetGen framework to perform model simulations. Unfortunately,
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BNGL tends to be barely human-readable and might be to much of a good thing for
the purpose of annotating molecules and reactions in biochemical databases.
5.4 Homopolymers - Polymers Of Variable Length
Polymers which merely differ in the number of their basic units are rather widespread in
nature. A quick search in our local excerpt from the KEGG database (cf. Section 4.3.2)
reveals, amongst others, the following types:
• Sugars and their derivates. There are plenty of types of sugar molecules, which
may be concatenated to form linear chains of equal blocks.
• Nucleic acids. Although they may only form a small fraction of the existing
nucleotides with a less important role, there are poly-X-Nucleotides, with X being
one out of A, C, G, T. These Polymers are captured by the KEGG entries C00549,
C00895, C01445, C02072.
• Peptides. Similar to nucleotides, aminoacids may be concatenated to form ho-
mopolymers like polyarginine or polyproline (KEGG C01952 and C01843, respec-
tively).Du suchst Ostereier? Diese Dissertation ist auf englisch geschrieben!
• Derivates of hydrocarbons like isoprene, vinyl, prenyl and others. Example:
dolichol phosphate, C00110
• Phosphate polymers (C00404, C02174)
These classes are common and comprise repetitive elements on the sub-molecular level.
Of course, there may be even more examples at higher levels, where molecules of the
same type and structure aggregate to form polymers such as f-actin. Yet, in the spot-
light of reaction systems, these supramolekular polymers are out of scope. In the
following, we demonstrate two abstract approaches dealing with the question which
calculations can be easily performed on such polymers, followed by a real-world exam-
ple.
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5.4.1 Example 1: Interval Chemistry
This section presents an example of a degradation network model and how the CLO-
SURE of the network can be calculated without expanding the network to all of its
participating substances. The molecules of the networks are polymers P k, where k
denotes the length of the polymer. The only reaction (besides inflows and outflows)
has the following form:
R(m,n) : Pm+n → Pm + Pn
This reaction is constrained by the allowed sizes of the fragmentsm ∈ {mmin, ...,mmax}
and n ∈ {nmin, ..., nmax}. For an inflow set given by the respective intervals, the
possible outflows and intermediates can be calculated without resolving the interval to
molecule instances. For the subsequent algorithm descriptions, the following interval
values were chosen:
• m ∈ {10, ..., 30} for the first reaction product
• n ∈ {15, ..., 40} for the second reaction product
• k ∈ {65, ..., 80} for the inflow
The following pseudo code snippets have been implemented and tested in python using
the IP[y]: Notebook1. The source codes can be found in Supplement 9.
5.4.1.1 Approximative Algorithm
A straightforward method to find the intervals of length values of possible products (m˜
and n˜) is given by the following approximative steps:
1. Initialize:
m˜min := mmin, n˜min := mmin,
m˜max := mmax, n˜max := nmax,
δm := mmax −mmin, δn := nmax − nmin
2. abort, if kmax < mmin + nmin or mmax + nmax < kmin: inflow out of range
3. determine minimum value of m˜min:
while
{
m˜min + nmax < xmin : halve δm, increase m˜min by δm
m˜min + nmax > xmin : halve δm, decrease m˜min by δm
1http://ipython.org/notebook.html
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4. determine minimum value of n˜min:
while
{
n˜min +mmax < xmin : halve δn, increase n˜min by δn
n˜min +mmax > xmin : halve δn, decrease n˜min by δn
5. reset δm and δn to the values given in 1
st step
6. approximate maximum value of m˜max:
while
{
m˜max + nmin < xmax : halve δm, increase m˜max by δm
m˜max + nmin > xmax : halve δm, decrease m˜max by δm
7. approximate maximum value of n˜max:
while
{
n˜max +mmin < xmax : halve δn, increase n˜max by δn
n˜max +mmin > xmax : halve δn, decrease n˜max by δn
8. return {mmin, ...,mmax} and {nmin, ..., nmax} as sets of actually generated prod-
ucts.
Steps 1 to 8 calculate the direct products of a given inflow set for a reaction system.
Their worst case execution time is O(log[max(|n|, |m|)]), where |m| = mmax − mmin
denotes the length of the interval. To calculate the scope or closure of a given input
set, these steps have to be iterated.
5.4.1.2 Graphical Analysis
Here, we show how this problem can be solved geometrically. Figure 5.2 shows the
initial situation as follows: The inflow of molecules P k is given as the area between the
purple, dashed diagonal lines. The range of possible products Pm is indicated on the
ordinate as the area between the blue, dashed horizontal lines. Possible products Pn
are given on the abscissa, their range is drawn with red, dashed vertical lines.
The rectangular area between the horizontal and the vertical dashed lines is the
range of possible reactions of this system, shaped by the possible values of m and n.
The diagonal (pink) shaded bar in the right corresponds to substrates that cannot be
processed. The overlap (green) of the reaction space with the range of inflows is the set
of actually performing reactions. From there, the actually produced sets of products
are projected onto the abscissa and ordinate (horizontal and vertical blue shaded bars).
The resulting substances are given by m ∈ {25, ..., 30} and n ∈ {35, ..., 40}, and are
projected (yellow diagonal bars) onto the reaction space. A part of these products
can be processed further, indicated by those parts of the yellow bars that overlap with
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the reaction space rectangle. To find the final products of the reaction system, the
outcome has to be traced further. Figure 5.3 shows the projection of Am and An
onto the reactive area (yellow diagonal areas). The new green areas (cp. Figure 5.2)
are formed by the overlap of products of the previous step with the range of possible
reactions. Again, the respective products are projected onto the ordinate (Pm) and
abscissa (Pn). Finally the values of all produced substances are projected diagonally
onto the reaction space, until we get the leftmost area of inert products (pink shaded
diagonal bars). The diagonal bars altogether represent the CLOSURE of this reaction
system:
C({65, ..., 80}) = {10, ..., 30} ∪ {35, ..., 40} ∪ {65, ..., 80}
5.4.1.3 Analytic Constant Time Algorithm
While the sequential approximative algorithm (cp. 5.4.1.1) shows an intuitive way
to calculate the direct products of a given inflow in logarithmic time, the graphical
analysis indicates that the calculation of each iteration should be possible within a
constant time. To do so, one just needs to find the correct intersection points of the
intervals and do a proper projection.
This is accomplished by the following structured algorithm, where min and max
represent the lower and upper boundaries of the interval  ≡ {min, ...,max}:
1. module - calculation of processable compounds: O(1)
the interval for processable compounds is just [mmin + nmin,mmax + nmax].
2. module - calculate the processed subset of k: O(1)
• calculate the interval of processable compounds as p ≡ {pmin, ..., pmax} using
the 1st module
• if kmin > pmin then pmin := kmin
• if kmax < pmax then pmax := kmax
• return p
3. module - calculate products corresponding to interval k: O(1)
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• Initialize:
m˜min := mmin, n˜min := mmin,
m˜max := mmax, n˜max := nmax,
δm := mmax −mmin, δn := nmax − nmin
• calculate the processed subset of k as p using 2nd module
• abort, if p is empty: unfeasible inflow
• if mmin + nmax ≤ pmin then m˜min := pmin − nmax
• if mmin + nmax > pmax then n˜max := pmax − nmin
• if mmax + nmin ≤ pmin then n˜min := pmin −mmax
• if mmax + nmin > pmax then m˜max := pmax − nmin
• return m˜, n˜ - merged if overlapping
5.4.2 Example 2: Coupling Of Equal Chains
For networks of the form n ·Am ⇔ An·m (where the raised variable determines the poly-
mer length) we can do the following generic calculations. Some exemplary structures
of such networks including several iterations (depth, “d-level”) of linkage reactions are
sketched in Figure 5.4. Two representations of generic building blocks for such networks
are shown in Figure 5.5. To convert from explicit structures as given in Figure 5.4 to
a canonic form (Figure 5.5, bottom), the stoichiometric parameters c (cycling) and e
(eﬄux) have to be determined. In the drawing, it can be seen that every d-level consists
of n times the number of reactions than the previous d-level, increased by one. So the
number z of reactions in the kth d-level is given by
zk = n · zk−1 + 1 =
nk − 1
n− 1
For every d-level, there is one eﬄux-reaction, meaning that the fraction of component
eﬄux in Figure 5.5, bottom, is
e =
1
zk
=
n− 1
nk − 1
As the total number of products for each of these reactions is one, with c + e = 1 we
get
c = 1− e =
nk − n
nk − 1
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Figure 5.4: Exemplary reaction network layouts for a system where n identical chains are coupled for n ∈ {2, ..., 4}. Note that for
each depth-level (gray shaded box, d-level), the lowermost reaction correlates with the “removal from pool” reaction in Figure 5.5,
top.
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A A A A min maxn   n·m
addition
to pool coupling
removal
from pool
A n   A min A max
addition
to pool
m
m
c
e
(a)
(b)
Rn
Radd
m
Figure 5.5: Building blocks for symmetric addition networks, where n identical chains of
length m are coupled. Part (a) depicts a scheme for molecules entering a pool of polymers,
their connection and the removal of polymers that have reached the maximum length. Part
(b) shows a condensed, parametric representation of this loop, whose stoichiometric values
c, e and n are discussed within Section 5.4.2
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Here, k represents the ratio between input and output polymer length or, in other
words, the number of d-levels and is defined by
k = logn(max−min+ 1).
When forming the stoichiometric matrix for the reaction system, the contribution of
this kind of reaction is
M =

... Radd R
m
n ...
... ... ... ... ...
Amin ... −1 0 ...
An ... +1 c− n ...
Amax ... 0 e ...
... ... ... ... ...

=

... Radd R
m
n ...
... ... ... ... ...
Amin ... −1 0 ...
An ... +1 (1−n)n
k
nk−1
...
Amax ... 0 n−1
nk−1
...
... ... ... ... ...

5.4.3 Example 3: Fatty Acid Degradation
A real world example for polymers of variable length are the naturally occurring acyl-
CoA thioesters formed during fatty acid degradation: They are derivates of those car-
boxylic acids mentioned in 5.1(1) and have a common substructure shown in Figure 5.6.
5.4.3.1 The Reaction System
O
S CoA
linear, saturated acyl-CoA thioester
[ ]
n
chain length n name KEGG entry
0 Acetyl-CoA C00024
1 Butanoyl-CoA C00136
2 Hexanoyl-CoA C05270
3 Octanoyl-CoA C01944
4 Decanoyl-CoA C5274
5 Dodecanoyl-CoA C01832
6 Tetradecanoyl-CoA C02593
7 Palmitoyl-CoA C00154
Figure 5.6: Basic structure of linear saturated acyl-CoA thioesters and corresponding
names for length up to 7
During one cycle of fatty acid degradation, these thioesters are oxidized to form
dehydroacyl-CoA thioesters. These are then hydrated to hydroxyacyl-CoA thioesters,
oxidized to oxoacyl-CoA thioesters, and finally an acetyl group is transferred to a
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(A) acyl-CoA thioester : CC{-}C{+n}CCC(=O)S{CoA}
(B) dehydroacyl-CoA thioester : CC{-}C{+n}C=CC(=O)S{CoA}
(C) hydroxyacyl-CoA thioester : CC{-}C{+n}C{O}CC(=O)S{CoA}
(D) oxoacyl-CoA thioester : CC{-}C{+n}C{=O}CC(=O)S{CoA}
1
(An)
O
S CoA
acyl-CoA thioester
[ ]
n
(Bn)
O
S CoA
dehydroacyl-CoA thioester
[ ]
n
(Cn)
OH O
S CoA
hydroxyacyl-CoA thioester
[ ]
n
(Dn)
O O
S CoA
oxoacyl-CoA thioester
[ ]
n
Figure 5.7: Main molecule classes involved in the fatty acid degradation cycle:
CurlySMILES representation and fischer projection
molecule of CoA. A new acyl-CoA thioester with a chain length reduced by one re-
mains. An overview on these molecules and their CurlySMILES representation is given
in Figure 5.7. For an initial length of n = 7, we have to perform 7 cycles, each detach-
ing one molecule of acetyl-CoA, until no further shortening is possible. According to
KEGG, we have at least four different reactions, each using a another acceptor, for the
first step of each cylce. Also, for some of the other intermediate steps, several reactions
are annotated in KEGG. Altogether, this sums up to a total amount of 45 different
reactions acting on 42 chemical species. Using a rule based approach, it is possible to
subsume the reactions to the following reaction types:
Rn1 :
O
S CoA
acyl-CoA thioester




n
Ox OxH2
O
S CoA
dehydroacyl-CoA thioester




n
Rn2 :
O
S CoA
dehydroacyl-CoA thioester




n
H2O
OH O
S CoA
hydroxyacyl-CoA thioester




n
Rn3 :
OH O
S CoA
hydroxyacyl-CoA thioester




n
Ox OxH2
O O
S CoA
oxoacyl-CoA thioester




n
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Possible oxidizing agents Ox for
Reaction n = 0 n ∈ {1 . . . 6}
Rn1 ETF, FAD, O2, NAD
+, NADP+ ETF, FAD, O2, NADP
+
Rn3 NAD
+, NADP+ NAD+
Table 5.1: Possible acceptors for the different oxidation reactions within the fatty acid
degradation
Rn4 :
O O
S CoA
oxoacyl-CoA thioester




n
CoA
H3C
O
S CoA
acetyl coenzyme A
O
S CoA
acyl-CoA thioester




n−1
Although the majority of reactions is captured by this 4 generic reaction classes, there is
one special step that has to be defined separately: The final cleavage of acetoacetyl-CoA
to 2 × coenzyme A.
R5 (n = 0):
O O
S CoA
acetoacetyl-CoA
(oxoacyl-CoA thioester)
CoA
2
O
S CoA
acetyl
coenzyme A
Note that the possible instances of the generic acceptor Ox may depend both on the
length n of the polymer and on the reaction. Table 5.1 depicts the possible acceptor
assignments as given by the KEGG database. The CLOSURE calculation algorithms
presented in the interval chemistry section (5.4.1) can be applied for this network.
However, there is even more that can be done:
5.4.3.2 Elementary Flux Mode Analysis
Basic calculations can be performed, using the stoichiometric matrix of the reaction
system. For flux mode analysis we need to define inflow and outflow reactions for the
external reagents:
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IR: ∅ R
IH2O: ∅ H2O
ICoA: ∅ Coenzyme A
OOxH2 : OxH2 ∅
Oacetyl−CoA: acetyl-CoA ∅
Now, the stoichiometric matrix can be set up:
M =

IOx OOxH2 IH2O ICoA Oacetyl−CoA R1 R2 R3 R4 R5
Ox +1 0 0 0 0 −1 0 −1 0 0
OxH2 0 −1 0 0 0 +1 0 +1 0 0
H2O 0 0 +1 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0
CoA 0 0 0 +1 0 0 0 0 −1 −1
acetyl − CoA 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 +1 +2
A∗ 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 +1 0
B∗ 0 0 0 0 0 +1 −1 0 0 0
C∗ 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 −1 0 0
D∗ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 −1 −1

Note that A∗, B∗, C∗ and D∗ in the lower part of the left hand matrix legend represent
the pools of all An,Bn,Cn and Dn molecules, respectively, and not n-specific instances.
It is also possible to apply the algorithm for the determination of elementary flux
modes proposed by Schuster et. al. (60). To demonstrate this approach, we extend the
network described before by three reactions:
• R6: the (3R)-3-hydroxybutanoyl-CoA hydro-lyase reaction (KEGG entry R03027),
which hydrates Crotonyl-CoA (=B0) to form (R)-3-Hydroxybutanoyl-CoA
• R7: the (S)-3-Hydroxybutanoyl-CoA 3-epimerase reaction (KEGG entry R03276),
which converts between the (R) and (S) epimers of Hydroxybutanoyl-CoA.
• R8: the (S)-3-hydroxybutanoyl-CoA hydro-lyase reaction (KEGG entry R03026),
catalysing the hydratation of Crotonyl-CoA
Figure 5.8 gives an overview on the structure of the whole reaction system. In the
first step of the algorithm, external metabolites are dropped and necessary sequential
reactions are subsumed (Figure 5.9). Then the initial tableau is formed by transposing
the stoichiometric matrix and augmenting it with the identity matrix:
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Crotonyl-CoA
(S)-3-Hydroxybutanoyl-CoA(R)-3-Hydroxybutanoyl-CoA
Acetoacetyl-CoA
=B0
=C0
=D0
CnBn
An
Dn
R1
R2 R3
R4 
 R2(0)
 R3(0)
 R5
R6 
R8 
R
=E
R7
1
n-1
n1
n
in
Acetyl-CoA
H2O
NADP+
NADPH + H+
CoA
NAD+
NADH + H+
NADP+
NADPH + H+
H2O
A6
R out
n
Figure 5.8: Overall reaction sheme for the biodegradation of fatty acids. Yellow bubbles
indicate external species. Note that reactions R2 and R3 appear in two different forms:
unbound (without specification of n in the upper part and bound (n = 0) in the central
and lower part. Similarly, unbound instances of B, C and D are displayed.
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Crotonyl-CoA
(S)-3-Hydroxybutanoyl-CoA(R)-3-Hydroxybutanoyl-CoA
Acetoacetyl-CoA
=B0
=C0
=D0
An
R1-4
 R2(0)
 R3(0)
 R5
R6 
R8 
R
=E
R7
1
n-1
n1
n
in
Figure 5.9: Reduced reaction scheme. Here the former reactions R1 ... R4 are lumped
together in R1−4.
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T
0 =

An B0 C0 D0 E
R2(0) 0 −1 +1 0 0 | 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R6 0 −1 0 0 0 | 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
R7 0 0 +1 0 −1 | 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Rin +1 0 0 0 0 | 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
R1−4 −
1
n +
1
n 0 0 0 | 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
R8 0 0 0 +1 −1 | 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
R3(0) 0 0 −1 +1 0 | 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
R5 0 0 0 −1 0 | 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

The entries above the horizontal line correspond to reversible reactions, while the entries
below the line represent irreversible reactions or irreversible reaction combinations. The
successive tableaus are calculated just as described in (60) and read:
T
1 =

An B0 C0 D0 E
R2(0) 0 −1 +1 0 0 | +1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R6 0 −1 0 0 0 | 0 +1 0 0 0 0 0 0
R7 0 0 +1 0 −1 | 0 0 +1 0 0 0 0 0
R8 0 0 0 +1 −1 | 0 0 0 0 0 +1 0 0
R3(0) 0 0 −1 +1 0 | 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 0
R5 0 0 0 −1 0 | 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1
T0[4] + n · T0[5] 0 +1 0 0 0 | 0 0 0 +1 +n 0 0 0

T
2 =

An B0 C0 D0 E
R7 0 0 +1 0 −1 | 0 0 +1 0 0 0 0 0
R8 0 0 0 +1 −1 | 0 0 0 0 0 +1 0 0
R3(0) 0 0 −1 +1 0 | 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1 0
R5 0 0 0 −1 0 | 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1
T1[1] + T1[7] 0 0 +1 0 0 | +1 0 0 +1 +n 0 0 0
T1[2] + T1[7] 0 0 0 0 +1 | 0 +1 0 +1 +n 0 0 0

Note that the combination of reversible reactions with irreversible reactions leads to
irreversible paths. Thus, the following tables comprise only irreversible reaction com-
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binations:
T
3 =

An B0 C0 D0 E
R8 0 0 0 +1 −1 | 0 0 0 0 0 +1 0 0
R5 0 0 0 −1 0 | 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1
T1[2] + T1[7] 0 0 0 0 +1 | 0 +1 0 +1 +n 0 0 0
T2[1] + T2[3] 0 0 0 +1 −1 | 0 0 +1 0 0 0 +1 0
T2[5]− T2[1] 0 0 0 0 +1 | +1 0 −1 +1 +n 0 0 0
T2[3] + T2[5] 0 0 0 +1 0 | +1 0 0 +1 +n 0 +1 0

T
4 =

An B0 C0 D0 E
T1[2] + T1[7] 0 0 0 0 +1 | 0 +1 0 +1 +n 0 0 0
T2[5]− T2[1] 0 0 0 0 +1 | +1 0 −1 +1 +n 0 0 0
T3[1] + T3[2] 0 0 0 0 −1 | 0 0 0 0 0 +1 0 +1
T3[2] + T3[4] 0 0 0 0 −1 | 0 0 1 0 0 0 +1 +1
T3[2] + T3[6] 0 0 0 0 0 | +1 0 0 +1 +n 0 +1 +1

The final tableau is
T
5 =

An B0 C0 D0 E
T3[2] + T3[6] 0 0 0 0 0 | +1 0 0 +1 +n 0 +1 +1
T4[1] + T4[3] 0 0 0 0 0 | 0 +1 0 +1 +n +1 0 +1
T4[1] + T4[4] 0 0 0 0 0 | 0 +1 +1 +1 +n 0 +1 +1

From this tableau, the following elementary modes (of the condensed network) are
derived (reactions ordered by appearance in flux):
• {Rin, n×R1−4, R2(0), R3(0), R5}
• {Rin, n×R1−4, R6, R8, R5}
• {Rin, n×R1−4, R6, R7, R30, R5}
They can be expanded (cf. Figure 5.10) to:
• {Rin, n×R1, n×R2, n×R3, n×R4, R2(0), R3(0), R5}
• {Rin, n×R1, n×R2, n×R3, n×R4, R6, R8, R5}
• {Rin, n×R1, n×R2, n×R3, n×R4, R6, R7, R30, R5}
In a similar fashion, the algorithm for calculating elementary modes may be applied to
all kinds of rule-based networks.
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Figure 5.10: The three elementary modes found by the algorithm. Note that the mode An ⇒ B0 ⇒ C0 ⇒ E ⇒ D0 is also
elementary, but may be represented as a linear combination of the other modes.
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5.5 Linear Polymers With Several Building Blocks
The manual investigation of a quarter of our database excerpt from KEGG gave an
estimate of about 10 classes of naturally occurring linear polymers with multiple build-
ing blocks. This may, however, be a misleading result, as many substances building
hetero-polymeric structures may not be annotated as polymers and thus are not found
by our database search. The results found within the data set almost completely ei-
ther belong to the class of nucleic acids or to the class of peptides. Apart from this,
there are a few types of sugars molecules which form polymers of two alternating base
units, while most polyglycans tend to form branched polymers. Well-known examples
of nucleid acids are DNA, RNA and more specialized forms like mRNA and tRNA.
Similarly, polymers like proteins or glycopeptides are well-known representatives of the
class of polypeptides. The aforementioned examples can be divided into two further
partitions:
1. linear heteropolymers with a fixed ratio of alternating building blocks and
2. polymers that vary in their module sequence.
5.5.1 Fixed Ratio Heteropolymers
A prominent example of a fixed ratio heteropolymer is agarose, consisting of alternating
units of D-galactose and L-anhydrogalactose (KEGG Id C01399). As long as the mod-
ules occur in the same sequence of each repetition, those repetitive subsequences can
be treated as the ultimate building blocks of a linear homopolymer (cf. Section 5.4).
5.5.2 Aperiodic Linear Polymers
Polymers without a fixed sequence of monomeric units, however, are much more intri-
cate. Still, for many applications, like balancing chemical reaction networks, it may
be sufficient to reduce the complexity to the amounts of each basic unit. An example:
as a polynucleotide with 10 bases can have 410 ≈ 1, 000, 000 different sequences, it is
easier to work with the amounts #A,#C,#G,#T , with
∑
#A+#C+#G+#T = 10
(which are limited to
∑10
i=0
∑i
j=0
∑j
k=0 = 286 possibilities). This simplification would
be sufficient for any approach where one is just interested in the amounts of atoms, that
is, in cases where the exact sequence of nucleotides does not matter. If, however, for
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any reason the block sequence in a polymer is important and needs to be distinguished,
polymers with the same ratio of modules but in different order have to be distinguished
and cannot be subsumed into equivalence classes. Even for those polymers whose se-
quence is important, it may be possible to use the equivalence class approach which will
be explained by a simplified model of the DNA creation process (cf. Section 4.5.2.2):
On the one hand, when a cell produces DNA, it aims for a very specific sequence of
that molecule rather than a random sequence. This means that the order in which the
triphosphonucleotides are added is fixed and the whole molecule can be written as the
parametrized molecule DNA(S), with S being the sequence string.
On the other hand, the attachment of activated nucleotides is guided by a complemen-
tary strand, meaning that if a functional DNA replication apparatus is present, one can
assume that the order in which the bases are added to the system does not play a major
role, the DNA-Polymerases “taking care” of this order. In general, in the presence of
functional replication systems we only have to create a DNA molecule with the right
amounts of each base – and will only gain molecules in the right composition.
Therefore, for modelling purposes it is sufficient to model this polymer as parametrized
by the amounts of the four bases: DNA(a,c,g,t), with a, c, g, t ∈ N. Then, the same
transition pattern as in Section 5.4.2 can be applied, where all adenines (A), cytosines
(C), guanines (G) and thymines (T) are added in independent cycles, each acting on
a molecule with one free parameter. In the following, we describe the process of the
creation of a DNA strand with the sequence GATTACA1. This sequentially ordered
process is illustrated in Figure 5.11a, the reaction scheme described in the following is
depicted in Figure 5.11b.
1. The starting point is an “empty” DNA molecule, DNA(0,0,0,0)
2. This “empty” DNA is then introduced into a pool DNA(a,0,0,0) of DNAmolecules
with a variable number of adenines, and zero cytosines, guanines and thymines.
3. To this pool of molecules – unbound in their amount of adenines, but with fixed
(zero) amounts of C, G and T – the right amount of adenines is added. This addi-
tion is reflected by a cyclic reaction as described in Section 5.4.2. The branching
coefficients are 1n and
n−1
n with n = 3 being the number of As which are present
in the target molecule.
1http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0119177/
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Figure 5.11: Schematic reaction path for creation of a DNA with sequence “GATTACA”.
1 Subfigure (a) displays the reactions in the order of base attachment. Part (b) simplifies
this scheme by the cyclic application of four steps corresponding with the amount of the
four bases in the final DNA.
4. In the next step2 in a (non-circulating) cycle the only cytosine is added.
5. In the same way, the sole molecule of guanine is appended to the polymer.
6. Afterwards, in another performing cycle, two thymines are added.
7. Finally, from the pool of DNA molecules, with 3 As, 1 C, 1 G, and 2 Ts, the
molecules with the right sequence, GATTACA, are picked as outflow. Again,
these molecules are the only ones which will be in this pool, as the overall elon-
gation process is guided by a complementary DNA strand.
For this reaction system, we can construct the following stoichiometric matrix, where
2these steps have been sorted in alphabetical order and could be exchanged
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DNA(0,0,0,0) is disregarded:
M =

A C G T D(a000) D(3c00) D(31g0) D(311t) D(3112) GATTACA
RA
in
+1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RC
in
0 +1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RG
in
0 0 +1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RT
in
0 0 0 +1 0 0 0 0 0 0
add0 0 0 0 0 +1 0 0 0 0 0
addA −1 0 0 0 − 13 +
1
3 0 0 0 0
addC 0 −1 0 0 0 −1 +1 0 0 0
addG 0 0 −1 0 0 0 −1 +1 0 0
addT 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 − 12 +
1
2 0
conv 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 +1
out 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1

Note that in the matrix DNA(a,0,0,0), DNA(3,c,0,0), DNA(3,1,g,0), DNA(3,1,1,t), and
DNA(3,1,1,2) are abbreviated as D(a000), D(3c00), D(31g0), D(311t) and D(3112),
respectively. Based on this matrix it is possible to calculate the sole elementary flux as
3×RAin+R
C
in+R
G
in+2×R
T
in+add
0+3×addA+addC +addG+2×addT + conv+ out,
exactly mirroring the process. With this approach, it is possible to precisely calculate
the chemicals used up by the DNA replication process in a molecular model of a cell
with a known genome sequence.
5.6 Attachments And Charges
Attachments and charges can usually be handled similar to heteropolymers: Usually
an attachment is an exchangable chemical group covalently bound to a molecule part
with a fixed structure. Actually, most of the building blocks forming the preceding
heteropolymers are equal molecules with different side groups. For example, the ex-
changable nucleotides used in nucleic acids are not five completely different molecules.
They are rather similar molecules possessing the same basic structure: A (deoxy) ribose
sugar, to which different nucleobases are attached. Accordingly, instead of describing
the whole nucleotide with one of the letters A, C, G, T, or U, it would be possible,
although cumbersome, to describe just the nucleobases with these letters and anno-
tate a nucleotide as C5H10O4 − A, C5H10O4 − C, C5H10O4 − G, C5H10O4 − T, or
C5H10O4−U. Also, charges of ions can be represented as symbols or numbers. For ex-
ample An+ is a common representation for a positively charged ion, where n determines
the actual charge.
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5.7 Branched And Cross-linked Structures
This extends the previously mentioned classes of molecules beyond linearity. Within
suchlike rule-based molecules, we have branches within the variable regions of our
molecules, that can even form loops or meshes. Although the CurlySMILES frame-
work provides means to annotate molecules with such structures, our presented formal
description cannot capture these molecules: The formal definition introduced in this
manuscript only allows numbers and strings as parameter types, which are linear rep-
resentations of molecules whose variable reagions are linear. Establishing a formalism
for such molecules is beyond the scope of this paper, but certainly would be a very
interesting topic for future work.
5.8 Discussion
Rule-based annotations may be the future of metabolic databases. The aforementioned
formalism allows to define parametric molecule classes and rule-based reactions in a
consistent, yet intuitive way. With the CurlySMILES annotation we already posess a
well defined and powerful tool to to describe linear parametric molecules. The drawback
of this format is its incapability for parametric molecule chains with several building
blocks and branched strucutres. The defined molecule and reaction classes lay the
foundation for new possibilites and challenges on the algorithmic side of metabolic
theory. Some simple algorithms for basic calculations on rule-based reaction systems
have been shown, and it was described how some basic methods can be adapted to linear
molecules. However, for branched and crosslinked structures, annotation formats still
need to be developed before we even can think about algorithms. Also, being able to
annotate metabolic networks and calculating fluxes and balances without expanding
the metabolite classes to specific sets of molecules could offer new possibilities for high-
throuput approaches.
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When integrating large-scale models from various data sources, inconsistencies in-
evitably emerge. In this thesis it has been demonstrated how some of these incon-
sistencies can be detected and corrected automatically (Chapter 2, 4).
In particular, a method for the analysis of SBML models based on organization
theory was developed. This method is able to reveal structural information hidden in
kinetic laws of SBML embedded reactions (Chapter 2). The application of this algebraic
analysis method to the Biomodels Database uncovered 31 models where reactions were
missing in reactive organizations. Scanning the whole database and comparing our
results to the results achieved by other methods like FBA and extreme pathway analysis
confirmed the usefulness of our method.
After this, a procedure for the prediction of biodegradation pathways and its pre-
requisites was presented (Chapter 3). Based on the conditions prevailing within the
targeted environment, the necessary steps to find degradation pathways for certain
compounds and propose microbial communities with the ability to perform this degra-
dation were described. These steps were designed in accordance with well known al-
gorithms like breadth-first-search, EMA, FBA, and other variants of ILPs and aim to
combine metabolic networks composed of multiple species. Moreover, it was shown
how this multi-organism approach increases the demand for integrating data from var-
ious organisms and sources, like, for example, network models of specific organisms
formulated in SBML or other appropriate languages or online metabolic databases.
In principle, both the data integration task and the pathway search problem appear
to be automatically solvable, while, however, a non-interactive algorithmic solution is
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hindered by annotational weaknesses, ambiguous data and incorrect entries in online
databases. to find more hidden texts have a look at the glossary.
Our focus on these inconsistent database entries motivated a closer look on one of
the largest metabolic databases currently available: Therefore, an analysis of the KEGG
database was performed, looking for inconsistencies in molecular formulas and reactions
(Chapter 4). This revealed a variety of problems based on human-readable comments
or semantic inconsistencies and thus hardly detectable by means of algorithms. Yet on
the other hand there are lots of flaws which are indeed easily detectable, like ambiguous
data, syntactically incorrect database entries, and missing information; most of them
implying sets of reactions not balanced on the atomic level. Other problems with
molecule and reaction entries, however, pose a more complicated task due to variables
that are used without prior declaration. In many cases such reactions might be balanced
only for certain values of the variables included. Additionally, there are database entries
that miss some information regarding the chemical structure of molecules or reactions.
Yet these entries, even though they are only partially balanced or lack information, can
be detected algorithmically, too. A large portion of issues trace back to syntactic flaws
and can be corrected automatically; finding missing atoms or groups by calculating
balances based on well-known parts or by referring to balances of similar reactions.
In contrast, reactions for cases where multiple reactants with unknown formula are
included cannot be balanced, as well as those reactions which are only shorthands for
multistep reaction paths.
In a further step, it has been revealed that inconsistency correction might prove
insufficient. Thus, the underlying model descriptions will have to be re-formulated and
improved. For some specific kinds of molecules and reactions this might be almost
impossible, since the storage formats used do not account for polymeric or modular
structures. To still fulfill the demands mentioned, new tools would be needed, allowing
for the handling of aspects of data currently formulated informally in human-readable
texts. All these problems demonstrate a strong need for extensive curation of semantic
contents and for annotations that are both well defined and flexible. To achieve that,
an innovative, simplifed rule-based modeling approach has been suggested (Chapter 5).
The advantage of this method, compared to more general approaches like BNGL (19),
is its simplicity allowing for a simplified handling both by humans and computer al-
gorithms. Despite its simplicity, the new approach enables us to represent the combi-
natorial information gathered in current databases like KEGG (Chapter 4), which is
also demonstrated by formulating nucleotide activation and DNA elongation using our
rule-based formalism.
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Consequently, the implementation of these rule-based databases is a challenging
task and lays the foundation for more precise annotations and new analytic algorithms.
The data integration and combinatorics achieved with such rule-based data may provide
new insights into biochemical networks and contribute to an interesting field of research
in the realm of computational biology.
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7SUPPLEMENT: USING
CHEMICAL ORGANIZATION
THEORY FOR
MODEL-CHECKING
Christoph Kaleta∗,1,2, Stephan Richter1, and Peter Dittrich2
7.1 Emulating Flux-based Network Analysis Methods
Flux-based methods allow to predict whether a reaction can appear in any steady
state. These methods have additional requirements on the network, like definition of
upper bounds of inflow reactions for FBA (65) or network size in elementary mode
analysis (59) and extreme pathway analysis (58). Since we only want to test whether
a reaction can appear in a steady-state flux a simplified approach that yields the same
results like elementary mode analysis as well as extreme pathway analysis can be used.
This approach is similar to FBA and allows to determine whether a reaction can appear
in any steady state of the model using linear programming.
Given the stoichiometric matrix N of a model of n reactions for which we want to
determine whether reaction i can appear in a steady-state flux, the constraints of the
linear program are
(1) N · v = 0
1Authors contributed equally
2to whom correspondence should be addressed (dittrich@minet.uni-jena.de)
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(2) v ≥ 0
(3) vi ≥ 1
with v being the vector of variables. A dummy objective function can be used if
required. Since we have not defined any upper bound, constraint 3 is equal to searching
a steady-state flux v with a positive flux in vi. Since we are also interested in states
where some species can accumulate over time, the steady-state condition is relaxed to
a constraint similar to the self-maintenance condition in chemical organization theory
(OT). Thus, when checking if reaction i can be part of a flux of the reactions such that
the concentration of no molecule declines, the constraints read
(1) N · v ≥ 0
(2) v ≥ 0
(3) vi ≥ 1
If the linear program is feasible, flux-based methods would predict i to be present
in a flux of the system where the concentration of no molecule declines.
7.2 Extending The Steady-state Lemma To Growth States
In Dittrich2007 (17) it is shown that each steady state of a reaction network can be
mapped to an organization of the system, if the reaction network obeys the condition
that the kinetic law of a reaction implicates a non-zero flux if and only if all educts
have a positive concentration (20). Additionally we assume that during simulation no
species has a negative concentration and each flux is positive, i.e., reversible reactions
are split into irreversible forward and backward reactions. Here we will demonstrate
that, if the network is simulated using ordinary differential equations, the steady-state
lemma can be extended to every phase of the simulation in which there is a non-negative
concentration change for each species.
Given two points x(t1) and x(t2) with 0 < t1 < t2 and x(t1),x(t2) ∈ R
n in the
trajectory x(t) of the concentration of the species of a reaction network during simula-
tion, we call the time span [t1, t2] a growth phase if x(t1) ≥ x(t2). As the species set st
present at a time-point t we identify each species having a positive concentration, i.e.,
st = {i | xi(t) > 0}. If the kinetic laws of the network fulfill the Feinberg conditions
st necessarily fulfills the closure-condition if t > 0. If we determine st at a time-point
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tg during a growth phase, tg ∈ [t1, t2], there additionally exists a flux vector d fulfill-
ing the self-maintenance condition for stg) and hence stg constitutes an organization.
The existence of d will be demonstrated in the following. In passing we note that a
non-negative concentration change for each species in the interval [t1, t2] implies that
stg = st1 = st2 .
Given the stoichiometric matrix N of a reaction network and the kinetic laws of the
reactions as v(t), the ordinary differential equation
dx(t)
dt
= Nv(t) (7.1)
describes the trajectory of the concentrations of the species x(t) given the starting point
x(0). Usually v(t) is written as being dependent on x(t). Here we assume that we have
already solved the differential equation in (7.1) since the following proof relies only on
the existence of the solution v(t). Thus, we can compute the concentration change of
the species of the network in the interval [t1, t2] as
x(t2)− x(t1) =
t2∫
t1
dx(t)
dt
dt =
t2∫
t1
Nv(t)dt = N
t2∫
t1
v(t)dt (7.2)
Now, if we assume that the system is in a growth phase during t1 and t2 we can choose
d as
d =
t2∫
t1
v(t)dt (7.3)
Since we assume v(t) to be non-negative, d has only non-negative entries. From the
condition, that every reaction has a non-zero flux, if and only if all its substrates are
present, i.e., have a positive concentration, we can derive that d has positive values for
each reaction implied by the species set stg . Additionally we can see from (7.2) that
Nd ≥ 0, hence, d fulfills the self-maintenance condition for stg . This implies, that stg
is an organization.
In consequence, each growth phase of the simulation of a reaction network corre-
sponds to an organization of the system. Moreover, if there exists a growth state of the
network, i.e., t2 → ∞ this state also corresponds to an organization. Please note that
a growth state contains the steady-state condition, i.e., Nv = 0 and v ≥ 0, as special
case. Hence, the steady-state lemma can be generalized to a growth-state lemma.
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7.3 Detailed Description Of The SBML Processing Algo-
rithm
7.3.1 Libraries Used
We implemented our analysis tool in Java and used the JigCell SBML parser, available
under the DARPA BioCOMP Open Source License on http://jigcell.biol.vt.edu.
This code is used to open, modify, and save the analyzed SBML models.
7.3.2 Overview On The Processing Steps
In order to perform the OT analysis, the model is passed through several analysis and
adjustment steps:
1. reading and testing the SBML code
2. searching for defined meta-ids
3. building a look-up table for used functions
4. building a look-up table for predefined parameters
For each reaction in a model, we perform:
5. analysis of the structure of the kinetic laws
6. adaptation of the reaction structure to fulfill the Feinberg condition
7. adaptation of the kinetic laws to preserve the dynamics
7.3.3 Description Of The Steps
In the subsequent sections we will use the following terms:
• support : a modifier set is supporting a reaction if a non-zero concentration of the
modifiers allows a non-zero flux of the reaction
• absent, absence, deletion: a modifier’s concentration is set to zero
7.3.3.1 Reading And Testing The SBML Code
Prior to all analysis steps the models have to be read in. This is done using the JigCell
SBML parser, which also checks the syntactic structure while loading the document. As
a result of this syntax checking, we found MODEL8262229752 to contain syntactical
errors.
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7.3.3.2 Searching For Defined Meta-ids
All reaction and species entities in a model have a unique id. For the later creation
of new reactions it is necessary to create new ids, which is only possible, if we know
the existing ids in the model. New ids are given names like metaid xxxxxxx, where
xxxxxxx stands for the first free number including leading zeros.
7.3.3.3 Building Function And Parameter Look-up Tables
For several subsequent steps, we need a table of all used function names, their respec-
tive parameters and the assigned function. Therefore, a data structure mapping each
function name to this information is created by analyzing the model’s function defini-
tions. In a similar way, all kinetic parameters defined in the SBML model are stored
in a mapping structure, which allows a replacement of parameter occurrences by their
values when resolving kinetic laws.
7.3.3.4 Analysis Of The Structure Of The Kinetic Laws
The most important and complex step in the process is the examination of the kinetic
law of each reaction. For this purpose, every rate law in the SBML document is parsed
into a tree structure using the JigCell library. The tree structure of reaction 3 of
the example network is shown in Figure 7.1. The main goal of this step is to gather
Figure 7.1: The tree corresponding to the rate law of reaction 3 from the example network
given in the main paper. Circles indicate operator nodes, round boxes denote species and
squared boxes correspond to parameters.
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the set of all modifiers involved in a reaction and, moreover, to determine the set of
supporting sets. This is achieved by checking which modifiers are omittable, i.e., can
be absent without reducing the flux of the reaction to zero. Therefore, a list of all
modifiers is obtained from the reaction definition. Out of this set, the power set of all
involved modifiers is calculated and passed to a data structure, which we will refer to
as untested modifiers in the following. Please note that if a set of modifiers is replaced
by zero values, this means the concentrations of the modifiers in the complement set
are left positive. Therefore, we check the support of a single modifier by testing the
effect of deleting all other modifiers. The following steps are performed iteratively over
all sets in the untested set:
The largest untested set is obtained from the data structure. The modifier species
contained within this set are assumed to be absent. Thus, all their occurrences are
replaced by zero values in the kinetic law. Literally spoken, we test support of the
smallest set by deleting the largest. In our example, the first untested set would be
{M3,M4,M5}. Hence, these modifiers are replaced by zero values, as can be seen
in Figure 7.2. Then, beginning from the leaves, the tree structure (related to the
Figure 7.2: The same tree after application of zero values to the (absent) modifiers.
current kinetic law) is resolved by application of mathematical rules. Simultaneously,
all occurrences of parameters are replaced by their values from the look-up table. In the
example, the right subtree of the root node will be solved to zero, while the left leaf node
will be replaced by the value of A, if given, or stay a symbol otherwise (Figure 7.3). As
one can see, if all modifiers are absent, this reaction will have a zero flux. Consequently,
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Figure 7.3: The right subtree solved to zero, the left subtree was replaced by A’s value,
say 3
the set {M3,M4,M5} is marked as not omittable and removed from the untested sets.
Due to the ordering by size, the next sets to be tested are {M3,M4}, {M3,M5} and
{M4,M5}. In each case we find that the flux in the reaction is constrained to zero
if the modifiers are deleted (Figure 7.4). Informally spoken, this means: if you delete
Figure 7.4: The right subtree is solved to zero, if the two modifiers M3 and M4 are
absent
any pair of modifiers in R3, the reaction will stop, or, no single modifier supports the
reaction. Therefore those sets are marked as not omittable, too.
The next untested sets are {M3}, {M4} and {M5}. As can be seen by application
of a zero concentration to modifier {M3}, we no longer obtain a zero value as result,
but a function depending on the concentration of {M4} and {M5}. As we assume
their concentrations to be positive, we find that reaction R3 can have a positive flux if
M3 has a zero concentration (Figure 7.5). The single-modifier sets {M3}, {M4} and
{M5} are marked as omittable and hence their complements {M4,M5}, {M3,M5}
and {M3,M4} are the supporting sets of the reaction. Since those sets already enable
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a positive flux in the reaction, there is no need to additionally test whether the entire
modifier set is a supporting set. In our algorithm, this is achieved by marking all proper
subsets of the sets {M3}, {M4} and {M5} as omittable, which accordingly means, that
all supersets of {M4,M5}, {M3,M5} and {M3,M4} are recognized to support the
reaction.
7.3.3.5 Adapting The Reaction Structure And The Kinetic Laws
After determining the minimal supporting modifier sets, we adapt the reactions in order
to correctly apply OT. Our algorithm distinguishes 3 cases:
1. None of the modifiers is omittable, i.e., the (only) supporting set is the entire
modifier set. In this case all modifiers are removed from the reaction and added
as educts and products to the reaction structure. Since the number of reactions
does not change along with this modification, we do not need to change the kinetic
law of the reaction. But due to the alteration of the reaction structure, we rename
the reaction to <oldname> variant 0.
2. We have exactly one supporting set, as it is the case in reaction R2, for example
(Figure 7.6, here the empty set is the only supporting set). Thus, every modifier
apart from this set can be set to zero without constraining the flux of the reaction
to zero. Hence, we have only to move the modifiers of the single supporting set
to educt and product side. Again, we do not need to modify the kinetic law and
the modified reaction will be renamed to <oldname> variant 1.
3. If more than one supporting set is found, a new reaction for each supporting
set is derived from the original one. For each derived reaction, the respective
set of modifiers of the supporting set is moved to the educt and product side,
while all other stay modifiers. While the original reaction is removed, the new
reactions get names like <oldname> variant 1...<oldname> variant <number
of variants>. Since we change the number of reactions in this case, we have
to adapt their kinetic laws by dividing them by the number of derived reactions.
For reaction R3 we obtain the three reactions depicted in Figure 7.7.
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Abbreviation Protein
APC adenomatous polyposis coli
Dsh dishevelled
ERK extracellular signal related-kinase
GSK-3β glycogen synthase kinase 3β
RKIP Raf-1 kinase inhibitor protein
TCF T-cell factor.
Table 7.1: Abbreviations.
7.4 Abbreviations
7.5 Detailed List Of Networks Of The BioModels Database
In the following details about the analysis of all models of the BioModels Database are
given. Models in which inconsistencies have been identified are shaded in light gray.
The first three rows give general details about the models. Numbers in brackets indicate
the number of reactions of the original network that can increase through the processing
of the kinetic laws. The number of species remains constant. The third column gives
the number of reactive organization in the modified and, in brackets, of the original
network. In the forth and fifth column species and reactions that can persist in a
long-term simulation of the processed network are given. OT denotes the prediction
by chemical organization theory and FBM the predictions by flux-based methods. In
some cases FBM identifies more reactions to be present in a long-term simulation than
OT. Those cases are shaded in dark-gray. The sixth and seventh column give the same
numbers when inflow reactions for species with an event setting their concentration to
a positive value at a certain time-point are added. In cases where the original network
already contained all species, those numbers are omitted. In cases marked with (∗)
the heuristical approach for organization computation (11) had to be applied. Since
we searched only for organizations containing the complete system, computations were
aborted as soon as such an organizations was found.
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7.5.1 Curated Branch
Table 7.2: Metabolites of the complete network
Model Species/ Organizations First Step Second Step
Reactions OT FBM OT FBM
(species/reactions) (reactions) (species/reactions) (reactions)
BIOMD0001 12/34(34) 2(2) 12/34 34 - -
BIOMD0002 13/34(34) 3(3) 13/34 34 - -
BIOMD0003 3/7(7) 1(1) 3/7 7 - -
BIOMD0004 5/7(7) 4(4) 5/7 7 - -
BIOMD0005 9/15(15) 2(2) 9/15 15 - -
BIOMD0006 3/5(5) 1(1) 3/5 5 - -
BIOMD0007 22/35(35) 2(1) 22/35 35 - -
BIOMD0008 5/13(13) 1(1) 5/13 13 - -
BIOMD0009 22/30(30) 8(8) 22/30 30 - -
BIOMD0010 8/10(10) 4(8) 8/10 10 - -
BIOMD0011 22/30(30) 8(8) 22/30 30 - -
BIOMD0012 6/12(12) 1(1) 6/12 12 - -
BIOMD0013 27/48(48) 4(4) 27/48 48 - -
BIOMD0014(∗) 86/300(300) 53( 72) 86/300 300 - -
BIOMD0015 18/41(41) 1(1) 18/41 41 - -
BIOMD0016 7/12(12) 1(1) 7/12 12 - -
BIOMD0017 19/28(28) 3(3) 19/28 28 - -
BIOMD0018 33/73(73) 1(1) 33/73 73 - -
BIOMD0019(∗) 100/256(256) 1036(1036) 100/256 256 - -
BIOMD0021 10/26(26) 1(1) 10/26 26 - -
BIOMD0022 13/40(40) 1(1) 13/40 40 - -
BIOMD0023 13/38(38) 1(1) 13/38 38 - -
BIOMD0024 3/6(6) 1(1) 3/6 6 - -
BIOMD0025 4/10(10) 2(1) 4/10 10 - -
BIOMD0026 11/16(16) 3(3) 11/16 16 - -
BIOMD0027 5/8(4) 2(2) 5/8 8 - -
BIOMD0028 16/27(27) 3(3) 16/27 27 - -
BIOMD0029 6/11(7) 2(2) 6/11 11 - -
BIOMD0030 18/32(32) 3(3) 18/32 32 - -
BIOMD0031 6/10(4) 2(2) 6/10 10 - -
BIOMD0032 37/96(96) 390(260) 37/96 96 - -
BIOMD0033 32/56(48) 4976(8192) 32/56 56 - -
BIOMD0034 9/22(22) 1(1) 9/22 22 - -
BIOMD0035 10/18(18) 4(4) 10/18 18 - -
BIOMD0036 3/7(7) 1(1) 3/7 7 - -
BIOMD0037 12/14(14) 1(2) 3/6 10 12/14 14
BIOMD0038 17/28(28) 12(12) 17/28 28 - -
BIOMD0039 5/7(7) 3(3) 5/7 7 - -
BIOMD0040 5/9(9) 2(2) 5/9 9 - -
BIOMD0041 10/17(17) 12(12) 9/17 17 9/17 17
BIOMD0042 15/34(34) 1(1) 15/34 34 - -
BIOMD0043 5/7(7) 3(4) 5/7 7 - -
BIOMD0044 7/8(8) 2(2) 3/4 5 6/7 7
BIOMD0045 4/8(8) 2(2) 4/8 8 - -
BIOMD0046 16/23(23) 2(2) 16/23 23 - -
BIOMD0047 2/3(3) 2(2) 2/3 3 - -
BIOMD0048 23/47(47) 14(14) 23/47 47 - -
BIOMD0049(∗) 99/248(226) 3439( 4513) 99/248 248 - -
BIOMD0050 14/16(16) 1(1) 0/0 0 14/16 16
BIOMD0051 18/96(96) 1(1) 18/96 96 - -
BIOMD0052 11/11(11) 1(1) 0/0 2 11/11 11
BIOMD0053 6/12(12) 1(1) 0/0 8 6/12 12
BIOMD0054 3/5(5) 1(1) 3/5 5 - -
BIOMD0055 13/32(32) 1(1) 13/32 32 - -
BIOMD0056 54/100(94) 392(16) 54/100 100 - -
BIOMD0057 6/10(10) 2(2) 6/10 10 - -
BIOMD0058 4/11(11) 1(1) 4/11 11 - -
BIOMD0059 6/18(18) 2(1) 6/18 18 - -
BIOMD0060 4/6(6) 2(2) 4/6 6 - -
BIOMD0061 25/54(54) 8(8) 25/54 54 - -
BIOMD0062 3/10(10) 1(1) 3/10 10 - -
BIOMD0063 9/24(24) 1(1) 9/24 24 - -
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Model Species/ Organizations First Step Second Step
Reactions OT FBM OT FBM
(species/reactions) (reactions) (species/reactions) (reactions)
BIOMD0064 26/48(42) 16(2) 26/48 48 - -
BIOMD0065 9/18(18) 1(1) 9/18 18 - -
BIOMD0066 11/14(14) 13(13) 11/14 14 - -
BIOMD0067 8/18(18) 1(1) 8/18 18 - -
BIOMD0068 9/20(16) 1(1) 9/20 20 - -
BIOMD0069 10/12(12) 8(8) 9/11 11 10/12 12
BIOMD0070 45/86(86) 168(168) 45/86 86 - -
BIOMD0071 17/34(34) 3(3) 17/34 34 - -
BIOMD0072 7/8(8) 1(2) 1/2 7 7/8 8
BIOMD0073 16/52(52) 1(1) 16/52 52 - -
BIOMD0074 19/62(62) 1(1) 19/62 62 - -
BIOMD0075 12/22(22) 8(8) 12/22 22 - -
BIOMD0076 3/8(8) 1(1) 3/8 8 - -
BIOMD0077 8/8(8) 3(3) 8/8 8 - -
BIOMD0078 16/52(52) 1(1) 16/52 52 - -
BIOMD0079 3/6(6) 1(1) 3/6 6 - -
BIOMD0080 10/10(10) 3(3) 7/6 8 10/10 10
BIOMD0081 23/32(32) 18(18) 23/32 32 - -
BIOMD0082 10/10(10) 3(3) 7/6 8 10/10 10
BIOMD0083 19/62(62) 1(1) 19/62 62 - -
BIOMD0084 8/16(16) 16(16) 8/16 16 - -
BIOMD0085 17/34(34) 10(10) 17/34 34 - -
BIOMD0086 17/48(48) 12(12) 17/48 48 - -
BIOMD0087 55/45(45) 1952(1952) 29/29 32 55/45 45
BIOMD0088 105/182(178) 936(1584) 68/122 167 105/182 182
BIOMD0089 16/41(41) 1(1) 16/41 41 - -
BIOMD0090 26/47(47) 1(1) 26/47 47 - -
BIOMD0091 16/25(25) 8(8) 16/25 25 - -
BIOMD0092 4/6(6) 2(2) 4/6 6 - -
BIOMD0093 34/48(48) 5(3) 11/16 30 31/43 43
BIOMD0094 34/47(47) 2(3) 5/5 27 24/24 40
BIOMD0095 19/46(46) 1(1) 19/46 46 - -
BIOMD0096 19/46(46) 1(1) 19/46 46 - -
BIOMD0097 19/46(46) 1(1) 19/46 46 - -
BIOMD0098 2/6(6) 1(1) 2/6 6 - -
BIOMD0099 7/14(14) 1(1) 7/14 14 - -
BIOMD0100 5/12(12) 1(1) 5/12 12 - -
BIOMD0101 6/13(13) 1(1) 6/13 13 - -
BIOMD0102 13/37(37) 1(1) 13/37 37 - -
BIOMD0103 17/61(61) 1(1) 17/61 61 - -
BIOMD0104 6/2(2) 1(1) 1/0 0 6/2 2
BIOMD0105 39/102(102) 3(3) 13/16 49 39/102 102
BIOMD0106 25/44(44) 26(1) 14/18 40 25/44 44
BIOMD0107 14/23(23) 2(1) 14/23 23 - -
BIOMD0108 9/20(18) 1(1) 9/20 20 - -
BIOMD0109 61/138(138) 269(28) 48/91 128 61/138 138
BIOMD0110 15/30(30) 1(1) 15/30 30 - -
BIOMD0111 10/20(19) 2(1) 10/20 20 - -
BIOMD0112 10/12(12) 4(3) 4/4 11 10/12 12
BIOMD0113 4/8(8) 1(1) 4/8 8 - -
BIOMD0114 2/5(5) 1(1) 2/5 5 - -
BIOMD0115 2/5(5) 1(1) 2/5 5 - -
BIOMD0116 6/10(10) 1(1) 6/10 10 - -
BIOMD0117 2/6(6) 1(1) 2/6 6 - -
BIOMD0119 1/1(1) 1(1) 1/1 1 - -
BIOMD0120 5/10(10) 1(1) 3/5 9 5/10 10
BIOMD0121 6/10(10) 2(2) 6/10 10 - -
BIOMD0122 14/38(38) 6(6) 14/38 38 - -
BIOMD0123 14/34(34) 14(14) 14/34 34 - -
BIOMD0124 2/2(2) 1(1) 2/2 2 - -
BIOMD0125 5/7(7) 4(1) 5/7 7 - -
BIOMD0126 9/22(22) 2(2) 9/22 22 - -
BIOMD0128 3/3(3) 1(1) 3/3 3 - -
BIOMD0137 21/32(32) 24(24) 21/32 32 - -
BIOMD0138 1/1(1) 1(1) 1/1 1 - -
BIOMD0139 24/64(64) 2(2) 17/39 63 24/64 64
BIOMD0140 24/64(64) 2(2) 17/39 63 24/64 64
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Model Species/ Organizations First Step Second Step
Reactions OT FBM OT FBM
(species/reactions) (reactions) (species/reactions) (reactions)
BIOMD0143 20/20(20) 1(1) 4/4 4 7/5 5
BIOMD0144 18/56(56) 2(1) 17/54 55 18/56 56
BIOMD0145 7/12(12) 2(1) 7/12 12 - -
BIOMD0146 36/54(47) 29(336) 36/54 54 - -
BIOMD0147 24/70(70) 2(2) 17/45 69 24/70 70
BIOMD0148 7/16(12) 4(1) 7/16 16 - -
BIOMD0149 28/39(39) 150(384) 28/39 39 - -
BIOMD0150 4/4(4) 2(2) 4/4 4 - -
BIOMD0151 68/114(114) 80(96) 49/71 111 19/9 112
BIOMD0152 64/122(122) 143(143) 61/116 120 64/122 122
BIOMD0153 75/154(154) 147(147) 72/148 152 75/154 154
BIOMD0154 2/5(5) 1(1) 2/5 5 - -
BIOMD0155 2/4(4) 1(1) 2/4 4 - -
BIOMD0156 3/6(6) 1(1) 3/6 6 - -
BIOMD0157 3/7(7) 1(1) 3/7 7 - -
BIOMD0158 3/7(7) 1(1) 3/7 7 - -
BIOMD0159 3/7(7) 1(1) 3/7 7 - -
BIOMD0160 25/43(43) 32(1) 25/43 43 - -
BIOMD0161 46/92(92) 4160(2112) 46/92 92 - -
BIOMD0162 32/106(106) 1(1) 32/106 106 - -
BIOMD0163 16/26(26) 4(4) 16/26 26 - -
BIOMD0164 26/58(58) 24(12) 26/58 58 - -
BIOMD0165 37/62(62) 624(624) 37/62 62 - -
BIOMD0166 3/18(18) 1(1) 3/18 18 - -
BIOMD0167 9/16(16) 4(2) 9/16 16 - -
BIOMD0168 7/11(10) 4(1) 7/11 11 - -
BIOMD0169 11/29(27) 1(1) 11/29 29 - -
BIOMD0170 7/17(17) 1(1) 7/17 17 - -
BIOMD0171 12/31(31) 1(1) 12/31 31 - -
BIOMD0172 25/47(47) 9(9) 25/47 47 - -
BIOMD0173 26/48(48) 16(16) 25/47 47 26/48 48
BIOMD0174 4/10(10) 2(1) 4/10 10 - -
BIOMD0175 120/214(198) 319248(319248) 86/128 208 120/214 214
BIOMD0176 25/48(48) 9(9) 25/48 48 - -
BIOMD0177 28/55(55) 9(9) 28/55 55 - -
BIOMD0178 6/6(6) 1(1) 1/2 2 6/6 6
BIOMD0179 7/17(17) 1(1) 7/17 17 - -
BIOMD0180 8/23(23) 1(1) 8/23 23 - -
BIOMD0181 6/18(18) 1(1) 6/18 18 - -
BIOMD0182 37/64(64) 1920(1920) 37/64 64 - -
BIOMD0183 67/352(352) 16(16) 67/352 352 - -
BIOMD0184 3/7(7) 1(1) 3/7 7 - -
BIOMD0185 8/20(20) 1(1) 8/20 20 - -
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Figure 7.5: In (a), we applied a zero concentration to {M3}, solved the multiplications
by zero (b) and obtained the rate law vR3 = 3 · [M4] · [M5] after the application of A’s
value 3 (c).
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B
A
M1
M2
R2    
v = [B](1 + [M1] + [M2])    

R2 variant 1    
v=[B](1 + [M1] + [M2])    
Figure 7.6: Since the supporting set is the empty set, no modifier has to be moved to the
educt or product side, hence also the kinetic laws are left unchanged. Last Joke:
The programmer’s wife tells him: “Run to the store and pick up a loaf of bread. If they
have eggs, get a dozen.” The programmer comes home with 12 loaves of bread.
So, das war jetzt genug an versteckte Freude. Ich bedanke mich bei allen Leuten die mich
inspiriert und ertragen haben. Stephan
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A
B
M3
M4
M5
R3  
v = [A]([M3][M4] + [M3][M5] + [M4][M5])  
A
B
M4
M5
R3 variant 1    
v = [A](...) / 3     
M3
M3
A
B
M3
M5
R3 variant 2    
v = [A](...) / 3     
M4
M4
A
B
M3
M4
R3 variant 3    
v = [A](...) / 3     
M5
M5
Figure 7.7: We obtain three supporting modifier sets, leading to three reaction variants.
Note the division by 3 in the kinetic laws.
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7.5.2 Non-Curated Branch
The non-curated branch of the BioModels Database contains 74 models. Of these, we
could validate 55 with the same methods as for the curated branch. For 18 networks
we were not able to compute the entire set of organizations. This was caused by too
large a set of organizations in 9 cases (> 106 organizations) in which we had to abort
computation due to constraints in memory. However, in these cases we already found
an organization encompassing the whole species set. The remaining 9 networks were
too large for a detailed analysis since they contained more than 500 reactions. Centler
(11) analyzed such a network by applying a heuristic whose results need to be carefully
checked. This is due to the nature of the heuristic algorithm which only approximates
the set of organizations. Hence, some organizations might not be found if the heuristic
is aborted too early. Since these models are contained in the non-curated branch
of the BioModels Database, which is not the central focus of this work, and error-
checking is time-consuming we applied only flux-based methods in these cases. Finally,
we could not open MODEL8262229752 with the JigCell SBML parser. The parser
indicated that the model contains a syntactic error. The cases where we could compute
chemical organizations are listed next. Computations were performed as described in
the previous section.
Table 7.3: Metabolites of the complete network
Model Species/ Organizations First Step Second Step
Reactions OT FBM OT FBM
(species/reactions) (reactions) (species/reactions) (reactions)
MODEL0212154960 5/10(10) 1(1) 0/0 6 3/5 7
MODEL0995500644 12/13(13) 1(1) 11/12 12 12/13 13
MODEL1502077979 7/13(13) 1(1) 7/13 13 - -
MODEL2463576061 330/222(222) 48(48) 33/14 22 33/14 22
MODEL2463683119 680/470(470) 256(256) 71/26 40 71/26 40
MODEL2504064544 19/52(51) 1(1) 19/52 52 - -
MODEL4665428627 61/146(146) 6(6) 9/12 96 61/146 146
MODEL4734733125 14/24(24) 4(4) 14/24 24 - -
MODEL4779732381 14/17(17) 4(4) 11/14 16 14/17 17
MODEL4780441670 8/11(11) 2(2) 5/8 10 8/11 11
MODEL4780784080 14/24(24) 2(2) 10/21 23 14/24 24
MODEL4816599063 12/18(18) 4(4) 12/18 18 - -
MODEL4821294342 12/26(26) 2(2) 12/26 26 - -
MODEL4968912141 8/10(10) 3(3) 8/10 10 - -
MODEL4969417017 18/28(28) 11(11) 15/22 26 18/28 28
MODEL5073396359 22/70(70) 2(2) 7/16 59 9/17 60
MODEL5662324959 628/2212(2212) 1(1) 628/2212 2212 - -
MODEL5662377562 628/2212(2212) 1(1) 628/2212 2212 - -
MODEL5662398146 628/2212(2212) 1(1) 628/2212 2212 - -
MODEL5662425708 628/2212(2212) 1(1) 628/2212 2212 - -
MODEL5974712823 10/6(6) 2(2) 8/5 5 8/6 6
MODEL6623617994 22/36(36) 22(22) 22/36 36 - -
MODEL6623628741 10/8(8) 2(2) 10/8 8 - -
MODEL6624091635 34/80(80) 14(14) 34/80 80 - -
MODEL6624199343 5/10(10) 2(2) 5/10 10 - -
MODEL6762427183 0/0(0) 1(1) 0/0 0 - -
MODEL8568434338 225/219(219) 1(1) 28/0 0 28/0 0
MODEL8583955822 12/30(30) 1(1) 12/30 30 - -
MODEL8584137422 12/30(30) 1(1) 12/30 30 - -
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Model Species/ Organizations First Step Second Step
Reactions OT FBM OT FBM
(species/reactions) (reactions) (species/reactions) (reactions)
MODEL8584292730 13/38(38) 1(1) 13/38 38 - -
MODEL8584468482 13/36(36) 1(1) 13/36 36 - -
MODEL8938094216 15/18(18) 19(24) 15/18 18 - -
MODEL9070467164 94/179(179) 4656(4656) 94/179 179 - -
MODEL9071122126 64/116(116) 280(280) 64/116 116 - -
MODEL9071773985 73/147(147) 380(380) 73/147 147 - -
MODEL9077438479 29/48(48) 78(90) 29/48 48 - -
MODEL9079179924 81/146(146) 4512(4512) 81/146 146 - -
MODEL9079740062 29/48(48) 78(90) 29/48 48 - -
MODEL9080388197 15/26(26) 2(2) 15/26 26 - -
MODEL9080747936 50/90(90) 288(288) 50/90 90 - -
MODEL9081220742 188/350(350) > 106(> 106) 188/350 350 - -
MODEL9085850385 59/104(104) 640(640) 59/104 104 - -
MODEL9086207764 284/580(580) > 106(> 106) 284/580 580 - -
MODEL9086518048 286/594(594) > 106(> 106) 286/594 594 - -
MODEL9086628127 16/32(32) 3(3) 16/32 32 - -
MODEL9086926384 85/156(156) 1112(1112) 85/156 156 - -
MODEL9086953089 114/206(206) 43245(46416) 114/206 206 - -
MODEL9087255381 289/602(602) > 106(> 106) 289/602 602 - -
MODEL9087474843 290/602(602) > 106(> 106) 290/602 602 - -
MODEL9087766308 5/4(4) 2(2) 5/4 4 - -
MODEL9087988095 5/4(4) 2(2) 5/4 4 - -
MODEL9088169066 5/4(4) 2(2) 5/4 4 - -
MODEL9088294310 5/4(4) 2(2) 5/4 4 - -
MODEL9089491423 196/364(364) > 106(> 106) 196/364 364 - -
MODEL9089538076 200/374(374) > 106(> 106) 200/374 374 - -
MODEL9089914876 192/358(358) > 106(> 106) 192/358 358 - -
MODEL9147091146 77/142(142) 752(752) 77/142 142 - -
MODEL9147232940 64/112(112) 996(996) 64/112 112 - -
MODEL9147975215 37/49(49) 72(72) 35/46 48 37/49 49
MODEL9200487367 5/9(9) 2(2) 5/9 9 - -
MODEL9852292468 73/66(66) 1(1) 0/0 0 61/52 56
For the remaining 9 cases we adapted a different approach by just checking whether
the entire species set is an organization. If we did not find this set to be an organi-
zation, we added, similar to the original approach, an inflow for every species whose
concentration is set to a non-zero value at a certain time-point. In contrast, we were
able to test whether each reaction could be present in a steady-state or growth state
flux using the emulation method for flux-based methods described in Section 7.1.
Model Species/ Organizations First Step Second Step
Reactions OT FBM OT FBM
(species/reactions) (reactions) (species/reactions) (reactions)
MODEL0403888565 377/805(805) n.a. n.a. 445 377/805 805
MODEL0403928902 377/805(805) n.a. n.a. 445 377/805 805
MODEL0403954746 377/805(805) n.a. n.a. 445 377/805 805
MODEL0403988150 377/806(806) n.a. n.a. 446 377/805 805
MODEL0404023805 377/806(806) n.a. n.a. 446 377/805 805
MODEL2021729243 2715/4370(4370) n.a. n.a. 3733 n.a. 3733
MODEL2021747594 2715/4370(4370) n.a. n.a. 3592 n.a. 3592
MODEL3023609334 1972/3842(3842) n.a. n.a. 3752 n.a. 3752
MODEL3023641273 1972/3842(3842) n.a. n.a. 3752 n.a. 3752
MODEL4132046015 408/534(534) n.a. n.a. 32 n.a. 32
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7.5.3 Discussion
Next, we will briefly discuss the models of the non-curated branch of the BioModels
Database in which we detected inconsistencies. Overall we found 11 models contain-
ing inconsistencies. However, a first examination reveals that in 6 of these models,
MODEL2021729243, MODEL2021747594, MODEL2463576061, MODEL2463683119,
MODEL4132046015 and MODEL8568434338, neither an input nor an initial concen-
tration for any species is given. Thus, it can be assumed that these models have been
constructed for the purpose of a structural and not a dynamic analysis.
Another two models, MODEL3023609334 and MODEL3023641273, represent a
genome-scale reconstruction of the metabolism of E. coli. Since the metabolism of E.
coli is not yet entirely understood, it contains species which are only consumed and
thus also the reactions using them as educts cannot have a positive flux. Most of
the reactions and species that cannot be present in the limit behavior are due to this
missing knowledge. Additionally, some species and reactions are not present because
they belong to uptake and utilization pathways for metabolites that are not contained
in the growth media.
The remaining models are MODEL0212154960, modeling the vectorial transport
of bromosulfophthalein over epithelial cells (3), MODEL9852292468, modeling lipid-
mediated thrombin generation (8), and MODEL5073396359, modeling apoptosome-
dependent caspase activation (55). Comparing MODEL0212154960 to the model pre-
sented in Bartholome´ (3), we found that a reaction was missing in the SBML model,
while it was described in the supplementary material of the publication. Adding
this reaction, we found all species present in an organization. During simulation,
the two species absent from any organization had indeed a zero concentration. In
MODEL9852292468 we found reactions that had a negative flux during simulation
while they were set to irreversible in the model. Relaxing the irreversibility con-
straint in these cases we found all species present in an organization. Finally, analyzing
MODEL5073396359 and comparing to the supplementary material of Rehm (55) we
found that several species were not supplied as input in the SBML model, while the
description of the model in the publication contained such an inflow. In this case, even
the dynamic behavior of the SBML model did not match the behavior of the model de-
scribed in the original publication. Adding an inflow or an initial concentration resolved
the inconsistencies. In all three inconsistent models we found that chemical organiza-
tion theory predicted the reactions that can have a non-zero flux during simulation
more accurately than flux-based methods. The reasons for these differences follow the
scheme outlined in the main article. Thus, flux-based methods find a steady state flux
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through a set of reactions encompassing species than can not be produced at positive
rate. However, due to a drain of one or several of these species by interconversion to
other species or decay, they cannot persist in a long-term simulation. Since OT takes
this drain into account, the species are found absent from any organization.
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8SUPPLEMENT: LIST OF
PROBLEMATIC KEGG
ENTRIES
Stephan Richter, Ingo Fetzer, Florian Centler, Peter Dittrich, Martin Thullner
Here we list the tables of errors as of may 2013.
8.1 Same Substances With Different Formulas
The following table lists KEGG compound, glycan, and drug entries, which are sup-
posed to be “same”, but show different chemical formulas.
Table 8.1: Dissent Formulas in synonym Compound Entries
KEGG Entry formulas comment
C00369 / C00721 / C30H51O26 / C60H100O50 n replaced by 5
C03018 / D00084 /
D06507 / G10545
C00670 / D07349 C8H20NO6P / C8H21NO6P ionized/recombined form
C00718 / C01935 / C30H50O25 / C60H100O50 n replaced by 5,
D02329 / G10495 basic unit doubled
C00734 / C06023 / C42H79N7O25 / C42H79N7O29 n replaced by 5
G10536
continued on next page
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KEGG Entry formulas comment
C01768 / D02324 / C24H34O25 / C30H40O30 n replaced by 5,
G07287 / G07471 / formula resolved via KCF
G08476 / G10593 and KEGG Codes table
C02399 / G00154 C8H15NO7 / C9H14N2O7R2 formula resolved via KCF
and KEGG Codes table
C04276 / C04772 / C72H121O65 / C78H131O66 n replaced by 5,
G10509 connected via glycan
C04750 / C04776 / C14H24NO11R / C18H29N3O13R2 connected via glycan
G00024
C04825 / G00156 C20H35NO17 / C21H34N2O17R2 formula resolved via KCF
and KEGG Codes table
C04903 / G00157 C26H43NO23 / C27H42N2O23R2 formula resolved via KCF
and KEGG Codes table
C07283 / G00830 C18H32O16 / C42H72O40 only equal for n=1
C15656 / G00162 C34H56N2O28 / C35H55N3O28R2 formula resolved via KCF
and KEGG Codes table
The folllowing tables list the sets of indistinctive, unbalanced and “transmutational”
reactions.
8.2 Indistinctive Reactions
Table 8.2: Indistinctive reactions
Reaction Code Substance without chemical formula
R02592, R04774 9005 (Activated methyl group)
R05512 9005 (Activated methyl group), 8533 (Amino group donor)
R09740 844 (2-Hydroxy fatty acid)
R09741 843 (3-Hydroxy fatty acid)
R09742 15981 (Cyclic alcohol), 4985 (Quinone), 4984 (Hydroquinone),
842 (Cyclic ketone)
R01237, R01501 8414 (Sugar)
R00804, R03076 18010 (Sugar phosphate), 8414 (Sugar)
R05777 8368 (Diphospho-myo-inositol polyphosphate),
continued on next page
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8367 (myo-Inositol polyphosphate)
R06137 14133 (Cyclic amidines), 8034 (Cyclic amide)
R07132 5102 (D-Galactonolactone)
R07192 13773 (Ketosteroid), 5080 (Steroid ester)
R07193 13773 (Ketosteroid), 5079 (Steroid lactone)
R07343 5001 (myo-Inositol phosphate)
R03754 15724 (Acyl-sn-glycerol 3-phosphate), 4996 (Acylglycerol)
R07347 18908 (Hydrogen-acceptor), 18905 (Hydrogen-donor),
4994 (Pyranose), 4993 (2-Dehydropyranose)
R07348 18908 (Hydrogen-acceptor), 18905 (Hydrogen-donor),
4992 (Pyranoside), 4991 (3-Dehydropyranoside)
R07349, R07350 4990 (n-Alkanal), 4989 (Alk-2-enal)
R07356, R07357 4986 (Glyceollin)
R02364 14707 (Semiquinone), 4985 (Quinone)
R00849, R01868, 4985 (Quinone), 4984 (Hydroquinone)
R06247, R02365,
R07358, R07359,
R07361, R07511,
R09322, R09493,
R09494, R09497,
R09518, R09656,
R09658
R04007 4780 (p-Hydroxyphenyl lignin)
R02596 4779 (Guaiacyl lignin)
R03919 4778 (Syringyl lignin)
R07443 4777 (5-Hydroxy-guaiacyl lignin)
R07459 4774 (Thiamine biosynthesis intermediate 1),
4771 (Thiamine biosynthesis intermediate 4)
R10247 4774 (Thiamine biosynthesis intermediate 1),
4770 (Thiamine biosynthesis intermediate 5)
R07461 4771 (Thiamine biosynthesis intermediate 4),
4770 (Thiamine biosynthesis intermediate 5)
R07464, R07465 4769 (Thiamine biosynthesis intermediate 6)
R07462 4770 (Thiamine biosynthesis intermediate 5),
4769 (Thiamine biosynthesis intermediate 6)
R07612 4594 (Oxidized reactive black 5)
R07646, R08578 4459 (tRNA(Pyl))
R08146 4109 (Farnesal)
continued on next page
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R08145 17551 (Farnesol), 4109 (Farnesal)
R08218 3976 (tRNA(Sec))
R08360, R08361, 3950 (Tryparedoxin), 3949 (Tryparedoxin disulfide)
R08363
R08386 3931 (N-Acetoxyarylamine), 3930 (N-Hydroxyarylamine)
R02847 3787 (D-Aldonolactone)
R07767, R07768, 3614 (Sulfur donor)
R09395
R01078 14666 (Electron), 3614 (Sulfur donor)
R03541 3125 (Prenyl diphosphate), 3124 (Prenol)
R06238 29732 ((GlcNAc)2 (Man)3 (PP-Dol)1)
R05976 29731 ((Glc)3 (GlcNAc)2 (Man)9 (PP-Dol)1)
R05988 29723 ((GlcNAc)4 (LFuc)1 (Man)3 (Asn)1)
R05989 29723 ((GlcNAc)4 (LFuc)1 (Man)3 (Asn)1),
29722 ((Gal)2 (GlcNAc)4 (LFuc)1 (Man)3 (Asn)1)
R05990 29722 ((Gal)2 (GlcNAc)4 (LFuc)1 (Man)3 (Asn)1), 29721 (DS 3)
R05907, R05908, 29716 (Tn antigen)
R05909
R05914 29715 ((Gal)1 (GalNAc)1 (Neu5Ac)2 (Ser/Thr)1)
R05910 29716 (Tn antigen), 29713 ((GalNAc)1 (GlcNAc)1 (Ser/Thr)1)
R07628 29713 ((GalNAc)1 (GlcNAc)1 (Ser/Thr)1),
29712 ((Gal)1 (GalNAc)1 (GlcNAc)1 (Ser/Thr)1)
R05911 29716 (Tn antigen), 29709 (Sialyl-Tn antigen)
R06164 29707 ((Gal)3 (Glc)1 (GlcNAc)1 (LFuc)2 (Cer)1)
R06167 29706 (Type IA glycolipid)
R06162 29706 (Type IA glycolipid),
29705 ((Gal)2 (GalNAc)1 (Glc)1 (GlcNAc)1 (LFuc)2 (Cer)1)
R06163 29704 (Leb glycolipid)
R06155 29703 (Lea glycolipid)
R06165 29701 (Fuc-3’-isoLM1)
R06027 29699 (Type II B antigen)
R06024, R06187 29697 (Type IIH glycolipid)
R06029 29699 (Type II B antigen), 29697 (Type IIH glycolipid)
R06095 29697 (Type IIH glycolipid), 29696 (Ley glycolipid)
R06198 29695 ((Gal)3 (GalNAc)1 (Glc)1 (GlcNAc)1 (LFuc)1 (Cer)1)
R06031 29695 ((Gal)3 (GalNAc)1 (Glc)1 (GlcNAc)1 (LFuc)1 (Cer)1),
29694 (Type IIIH glycolipid)
R06197 29694 (Type IIIH glycolipid), 29693 (Type IIIA glycolipid)
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R06025 29692 (Lacto-N-fucopentaosyl III ceramide)
R06075 29690 (IV3-a-NeuAc,III3-a-Fuc-nLc4Cer)
R06035 29684 (VI2Fuc-nLc6)
R06193 29684 (VI2Fuc-nLc6),
29683 ((Gal)3 (GalNAc)1 (Glc)1 (GlcNAc)2 (LFuc)1 (Cer)1)
R06192 29683 ((Gal)3 (GalNAc)1 (Glc)1 (GlcNAc)2 (LFuc)1 (Cer)1),
29682 ((Gal)4 (GalNAc)1 (Glc)1 (GlcNAc)2 (LFuc)1 (Cer)1)
R06041 29682 ((Gal)4 (GalNAc)1 (Glc)1 (GlcNAc)2 (LFuc)1 (Cer)1),
29681 ((Gal)4 (GalNAc)1 (Glc)1 (GlcNAc)2 (LFuc)2 (Cer)1)
R06191 29681 ((Gal)4 (GalNAc)1 (Glc)1 (GlcNAc)2 (LFuc)2 (Cer)1),
29680 (Type IIIAb)
R06230 29679 (III3Fuc-nLc6Cer)
R06076 29684 (VI2Fuc-nLc6),
29674 ((Gal)3 (Glc)1 (GlcNAc)2 (LFuc)2 (Cer)1)
R06227 29674 ((Gal)3 (Glc)1 (GlcNAc)2 (LFuc)2 (Cer)1),
29673 ((Gal)3 (Glc)1 (GlcNAc)2 (LFuc)3 (Cer)1)
R06190 29684 (VI2Fuc-nLc6),
29672 ((Gal)4 (Glc)1 (GlcNAc)2 (LFuc)1 (Cer)1)
R06039 29671 ((Gal)4 (Glc)1 (GlcNAc)3 (LFuc)1 (Cer)1)
R06222 29671 ((Gal)4 (Glc)1 (GlcNAc)3 (LFuc)1 (Cer)1),
29670 ((Gal)4 (Glc)1 (GlcNAc)3 (LFuc)2 (Cer)1)
R06224 29670 ((Gal)4 (Glc)1 (GlcNAc)3 (LFuc)2 (Cer)1),
29669 ((Gal)4 (Glc)1 (GlcNAc)3 (LFuc)3 (Cer)1)
R06038 29666 (V3Fuc-nLc6Cer)
R06221 29666 (V3Fuc-nLc6Cer), 29665 (V3Fuc,III3Fuc-nLc6Cer)
R06232 29666 (V3Fuc-nLc6Cer),
29664 ((Gal)3 (Glc)1 (GlcNAc)2 (LFuc)1 (Neu5Ac)1 (Cer)1)
R05968 29660 (Globo-H)
R05904 29655 ((Gal)4 (GalNAc)1 (Glc)1 (GlcNAc)1 (LFuc)1 (Cer)1)
R05923 29639 ((GlcN)1 (Ino(acyl)-P)1 (Man)4 (EtN)1 (P)1),
29638 ((GlcN)1 (Ino(acyl)-P)1 (Man)4 (EtN)2 (P)2)
R05916, R02654 29636 ((GlcNAc)1 (Ino-P)1)
R07398, R06623 29635 ((GlcN)1 (Ino-P)1)
R05917, R03482 29636 ((GlcNAc)1 (Ino-P)1), 29635 ((GlcN)1 (Ino-P)1)
R05918 29635 ((GlcN)1 (Ino-P)1), 29634 ((GlcN)1 (Ino(acyl)-P)1)
R05919 29634 ((GlcN)1 (Ino(acyl)-P)1),
29633 ((GlcN)1 (Ino(acyl)-P)1 (Man)1)
R05920 29633 ((GlcN)1 (Ino(acyl)-P)1 (Man)1),
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29632 ((GlcN)1 (Ino(acyl)-P)1 (Man)1 (EtN)1 (P)1)
R05921 29632 ((GlcN)1 (Ino(acyl)-P)1 (Man)1 (EtN)1 (P)1),
29631 ((GlcN)1 (Ino(acyl)-P)1 (Man)2 (EtN)1 (P)1)
R07129 29639 ((GlcN)1 (Ino(acyl)-P)1 (Man)4 (EtN)1 (P)1),
29630 ((GlcN)1 (Ino(acyl)-P)1 (Man)3 (EtN)1 (P)1)
R05922 29631 ((GlcN)1 (Ino(acyl)-P)1 (Man)2 (EtN)1 (P)1),
29630 ((GlcN)1 (Ino(acyl)-P)1 (Man)3 (EtN)1 (P)1)
R05924 29638 ((GlcN)1 (Ino(acyl)-P)1 (Man)4 (EtN)2 (P)2),
29629 ((GlcN)1 (Ino(acyl)-P)1 (Man)4 (EtN)3 (P)3)
R05944 29619 (Fucosyl-GM1)
R06015 29613 ((GlcNAc)4 (LFuc)1 (Man)3 (Asn)1)
R08849 2834 (Phaeomelanin)
R04886, R06612 2833 (Eumelanin)
R06283 29488 (3’-LM1-NeuGc), 27292 (nLc4)
R08964 2713 (1D-myo-Inositol bisdiphosphate tetrakisphosphate)
R06274 26285 ((Gal)2 (GalNAc)3 (Neu5Ac)2 (Neu5Gc)1 (Ser/Thr)1),
25984 ((Gal)2 (GalNAc)3 (Neu5Ac)1 (Neu5Gc)1 (Ser/Thr)1)
R06085 25903 (Monofucosyllactoisooctaosylceramide)
R06086 29676 ((Gal)4 (Glc)1 (GlcNAc)3 (LFuc)2 (Cer)1),
25903 (Monofucosyllactoisooctaosylceramide)
R06273 25984 ((Gal)2 (GalNAc)3 (Neu5Ac)1 (Neu5Gc)1 (Ser/Thr)1),
25635 ((Gal)2 (GalNAc)3 (Neu5Gc)1 (Ser/Thr)1)
R09127, R09128 2542 (Cytochrome cL), 2541 (Reduced cytochrome cL)
R06089 20783 (Monofucosyllactoisooctaosylceramide)
R06090 29676 ((Gal)4 (Glc)1 (GlcNAc)3 (LFuc)2 (Cer)1),
20783 (Monofucosyllactoisooctaosylceramide)
R06128 20782 ((GlcNAc)2 (Man)4 (PP-Dol)1)
R06127 29732 ((GlcNAc)2 (Man)3 (PP-Dol)1),
20782 ((GlcNAc)2 (Man)4 (PP-Dol)1)
R06172 20781 ((GlcNAc)1 (MurNAc)1 (D-Ala-D-Ala-Lys-D-Glu-Ala)1 (PP-Und)1),
20780 ((MurNAc)1 (D-Ala-D-Ala-Lys-D-Glu-Ala)1 (PP-Und)1)
R06258 20779 ((GlcNAc)2 (Man)6 (PP-Dol)1)
R06259 20779 ((GlcNAc)2 (Man)6 (PP-Dol)1),
20778 ((GlcNAc)2 (Man)7 (PP-Dol)1)
R06261 20777 ((GlcNAc)2 (Man)8 (PP-Dol)1)
R06260 20778 ((GlcNAc)2 (Man)7 (PP-Dol)1),
20777 ((GlcNAc)2 (Man)8 (PP-Dol)1)
R06262 20776 ((Glc)1 (GlcNAc)2 (Man)9 (PP-Dol)1)
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R06264 29731 ((Glc)3 (GlcNAc)2 (Man)9 (PP-Dol)1),
20775 ((Glc)2 (GlcNAc)2 (Man)9 (PP-Dol)1)
R06263 20776 ((Glc)1 (GlcNAc)2 (Man)9 (PP-Dol)1),
20775 ((Glc)2 (GlcNAc)2 (Man)9 (PP-Dol)1)
R09319 20688 ((GlcNAc)3 (LFuc)1 (Man)3 (Asn)1)
R09301 20708 ((Man)2 (Ser/Thr)1), 20648 ((Man)3 (Ser/Thr)1)
R09302 20648 ((Man)3 (Ser/Thr)1), 20647 ((Man)4 (Ser/Thr)1)
R09303 20647 ((Man)4 (Ser/Thr)1), 20565 ((Man)5 (Ser/Thr)1)
R07617 20539 ((Gal)2 (GalNAc)1 (GlcNAc)1 (Ser/Thr)1)
R09304 19345 ((GlcNAc)1 (Ser/Thr)1)
R07614 18982 ((Gal)1 (GalNAc)2 (GlcNAc)1 (Ser/Thr)1)
R07620, R04072 18978 ((Man)1 (Ser/Thr)1)
R09300 20708 ((Man)2 (Ser/Thr)1), 18978 ((Man)1 (Ser/Thr)1)
R07619 18979 ((GlcNAc)1 (Man)1 (Ser/Thr)1),
18978 ((Man)1 (Ser/Thr)1)
R07621 18979 ((GlcNAc)1 (Man)1 (Ser/Thr)1),
18977 ((GlcNAc)2 (Man)1 (Ser/Thr)1)
R07811 18971 ((GlcA)2 (GlcN)1 (GlcNAc)1 (LIdoA)1 (S)4)
R07813 18970 ((GlcA)2 (GlcN)1 (GlcNAc)1 (LIdoA)1 (S)3)
R07812 18971 ((GlcA)2 (GlcN)1 (GlcNAc)1 (LIdoA)1 (S)4),
18970 ((GlcA)2 (GlcN)1 (GlcNAc)1 (LIdoA)1 (S)3)
R07820 18964 ((GalNAc)2 (GlcA)1 (LIdoA)1 (S)3)
R07822 18963 ((GalNAc)2 (GlcA)1 (LIdoA)1 (S)2)
R07821 18964 ((GalNAc)2 (GlcA)1 (LIdoA)1 (S)3),
18963 ((GalNAc)2 (GlcA)1 (LIdoA)1 (S)2)
R08107 29630 ((GlcN)1 (Ino(acyl)-P)1 (Man)3 (EtN)1 (P)1),
18961 ((GlcN)1 (Ino(acyl)-P)1 (Man)3 (EtN)2 (P)2)
R09295 18953 ((LFuc)1 (Ser/Thr)1)
R09316 20599 ((Glc)1 (LFuc)1 (Ser/Thr)1), 18953 ((LFuc)1 (Ser/Thr)1)
R09296 18953 ((LFuc)1 (Ser/Thr)1),
18952 ((GlcNAc)1 (LFuc)1 (Ser/Thr)1)
R09297 24681 ((Gal)1 (GlcNAc)1 (LFuc)1 (Neu5Ac)1 (Ser/Thr)1),
18951 ((Gal)1 (GlcNAc)1 (LFuc)1 (Ser/Thr)1)
R09298 20598 ((Gal)1 (GlcNAc)1 (LFuc)1 (Neu5Ac)1 (Ser/Thr)1),
18951 ((Gal)1 (GlcNAc)1 (LFuc)1 (Ser/Thr)1)
R09299 18952 ((GlcNAc)1 (LFuc)1 (Ser/Thr)1),
18951 ((Gal)1 (GlcNAc)1 (LFuc)1 (Ser/Thr)1)
R09318 18949 ((GlcNAc)4 (LFuc)1 (Man)3 (Xyl)1 (Asn)1)
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R09320 20688 ((GlcNAc)3 (LFuc)1 (Man)3 (Asn)1),
18948 ((Gal)1 (GlcNAc)3 (LFuc)1 (Man)3 (Asn)1)
R09323 18948 ((Gal)1 (GlcNAc)3 (LFuc)1 (Man)3 (Asn)1),
18947 ((Gal)1 (GlcNAc)2 (LFuc)1 (Man)3 (Asn)1)
R09324 18947 ((Gal)1 (GlcNAc)2 (LFuc)1 (Man)3 (Asn)1),
18946 ((Gal)1 (GlcNAc)2 (LFuc)2 (Man)3 (Asn)1)
R00047, R00073, 18908 (Hydrogen-acceptor), 18905 (Hydrogen-donor)
R00074, R00280,
R00281, R00282,
R00283, R00284,
R00295, R00296,
R00297, R00298,
R00305, R00311,
R00326, R00361,
R00374, R00412,
R00476, R00544,
R00609, R00638,
R00639, R00645,
R00798, R00808,
R00860, R00861,
R00873, R00976,
R01025, R01045,
R01253, R01282,
R01303, R01306,
R01342, R01374,
R01413, R01508,
R01599, R01696,
R01697, R01742,
R01833, R01834,
R01854, R01915,
R02166, R02206,
R02211, R02212,
R02213, R02214,
R02215, R02234,
R02264, R02374,
R02612, R02642,
R02643, R02661,
R02838, R02860,
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R02873, R02987,
R03015, R03086,
R03156, R03172,
R03173, R03185,
R03195, R03206,
R03212, R03257,
R03326, R03370,
R03441, R03510,
R03532, R03533,
R03575, R03597,
R03599, R03687,
R03714, R03724,
R03734, R03748,
R03783, R03784,
R03793, R03814,
R03833, R03849,
R03927, R04080,
R04160, R04178,
R04327, R04392,
R04437, R04571,
R04622, R04667,
R04693, R04760,
R04786, R04787,
R04798, R04799,
R04800, R04803,
R04827, R04852,
R04947, R04971,
R04973, R04979,
R05040, R05059,
R05060, R05084,
R05151, R05152,
R05183, R05255,
R05260, R05346,
R05579, R05583,
R05619, R05704,
R05708, R05740,
R05742, R05745,
R05752, R05753,
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R06219, R01680,
R06246, R01443,
R06268, R06269,
R06270, R06306,
R06370, R06372,
R06373, R06401,
R06402, R06403,
R06519, R07063,
R07153, R07154,
R07155, R07163,
R07166, R07167,
R07174, R07182,
R07218, R07223,
R07229, R07230,
R07374, R07431,
R07467, R07470,
R07514, R07518,
R07520, R07531,
R07654, R07850,
R07861, R07933,
R07946, R08089,
R08161, R08173,
R08517, R08518,
R08701, R08735,
R08740, R08763,
R09156, R09293,
R09481, R09496,
R09519, R09551,
R09604, R09605,
R09659, R09671,
R09691, R09692,
R09693, R09703,
R09716, R09727,
R09728, R09884,
R10083, R10085,
R10193, R10246
R00019, R00021, 18802 (Reduced ferredoxin), 18801 (Oxidized ferredoxin)
R00790, R00791,
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R00859, R01195,
R01196, R01197,
R01199, R01217,
R02218, R02451,
R02550, R02675,
R02843, R03164,
R03329, R03569,
R03600, R03678,
R03851, R04850,
R05185, R05316,
R05496, R05739,
R05817, R05818,
R05819, R05875,
R06282, R07157,
R07159, R07160,
R07161, R07409,
R07525, R07526,
R07537, R08566,
R08567, R08571,
R08689, R09053,
R09060, R09071,
R09486, R09491,
R09502, R09508,
R09587, R10086,
R10158, R10162
R00389, R00394, 18765 (Acid)
R07325
R07158 18802 (Reduced ferredoxin), 18801 (Oxidized ferredoxin),
18765 (Acid)
R02128, R02905, 18733 (Photon)
R03137, R03311,
R03536, R03677,
R04036, R04063,
R04078, R07128,
R09503, R09571
R03907 18908 (Hydrogen-acceptor), 18905 (Hydrogen-donor),
18733 (Photon)
R00329, R01532, 18719 (Nucleotide)
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R01572, R07341
R01347, R02000, 18591 (Reduced rubredoxin), 18493 (Oxidized rubredoxin)
R02002, R02281,
R02879, R05489,
R05490, R05491,
R05743
R00162, R00164 18361 (Phosphoprotein)
R01454, R02723, 18275 (Reduced adrenal ferredoxin),
R02724, R02725, 18270 (Oxidized adrenal ferredoxin)
R03262, R03263,
R03933, R04676,
R04854, R04855,
R08949, R10159
R02806, R03852, 18237 (Nucleobase)
R04168
R02918 18155 (tRNA(Tyr))
R00106, R03071, 18020 (Ferricytochrome), 18019 (Ferrocytochrome)
R09473
R03149, R03570 17956 (Monosaccharide 1-phosphate)
R03146 17952 (Ferricytochrome b1), 17949 (Ferrocytochrome b1)
R00100, R01115, 17951 (Ferricytochrome b5), 17948 (Ferrocytochrome b5)
R01803, R02222,
R03147, R08539
R00082, R00108, 17950 (Ferricytochrome c2), 17947 (Ferrocytochrome c2)
R00784, R09500
R02884, R02885 18181 (Caldesmon), 17927 (Caldesmon phosphate)
R02726 18551 (Steroid), 18275 (Reduced adrenal ferredoxin),
18270 (Oxidized adrenal ferredoxin),
17898 (11beta-Hydroxysteroid)
R00198, R03215 17887 (Ferricytochrome c-553), 17886 (Ferrocytochrome c-553)
R07824 17884 (N-Acetylgalactosamine)
R03135, R03136 17806 (Oxidized polyvinyl alcohol)
R06208, R00879 17643 (beta-D-Fructan)
R03167 17642 (Lipid)
R08144 17551 (Farnesol)
R03142 17956 (Monosaccharide 1-phosphate), 17505 (ADP-aldose)
R03143 17956 (Monosaccharide 1-phosphate), 17455 (NDP-aldose)
R0TCK 1337 (discovery supporting term)
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R02042, R09474 17425 (Wax ester)
R03038, R08779, 17421 (tRNA(Ala))
R08780
R03646, R03862 17420 (tRNA(Arg))
R03647, R03648 17419 (tRNA(Asn))
R05577 17418 (tRNA(Asp))
R03650, R08576 17417 (tRNA(Cys))
R03651, R03652 17416 (tRNA(Gln))
R04109, R05578 17415 (tRNA(Glu))
R03654, R08776, 17414 (tRNA(Gly))
R08777, R08778
R03655 17413 (tRNA(His))
R03656 17412 (tRNA(Ile))
R03657 17411 (tRNA(Leu))
R03658 17410 (tRNA(Lys))
R03659, R04773 17409 (tRNA(Met))
R03660 17408 (tRNA(Phe))
R03661 17407 (tRNA(Pro))
R03662 17406 (tRNA(Ser))
R03663 17405 (tRNA(Thr))
R03664 17404 (tRNA(Trp))
R03665 17403 (tRNA(Val))
R02460 17391 (Bacitracin)
R03203 17898 (11beta-Hydroxysteroid), 17110 (11-Oxosteroid)
R02826 16899 (Aliphatic amide)
R02824 18214 (Insulin), 16865 (Reduced insulin)
R00076, R00077 16850 (Phosphorylase a), 16849 (Phosphorylase b)
R02903 16746 (Phosphorhodopsin)
R02130 18908 (Hydrogen-acceptor), 18905 (Hydrogen-donor),
18551 (Steroid), 16702 (21-Hydroxysteroid)
R03841 16589 (D-Hexose phosphate)
R04015 16581 (Ferricytochrome c3), 16579 (Ferrocytochrome c3)
R00101, R00109 16580 (Ferrileghemoglobin), 16578 (Ferroleghemoglobin)
R03632 17446 (Protamine), 16544 (O-Phosphoprotamine)
R03615 17472 (Flavonoid), 16498 (3’-Hydroxyflavonoid)
R02899 16439 (O-Sinapoylglucarate)
R05186 16532 (Reduced flavodoxin), 16436 (Oxidized flavodoxin)
R00034 16248 (Cyclobutadipyrimidine)
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Reaction Code Substance without chemical formula
R03744 17209 (tau-Protein), 16207 (O-Phospho-tau-protein)
R01348, R01840, 16312 (Reduced flavoprotein), 16205 (Oxidized flavoprotein)
R01842, R02351,
R02501, R02503,
R03087, R03629,
R03697, R04121,
R04122, R04759,
R04761, R05259,
R08053, R08054,
R08055, R08066,
R08068, R08225,
R08257, R08264,
R08265, R08551,
R08785, R08840,
R08841
R03817, R08409 16311 (Reduced plastocyanin), 16204 (Oxidized plastocyanin)
R09542 18802 (Reduced ferredoxin), 18801 (Oxidized ferredoxin),
18733 (Photon), 16311 (Reduced plastocyanin),
16204 (Oxidized plastocyanin)
R04123 16308 (Transferrin[Fe(II)]2), 16190 (Transferrin[Fe(III)]2)
R04156 16187 (Glycogen-synthase D), 16186 (Glycogen-synthase I)
R04176 16136 (ADP-D-ribosyl-acceptor)
R03818, R10047, 17041 (Putidaredoxin), 16102 (Oxidized putidaredoxin)
R10048
R05193 18538 (Calmodulin), 18432 (Ubiquitin),
16082 ((Ubiquitin)n-calmodulin)
R02131 18908 (Hydrogen-acceptor), 18905 (Hydrogen-donor),
18551 (Steroid), 16081 (17alpha-Hydroxysteroid)
R01407 18765 (Acid), 16056 (Acyl-protein thioester)
R01952 18603 (Glycoprotein), 16031 (N-Palmitoylglycoprotein)
R03861 15952 (O-Sinapoylglucarolactone)
R04039 16525 (Xanthine oxidase),
15942 ([Xanthine : NAD oxidoreductase])
R02432 18422 (Gentamicin), 15935 (2”-Nucleotidylgentamicin)
R03711 17284 (Actinomycin), 15908 (Actinomycinic monolactone)
R03876 18432 (Ubiquitin), 15882 (Protein N-ubiquityllysine)
R01623, R01625 15835 (Apo-[acyl-carrier-protein])
R01810 15825 (N-Acetyl-O-acetylneuraminate)
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R03743 17210 (beta-Lactam), 15751 (Substituted beta-amino acid)
R01994 18593 (Lipopolysaccharide),
15716 (D-Glucosyllipopolysaccharide)
R03981 16672 (Glycosaminoglycan),
15656 (D-Galactosylglycosaminoglycan)
R04146 16245 (D-Galactosaminoglycan),
15604 (N-Acetyl-D-galactosaminoglycan)
R02418 18432 (Ubiquitin), 15551 (Ubiquitin C-terminal thiolester)
R03768 17166 (Heteropolysaccharide),
15547 (2-alpha-D-Mannosyl-heteroglycan)
R03769 17166 (Heteropolysaccharide),
15546 (3-alpha-D-Mannosyl-heteroglycan)
R03923 16824 (’Activated’ tRNA),
15495 (tRNA containing a thionucleotide)
R04149 16234 (Glycoprotein inositol),
15477 (Glycoprotein phosphatidylinositol)
R04275 15875 (Tyrosine-3-monoxygenase),
15461 (Phospho-[tyrosine-3-monoxygenase])
R01995 18593 (Lipopolysaccharide),
15423 (alpha-D-Glucosyllipopolysaccharide)
R04462 15352 (2-Hexadecenoyl-[acyl-carrier protein])
R02183 15334 (N-Acetyl-D-galactosaminyl-polypeptide)
R04358 15641 ([RNA polymerase]),
15329 (Phospho-[DNA-directed RNA polymerase])
R01997 18593 (Lipopolysaccharide),
15276 (3-alpha-D-Galactosyl-[lipopolysaccharide glucose])
R01996 18593 (Lipopolysaccharide),
15223 (N-Acetyl-D-glucosaminyllipopolysaccharide)
R00392, R00611, 15434 (Electron-transferring flavoprotein),
R01178, R01565, 15198 (Reduced electron-transferring flavoprotein)
R01588, R02488,
R02511, R03169,
R04096, R04432,
R04433, R05584,
R10074
R04511 15199 (Membrane-derived-oligosaccharide D-glucose),
14998 (Membrane-derived-oligosaccharide 6-(glycerophospho)-D-glucose)
R04589 15047 ([[Hydroxymethylglutaryl-CoA reductase (NADPH)]kinase]),
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14992 (Dephospho-[[hydroxymethylglutaryl-CoA reductase (NADPH)]kinase])
R04588 15049 (Citrate-oxaloacetate-lyase((pro-3S)-CH2COO–¿acetate)),
14982 (Deacetyl-[citrate-oxaloacetate-lyase((pro-3S)-CH2COO–¿acetate)])
R00422, R01120, 14872 (Glycolipid)
R01537, R04289
R00423 14837 (Mucopolysaccharide)
R04710 14784 (Dihydroflavodoxin), 14781 (Flavodoxin semiquinone)
R03986, R08845 17956 (Monosaccharide 1-phosphate), 14763 (UDP-sugar)
R04698 14791 (Ferrocytochrome b-561), 14711 (Ferricytochrome b-561)
R00083 14707 (Semiquinone)
R00785, R05751, 14668 (Oxidized azurin), 14667 (Reduced azurin)
R09480
R00067, R00153, 14666 (Electron)
R02802, R04782,
R05398, R05482,
R05505, R05545,
R06404, R07687,
R08862, R08873,
R08875, R09294,
R09317, R09799,
R10150, R10202
R00002 18802 (Reduced ferredoxin), 18801 (Oxidized ferredoxin),
14666 (Electron)
R04299 14649 (Aminosugars)
R00657 14544 (Aminoacyl-L-methionine)
R04924 14438 (Lipophosphonoglycan)
R04939, R05657, 14425 (Methyl group acceptor), 14424 (Methyl-acceptor)
R09180
R04124 16308 (Transferrin[Fe(II)]2), 14356 (Apotransferrin)
R04155 16190 (Transferrin[Fe(III)]2), 14356 (Apotransferrin)
R03682 17356 (Hemoglobin), 14355 (Oxyhemoglobin)
R00312 14353 (Cytochrome a)
R00313 14352 (Catalase)
R00314 14351 (Peroxidase)
R05010 14275 ((alpha-D-Mannosyl)9-beta-D-mannosyl-diacetylchitobiosyldiphosphodolichol)
R02663, R03175, 14188 (Branched chain fatty acid)
R04098
R01474, R03079, 14176 (Pentosan)
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R04937, R04938
R01400 14133 (Cyclic amidines)
R06138 14132 (Amidines)
R02876 14114 (Hopanoid)
R03201 14113 (Triterpenoid)
R05102 14092 (Cytochrome P-450 oxidized form),
14091 (Cytochrome P-450 reduced form)
R04644, R04645, 14072 (Ceramidepentasaccharide)
R05106
R03683, R03684 17356 (Hemoglobin), 13957 (Globin)
R04977 14354 (Myoglobin), 13957 (Globin)
R00792 13956 (Ferrocytochrome b), 13955 (Ferricytochrome b)
R05163 13879 (Hydroxycinnamoyl-CoA),
13878 (Anthocyanidin 3-glucoside-5-hydroxycinnamoylglucoside)
R01705 13832 (Palmitoyl-protein)
R07292 13511 (Feruloyl-polysaccharide)
R06054 18593 (Lipopolysaccharide),
13508 (3-Deoxyoctulosonyl-lipopolysaccharide)
R05741 12822 (Dihydrofurano derivative)
R05747 12821 (Glutaredoxin), 12820 (Glutaredoxin disulfide)
R05793 12815 (Cutin), 12814 (Cutin monomer)
R05744, R07643, 12809 (Products of ATP breakdown)
R10011
R09422 14357 (Apoferritin), 1090 (Ferritin)
R09469 1072 (Diketone)
R09428 1057 (Acceptor), 1056 (Acceptor beta-D-glucuronoside)
R00606 1032 (Amicyanin), 1031 (Reduced amicyanin)
R10152 4985 (Quinone), 4984 (Hydroquinone), 1011 (Polysulfide)
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8.3 Unbalanced Reactions
Here is the list of unbalanced reactions excluding those detected to be transmutational:
Table 8.3: Unblanced reactions. “No hint” means, that the corresponding KEGG site
not clearly points out the issue
inclomplete 
reaction unbalanced multi- or unclear no
code elements step reaction hint
R00001 35×H, 105×O, 35×P 
R00017 2×H 
R00025 H 
R00041 4×C, 8×H 
R00092 2×H 
R00102 H 
R00103 H 
R00119 H 
R00135 5×C, 7×H, N, O 
R00137 H 
R00263 20×C, 26×H, 4×N, 11×O 
R00344 H 
R00379 5×C, 8×H, 5×O, P, R 
R00380 24×C, 37×H, 3×N, 24×O, 5×P, 3×R 
R00381 35×C, 56×H, 35×O, 7×P, 7×R 
R00382 35×C, 57×H, 35×O, 7×P, 7×R 
R00383 H 
R00384 2×C, 4×H 
R00385 2×C, 4×H 
R00387 2×C, 4×H 
R00388 2×C, 4×H 
R00390 2×C, 4×H 
R00393 H 
R00444 5×C, 8×H, 6×O, P, R 
R00459 3×H, N 
R00538 H 
R00539 H 
R00540 H 
R00542 H 
R00543 H 
R00545 H 
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inclomplete 
reaction unbalanced multi- or unclear no
code elements step reaction hint
R00546 H 
R00547 H 
R00555 H 
R00575 H 
R00630 H 
R00634 H 
R00635 H 
R00649 H 
R00698 2×H, O 
R00731 2×H 
R00742 H 
R00774 H 
R00864 H 
R00887 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R00900 H 
R00915 4×C, 2×H, 2×O 
R00916 2×H, 2×O 
R00991 3×C, 2×H, 2×O  
R00993 O 
R01027 H 
R01028 H 
R01029 H 
R01032 H 
R01235 C, 3×H, R 
R01260 H 
R01263 H 
R01273 H 
R01309 H 
R01310 H 
R01312 H 
R01315 H 
R01316 H 
R01317 19×C, 32×H, R 
R01318 H 
R01319 H 
R01332 2×H, O 
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inclomplete 
reaction unbalanced multi- or unclear no
code elements step reaction hint
R01350 2×C, 4×H, O, 2×R 
R01369 H 
R01408 H 
R01409 R 
R01410 H  
R01427 O 
R01493 H 
R01553 H 
R01578 12×C, 14×H, 5×N, 8×O, 5×R 
R01581 H 
R01637 O 
R01650 H  
R01675 45×C, 69×H, 5×N, 51×O, 9×P, 7×R 
R01722 H 
R01724 H 
R01767 H 
R01798 19×C, 31×H, R 
R01859 H 
R01861 H 
R01862 H 
R01890 H 
R01891 H 
R01913 C, 8×H, 5×O 
R01920 H 
R01921 H 
R01929 H 
R01930 H 
R01931 2×H 
R01998 2×C, 4×H 
R02008 2×H 
R02040 3×C, 6×H 
R02041 2×C, 4×H 
R02114 H 
R02116 13×C, 22×H 
R02122 12×O, 4×S 
R02129 2×H 
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inclomplete 
reaction unbalanced multi- or unclear no
code elements step reaction hint
R02170 H 
R02180 12×O, 4×S 
R02181 12×O, 4×S 
R02182 H 
R02184 H, 3×O, P 
R02185 H, 3×O, P 
R02186 H, 3×O, P 
R02187 H, 3×O, P 
R02188 H, 3×O, P 
R02189 H, 3×O, P 
R02192 H 
R02294 H 
R02300 H 
R02322 H 
R02323 H 
R02324 H 
R02409 O 
R02420 12×C, 13×H, 6×N, 6×O, 5×R 
R02572 H 
R02573 H 
R02605 H 
R02617 2×C, 2×H 
R02676 H 
R02682 2×C, 4×H 
R02694 2×C, 2×H 
R02718 12×C, 20×H, 4×N, 4×O 
R02744 H 
R02745 C, 2×H 
R02760 2×C, 2×H 
R02768 2×C, 4×H 
R02797 O 
R02816 O 
R02829 C, H, R 
R02846 H 
R02862 H 
R02869 H 
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inclomplete 
reaction unbalanced multi- or unclear no
code elements step reaction hint
R02895 2×H 
R03042 H, 3×O, P 
R03105 H 
R03110 H 
R03129 6×C, 8×H, 6×O 
R03132 H 
R03223 H 
R03231 H 
R03348 H 
R03360 H 
R03376 2×H, O 
R03415 C, 2×H 
R03447 H 
R03451 H 
R03467 2×H 
R03494 H 
R03553 3×O, S 
R03580 2×H  
R03666 5×H, N 
R03706 6×C, 8×H, 6×O 
R03720 O 
R03722 H 
R03756 2×C, 2×H 
R03765 3×C, 6×H  
R03807 2×H, O 
R03813 5×C, 4×H, 5×N, R 
R03832 H 
R03838 2×C, 2×H 
R03872 O 
R03873 2×H, O 
R03909 H 
R03911 2×C, 2×H, O 
R03948 H 
R03950 4×H 
R03951 3×H, 2×N, 3×O  
R03995 2×H 
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inclomplete 
reaction unbalanced multi- or unclear no
code elements step reaction hint
R04003 H 
R04041 24×C, 40×H, 20×O 
R04042 3×C, 7×H, 5×O, P 
R04044 C, 2×H 
R04074 H 
R04138 H 
R04227 H 
R04241 5×C, 7×H, N, 3×O 
R04249 O 
R04250 C, 2×H 
R04251 O 
R04252 24×C, 38×H, 4×O 
R04257 O 
R04276 H 
R04283 2×H, 2×O  
R04311 11×C, 21×H 
R04313 23×C, 24×H, 11×N, 12×O, 10×R 
R04319 2×C, 4×H 
R04321 H 
R04326 H 
R04332 4×C, 8×H 
R04369 12×C, 20×H, 4×N, 4×O 
R04375 H 
R04384 H 
R04386 H 
R04436 H 
R04456 H 
R04458 C, O 
R04473 2×C, 4×H 
R04484 8×C, 8×H, 4×O 
R04505 H 
R04514 H 
R04524 O 
R04534 H 
R04540 O 
R04541 O 
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inclomplete 
reaction unbalanced multi- or unclear no
code elements step reaction hint
R04546 2×H, O  
R04616 2×H, O  
R04670 2×C, 5×H 
R04685 8×C, 8×H, 4×N, 4×O, 4×R 
R04691 H 
R04692 H 
R04705 H 
R04707 H 
R04711 H 
R04713 H 
R04714 H 
R04715 H 
R04716 H 
R04717 H 
R04739 H 
R04763 4×H  
R04771 H 
R04772 H 
R04775 O 
R04795 C, 6×H, O 
R04806 H 
R04807 H 
R04860 O 
R04864 2×C, 4×H 
R04867 H 
R04869 23×C, 25×H, 11×N, 12×O, 10×R 
R04877 H 
R04879 C, 2×H, 2×O 
R04885 2×H 
R04899 O 
R04906 2×C, 3×H, N, O 
R04923 3×C, 7×H  
R04925 C, 2×H 
R04932 2×H 
R04933 2×O 
R04934 3×C, 4×H, O 
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inclomplete 
reaction unbalanced multi- or unclear no
code elements step reaction hint
R04943 2×H 
R04980 H 
R04989 H 
R05001 O 
R05077 2×H 
R05079 4×H 
R05088 2×H, O  
R05089 2×H, O 
R05090 7×C, 12×H, 6×O  
R05118 8×C, 12×H, 4×O 
R05131 C, 2×H 
R05197 5×C, 7×H, N, 3×O 
R05209 H 
R05220 H 
R05223 H 
R05252 2×H 
R05265 H 
R05270 O 
R05325 2×H, O 
R05335 H 
R05344 2×H, 2×O  
R05416 H 
R05419 2×H, O 
R05430 4×H 
R05431 4×H 
R05432 4×H 
R05433 4×H 
R05437 4×H 
R05438 4×H 
R05470 3×H, N, O 
R05472 7×C, 4×Cl, 4×H, 2×O 
R05474 C, 2×Cl, 2×H 
R05476 H 
R05479 C, 2×H, O 
R05480 C, 2×Cl, 2×H, O 
R05481 4×H 
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inclomplete 
reaction unbalanced multi- or unclear no
code elements step reaction hint
R05492 2×H 
R05497 H 
R05537 4×H, 2×O 
R05541 2×H 
R05542 2×H 
R05556 5×C, 8×H 
R05617 10×C, 18×H 
R05669 2×H, O 
R05670 3×H, N, O 
R05671 2×H, O 
R05755 3×H 
R05780 H 
R05794 H 
R05796 40×C, 68×H, 9×O 
R05797 20×C, 28×H, 9×O 
R01331 / R05816 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R05829 2×H 
R05840 C, 6×H, 4×O 
R05846 H 
R05849 4×H 
R05852 3×H 
R05853 2×H, O 
R05854 2×H, O 
R05859 2×H, O 
R05860 2×H, O 
R05867 O 
R05868 2×O 
R05869 2×H, O 
R05871 O 
R05872 O 
R05873 H 
R05885 H 
R05886 C, 2×H, 2×O 
R05887 C, 4×H, O 
R05888 C, 2×H 
R05889 C, 4×H, O 
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inclomplete 
reaction unbalanced multi- or unclear no
code elements step reaction hint
R05890 C, 2×H 
R05891 6×C, 6×H, 8×O  
R05892 10×C, 13×H, N, O 
R05893 9×C, 11×H, N, O 
R05894 10×C, 10×H, 2×N 
R05895 2×H, O 
R05896 O 
R05897 2×H, O 
R05898 2×H, O 
R05899 O 
R05900 2×C, O 
R04636 / R05901 30×C, 51×H, 3×N, 21×O 
R04575 / R05912 18×C, 29×H, 3×N, 13×O, 2×R 
R04590 / R05913 18×C, 29×H, 3×N, 13×O, 2×R 
R04607 / R05928 6×C, 8×H, 6×O 
R05933 3×C, 5×H, N, 2×O 
R05934 3×C, 5×H, N, 2×O 
R03116 / R06018 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R03118 / R06020 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R02888 / R06022 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R02889 / R06023 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R02335 / R06028 8×C, 13×H, N, 5×O 
R02890 / R06030 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R03996 / R06045 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R02421 / R06049 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R01821 / R06050 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R00292 / R06051 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R01823 / R06052 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R04194 / R06059 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R06063 H 
R06064 H 
R02120 / R06066 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R05327 / R06068 5×O 
R05196 / R06069 60×C, 100×H, 50×O 
R04343 / R06072 6×C, 8×H, 6×O 
R06046 / R06074 78×C, 131×H, 70×O 
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inclomplete 
reaction unbalanced multi- or unclear no
code elements step reaction hint
R02887 / R06077 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R03115 / R06078 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R05140 / R06079 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R01718 / R06080 6×C, 12×H, 6×O 
R01206 / R06081 8×C, 13×H, N, 5×O 
R03928 / R06083 5×C, 8×H, 4×O 
R06131 O 
R06132 C, 2×H 
R06134 H 
R06149 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R06150 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R06151 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R02109 / R06158 6×C, 9×H, 4×O 
R02112 / R06159 18×C, 29×H, 15×O 
R03122 / R06160 12×C, 18×H, 9×O 
R02833 / R06175 42×C, 77×H, 7×N, 24×O 
R04519 / R06177 40×C, 64×H, 8×N, 21×O 
R06178 / R06179 39×C, 64×H, 8×N, 19×O 
R02716 / R06181 24×C, 40×H, 20×O 
R02717 / R06182 32×C, 52×H, 4×N, 20×O 
R02111 / R06185 6×C, 9×H, 4×O 
R02110 / R06186 H, O 
R01790 / R01791 / R06199 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R02886 / R06200 12×C, 20×H, 10×O 
R01982 / R04320 / R06201 6×C, 8×H, 6×O 
R01105 / R06202 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R01433 / R06203 5×C, 8×H, 4×O 
R00308 / R06204 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R01762 / R06205 10×C, 18×H, 9×O 
R05624 / R06206 42×C, 70×H, 35×O 
R02108 / R06209 90×C, 149×H, 75×O 
R00506 / R06210 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R00890 / R06213 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R03078 / R06231 5×C, 8×H, 4×O 
R04083 / R06235 5×C, 11×H, 7×O, P 
R02360 / R06239 12×C, 16×H, 12×O 
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R02361 / R06240 12×C, 14×H, 11×O 
R02333 / R06241 54×C, 103×H, 9×N, 34×O 
R02465 / R06242 5×O 
R01824 / R06243 48×C, 78×H, 39×O 
R02362 / R06250 95×C, 128×H, 89×O 
R05191 / R06278 100×C, 140×H, 90×O 
R06287 20×C, 38×H 
R06288 2×H 
R06293 H 
R06297 H 
R06316 3×O 
R06318 2×C, 7×O  
R06319 2×H, 5×O  
R06324 O 
R06325 2×H 
R06326 2×H, O 
R06327 2×H, O 
R06328 O 
R06329 O 
R06330 O 
R06331 O 
R06332 O 
R06333 O 
R06334 O 
R06339 O 
R06340 O 
R06341 O 
R06342 2×H 
R06343 2×H 
R06344 2×H 
R06345 2×H 
R06346 2×H 
R06347 O 
R06348 O 
R06349 2×H 
R06350 O 
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R06355 2×H 
R06356 2×H 
R06357 H 
R06358 O 
R06359 O 
R06363 C, O 
R06367 2×H, O 
R06368 2×H, O 
R06374 2×H 
R06375 2×H 
R06394 2×H 
R06395 2×H 
R06396 2×H, O 
R06405 H 
R06432 H 
R06435 H 
R06438 2×H 
R06439 2×H 
R06441 2×H 
R06445 O 
R06446 2×H 
R06462 H 
R06463 H 
R06465 H 
R06467 H 
R06468 H 
R06470 H 
R06500 18×C, 28×H, 15×O 
R06503 2×C, 2×H, O 
R06504 4×C, 4×H, 2×O 
R06505 5×C, 6×H, 2×O 
R06515 2×H, O 
R06548 C, 2×H 
R06549 C, 2×H 
R06550 2×C, 4×H 
R06553 2×H 
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R06554 2×H 
R06565 O 
R06579 O 
R06580 O 
R06584 O 
R06586 3×H, N, O 
R06597 2×H 
R06598 O 
R06599 2×H 
R06600 2×C, 2×H, 2×O 
R06605 H 
R06617 2×H 
R06618 O 
R06619 O 
R06621 H 
R06630 2×H 
R06635 21×C, 36×H, 7×N, 16×O, 3×P, S 
R06637 21×C, 36×H, 7×N, 16×O, 3×P, S 
R06644 21×C, 36×H, 7×N, 16×O, 3×P, S 
R06645 21×C, 36×H, 7×N, 16×O, 3×P, S 
R06651 C, 2×H 
R06652 O 
R06653 O 
R06654 C, 2×H 
R06655 2×H, 2×O 
R06656 O 
R06661 O 
R06670 6×C, 10×H, 3×O 
R06671 C, 2×H 
R06673 3×H, N 
R06674 4×C, 8×H, 5×O 
R06678 2×H 
R06689 2×H 
R06692 2×H 
R06694 2×H 
R06695 2×H 
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R06697 6×H 
R06701 C, 2×H 
R06702 C, 2×H 
R06706 C, 2×H 
R06707 C, 2×O 
R06709 C, 2×H 
R06710 C, 2×O 
R06711 C, 2×O 
R06712 C, 4×H, 3×O 
R06713 C, 2×H 
R06714 C, 4×H, 3×O 
R06725 2×H, O 
R06726 2×C, 14×H, 2×N, O 
R06727 5×C, 5×H, 2×O 
R06731 4×H, 7×O, 2×P 
R06733 2×H 
R06737 C, 2×H, 2×O 
R06738 C, 2×H 
R06743 5×C, 3×H, N 
R06748 2×H 
R06752 2×H 
R06753 2×H 
R06755 O 
R06760 5×C, 8×H 
R06762 2×C, 2×H, 2×O 
R06763 O 
R06764 O 
R06776 2×H, O 
R06780 O 
R06781 O 
R06790 O 
R06791 O 
R06798 15×C, 16×H, 8×O 
R06822 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R06823 6×C, 10×H, 4×O 
R06825 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
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R06837 H, 3×O, P 
R06849 Cl, H 
R06850 Cl, H 
R06852 2×H 
R06853 2×H 
R06854 2×H 
R06855 2×H, O 
R06858 2×H  
R06861 H 
R06862 H 
R06863 H 
R06865 O 
R06869 H 
R06876 2×H 
R06877 2×H 
R06878 2×H 
R06879 2×H 
R06880 12×C, 12×H, 2×O 
R06881 O 
R06882 2×H 
R06887 2×H, O 
R06889 2×H, 2×O 
R06898 4×H 
R06899 6×H 
R06900 2×C, 2×H, 2×O 
R06920 2×H 
R06929 3×C, 2×H, 3×O 
R06938 3×C, 4×H, O 
R06955 O 
R06956 2×H 
R06958 2×H 
R06959 2×H, O 
R06961 2×H 
R06986 12×C, 20×H, 10×O 
R06991 O 
R06992 2×H 
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R06993 4×H 
R06994 C, 2×H 
R06995 C 
R06996 2×H 
R06999 2×H 
R07005 5×C, 8×H, 2×N, 3×O  
R07006 5×C, 8×H, 2×N, 3×O  
R07008 5×C, 8×H, 2×N, 3×O  
R07017 2×H 
R07018 O 
R07019 2×H 
R07028 O 
R07029 2×H 
R07064 17×C, 32×H, R 
R07077 2×H 
R07078 2×H 
R07096 Cl, H 
R07103 Cl, H, O 
R07117 H 
R07118 5×C, 8×H, 2×N, 3×O 
R07119 4×H, 3×N, 2×O 
R07120 2×H 
R07123 Cl, H 
R07125 H 
R07162 2×C, 4×H 
R07169 H 
R07177 2×H 
R07214 H 
R07232 45×C, 69×H, 5×N, 51×O, 9×P, 7×R 
R07233 45×C, 69×H, 5×N, 52×O, 9×P, 7×R 
R07234 45×C, 69×H, 5×N, 52×O, 9×P, 7×R 
R07241 H 
R07249 8×C, 8×H, 4×O 
R07255 H, R 
R07261 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R07266 O 
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R07268 H 
R07282 5×C, 8×H, 6×O, P, R 
R07285 5×C, 8×H, 6×O, P, R 
R07287 H 
R07288 12×O, 4×S 
R07291 H 
R07293 H 
R07312 H 
R07314 C, 2×H 
R07326 C, 2×H 
R07327 C, H, R 
R07328 C, 2×H 
R07332 O 
R07333 O 
R07338 O 
R07344 O 
R07351 H 
R07352 H 
R07377 H 
R07379 H 
R07387 H 
R07389 H 
R05930 / R07397 8×C, 13×H, N, 5×O 
R07404 H 
R07412 2×H, O 
R07430 H 
R07436 O 
R07444 2×H 
R07445 H 
R07446 2×H 
R07448 2×H 
R07449 2×H 
R07450 2×H 
R07451 2×H 
R07452 H 
R07453 H 
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R07454 H 
R07466 2×H 
R07468 2×H 
R07469 2×H 
R07471 O 
R07472 2×H 
R07473 2×H 
R07474 2×H 
R07482 C, 2×H 
R07485 C, 2×H 
R07486 2×H 
R07487 2×H 
R07489 2×H 
R07490 C, 2×H 
R07491 2×H 
R07492 2×H 
R07496 C, 2×H  
R07508 C, 2×H 
R07510 4×H  
R07517 2×H 
R07523 2×H 
R07534 2×H 
R07540 2×H 
R07541 4×H  
R07542 2×H  
R07544 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R07546 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R07549 2×H, O 
R07550 O 
R07551 2×H 
R07553 8×C, 14×H, 4×O 
R07554 O 
R07556 O 
R07557 2×H, O 
R07560 8×H  
R07563 2×H, O 
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R07564 2×H, O 
R07565 2×H, O 
R07566 2×H, O 
R07567 2×H, O 
R07571 2×H, O 
R07573 2×H, O 
R07577 2×H 
R07578 18×C, 32×H, 6×O 
R07579 O 
R07580 18×C, 32×H, 6×O 
R07581 18×C, 32×H, 6×O 
R07633 H 
R07634 H 
R07640 35×C, 56×H, 42×O, 7×P, 7×R 
R07641 H 
R07655 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R07656 15×C, 28×H, O 
R07663 2×H 
R07682 2×H 
R07683 2×H 
R07685 2×H  
R07686 2×H 
R07690 3×C, O 
R07692 2×H  
R07693 C, 2×H, 2×O 
R07694 C, 2×H 
R07695 3×C, 2×H, O 
R07696 C, O 
R07697 2×H 
R07698 2×H 
R07699 2×H 
R07700 2×H 
R07706 2×H 
R07712 2×H 
R07716 2×H, O 
R07717 C, 2×H 
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R07726 2×H, O 
R07732 3×C, 2×H, 3×O 
R07733 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R07735 2×C, 4×H, O  
R07737 2×H 
R07738 2×H, O 
R07742 3×C, 2×H, 3×O 
R07743 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R07744 7×C, 10×H, O  
R07749 O 
R07750 C, 2×H 
R07755 3×C, 2×H, 3×O 
R07756 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R07773 H 
R07781 H 
R07783 C, 2×O 
R07784 O 
R07785 Br, H, 3×O 
R07788 2×H 
R07789 2×H 
R07790 2×H 
R07803 3×C, 2×H 
R07805 34×C, 56×H, 2×N, 34×O, 3×S 
R07810 3×O, S 
R07826 O 
R07834 2×H, O 
R07841 O 
R07842 O 
R07843 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R07845 12×C, 20×H, 8×O 
R07847 C, 2×H, 2×O  
R07849 4×H 
R07857 4×H 
R07858 4×H 
R07859 17×C, 30×H, R 
R07860 17×C, 30×H, R 
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R07862 2×H, 2×O 
R07900 15×C, 16×H, 7×O  
R07901 C, 2×H 
R07904 15×C, 16×H, 7×O 
R07905 C, 2×H 
R07906 C, 2×H 
R07907 2×C, 4×H 
R07908 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R07909 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R07915 60×C, 64×H, 28×O  
R07917 H 
R07918 H 
R07924 9×C, 6×H, 3×O 
R07925 18×C, 12×H, 6×O 
R07940 C, 2×H, 2×O 
R07941 C, O 
R07943 C, 2×H 
R07945 O 
R07949 H 
R07994 O 
R08000 2×H 
R08001 2×H 
R08004 C, 2×H 
R08011 O 
R08012 C, 2×H 
R08023 18×C, 24×H, 11×O  
R08026 C, 2×H, O 
R08028 2×C, 2×H, O 
R08029 C, 2×H 
R08031 C, 2×H 
R08033 H, N, 2×O 
R08034 2×H, O 
R08041 2×O 
R08049 O 
R08065 2×H 
R08067 2×H 
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R08077 O 
R08123 C, 2×H, 2×O 
R08126 5×C, 8×H, 4×O 
R08129 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R08130 2×H 
R08131 2×H 
R08132 2×H, 2×O 
R08133 O 
R08134 O 
R08135 O 
R08136 O 
R08137 2×H 
R08138 O 
R08139 O 
R08142 O 
R08143 O 
R08147 C, 2×H 
R08155 O 
R08156 O 
R08201 H 
R08211 H 
R08212 H 
R08217 O 
R08234 2×H 
R08252 2×H, O 
R08256 2×O  
R08268 C, 2×H 
R08269 C, 2×H 
R08272 C, 2×H 
R08276 O 
R08277 2×H 
R08286 O 
R08287 O 
R08290 2×H 
R08291 2×H 
R08292 O 
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R08293 2×C, 4×H 
R08296 2×C, 4×H 
R08297 2×C, 4×H 
R08298 O 
R08315 O 
R08316 2×H 
R08317 O 
R08318 C, H, N, O 
R08319 2×H 
R08320 O 
R08321 2×H 
R08322 O 
R08324 2×H 
R08329 2×H 
R08330 2×H 
R08333 C, 2×H, O 
R08334 2×H, O 
R08335 2×H 
R08336 2×H 
R08337 2×H 
R08338 2×H, O 
R08340 C, 2×H  
R08341 C, 2×H 
R08342 C, 2×H 
R08343 C, 2×H 
R08344 O 
R08345 C, 2×H 
R08359 H 
R08375 2×H 
R08377 5×C, 6×H, 15×O  
R08378 2×C, 6×H, 7×O  
R08387 H 
R08389 H 
R08400 4×C, 8×H 
R08404 H 
R08405 H 
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R08406 H 
R08407 H 
R08412 C, 2×H, 3×O  
R08413 5×C, 7×H, N 
R08414 2×H 
R08415 2×C, 2×H, O  
R08416 2×H, 2×O  
R08417 2×C, 5×H, N, O  
R08419 10×C, 12×H  
R08422 4×H, O  
R08423 C, 4×H, O 
R08424 2×H 
R08425 2×H 
R08426 2×H 
R08436 O  
R08437 C, 2×H 
R08438 2×H, O  
R08439 2×H  
R08440 2×H  
R08442 H 
R08443 C, 2×H, 2×O  
R08444 3×C, 6×H, O  
R08445 3×C, 4×H, O  
R08447 4×C, 6×H, O  
R08448 2×H 
R08450 2×H, O  
R08452 C, 2×H 
R08453 2×C, 2×H, O 
R08454 2×H 
R08456 C, 2×H, O  
R08457 2×C  
R08458 C, H 
R08459 2×C 
R08460 2×H 
R08463 O 
R08464 2×H 
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R08466 2×H 
R08470 4×C, 8×H, 2×O  
R08471 6×C, 8×H  
R08472 5×C, 6×H  
R08473 2×C  
R08474 6×C, 10×H, O  
R08475 3×C, 8×H, O  
R08476 2×C, 4×H, 2×O  
R08477 2×H, O  
R08478 2×C, 4×H, 6×O  
R08479 O  
R08482 2×C, 2×H  
R08483 2×C, 2×H 
R08485 2×H 
R08486 2×H 
R08487 C, 4×H, O 
R08488 2×H, O  
R08489 O 
R08490 6×C, 12×H, 4×O  
R08491 2×H  
R08495 6×C, 12×H, 7×O  
R08496 8×C, 12×H, 8×O  
R08497 C, O 
R08498 2×H  
R08500 C, 4×H, O 
R08513 4×C, 6×H, O  
R08564 2×H  
R08577 5×C, 4×H, 5×N, R 
R08585 2×H, O 
R08588 2×H 
R08589 3×C, 6×H, 3×O 
R08594 3×H, N, O 
R08595 2×C, 4×H  
R08596 30×C, 48×H, 2×O  
R08598 2×H 
R08604 H 
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R08605 2×H 
R08606 H, N 
R08612 30×C, 50×H, 25×O 
R06207 / R08614 6×C, 10×H, 5×O 
R08621 2×H 
R08625 2×H 
R08629 2×H 
R08636 2×H 
R08642 2×H 
R08646 2×H 
R08682 2×H 
R08690 C, 2×H  
R08692 6×C, 8×H, 6×O 
R08694 36×C, 47×H, 36×O 
R08699 2×H 
R08700 2×H  
R08716 2×H 
R08758 2×H 
R08759 2×H 
R08768 H 
R08770 O 
R08783 2×H 
R08786 6×C, 10×H, 6×O  
R08789 H 
R08791 H 
R08792 C, 2×H  
R08798 4×H  
R08799 4×H  
R08800 4×H  
R08801 O 
R08802 O 
R08811 C, 2×H, O 
R08812 C, 2×H, O 
R08834 H 
R08838 H 
R08843 2×H 
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R08847 O 
R08865 2×H 
R08866 O 
R08881 C, 2×H 
R08888 C, 2×H, 2×O  
R08927 2×H 
R08928 3×H, N, O 
R08929 2×C, 4×H  
R08930 O 
R08936 H 
R08940 2×C, 4×H 
R08969 H 
R08984 3×O 
R08985 3×C, 6×H 
R08986 3×O 
R08989 5×C, 4×H, 2×O  
R08990 O 
R08994 2×H 
R08995 2×C, 4×H, 2×O 
R09041 C, O 
R09043 6×H, O 
R09044 O 
R09045 2×H, O 
R09046 2×H 
R09050 O 
R09052 2×H 
R09055 2×H 
R09056 2×H 
R09061 2×C, 2×H, 2×O 
R09066 O 
R09083 4×C, 2×H, 2×N, 3×O 
R09088 2×H, O 
R09091 2×H, O 
R09092 2×H, O 
R09096 H 
R09100 3×C, 7×H, 5×O, P 
continued on the next page
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continued from previous page
inclomplete 
reaction unbalanced multi- or unclear no
code elements step reaction hint
R09102 O 
R09103 2×H 
R09104 O 
R09109 2×H 
R09110 O 
R09113 2×H 
R09114 O 
R09118 2×H, O 
R09143 Cl, H, O 
R09149 2×H 
R09150 O 
R09153 2×H, O, S 
R09154 2×H 
R09155 2×H 
R09161 2×H 
R09166 2×H 
R09167 2×H 
R09169 2×H 
R09171 2×H 
R09173 2×H 
R09174 2×H 
R09176 2×H 
R09178 2×H 
R09182 2×H 
R09188 4×H, 2×O 
R09197 3×H, N, O 
R09198 O 
R09199 3×H, N, O 
R09202 3×C, 2×O 
R09203 3×C, 2×O 
R09205 2×H 
R09210 O 
R09212 2×H 
R09216 2×H 
R09218 2×H, 2×O 
R09239 2×H 
continued on the next page
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continued from previous page
inclomplete 
reaction unbalanced multi- or unclear no
code elements step reaction hint
R09252 2×H 
R09314 2×H 
R09330 O 
R09333 6×C, 10×H, 2×O 
R09341 4×H 
R09343 4×H 
R09344 6×H, 2×O  
R09346 O 
R09347 6×C, 10×H, 3×O 
R09348 6×C, 10×H, 3×O 
R09349 6×C, 10×H, 2×O 
R09354 2×H 
R09356 10×C, 18×H, 4×O 
R09357 O 
R09359 2×R 
R09360 6×C, 10×H, 3×O 
R09361 6×C, 10×H, 3×O 
R09362 6×C, 10×H, 2×O 
R09370 H 
R09380 2×C, 4×H 
R09381 2×C, 4×H 
R09382 5×C, 8×H, 6×O, P, R 
R09383 5×C, 8×H, 6×O, P, R 
R09412 2×H 
R09413 2×H 
R09414 2×H 
R09415 2×H 
R09429 O 
R09430 O 
R09437 O 
R09438 2×H, O 
R09439 O 
R09440 2×H, O 
R09448 2×H 
R09455 2×H 
R09456 2×H 
continued on the next page
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inclomplete 
reaction unbalanced multi- or unclear no
code elements step reaction hint
R09457 O 
R09458 O 
R09459 O 
R09466 2×C, 4×H 
R09471 4×H  
R09538 H 
R09590 16×C, 20×H, 4×N, 12×O 
R09597 2×H, O 
R09637 H 
R09639 H 
R09646 H 
R09739 H 
R09761 O 
R09762 O 
R09795 H 
R09809 H, O 
R09845 6×C, 6×H, 3×N, 3×O, 3×R 
R09848 2×H 
R09852 C, 2×H 
R09855 O 
R09919 8×C, 18×H 
R09930 H 
R09982 O 
R09994 12×C, 20×H, 10×O 
R09995 48×C, 78×H, 39×O 
R10000 H 
R10001 H 
R10012 H 
R10014 H 
R10015 H 
R10016 H 
R10046 H 
R10123 5×C, 8×H, 4×O 
R10151 H 
R10163 H 
R10164 H 
continued on the next page
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continued from previous page
inclomplete 
reaction unbalanced multi- or unclear no
code elements step reaction hint
R10191 H 
R10229 H 
R10230 H 
8.4 Transmutations
Table 8.4: “Transmutations” reactions. “No hint” means, that the corresponding KEGG
site not clearly points out the issue
Reaction Code multi-step unclear reaction no hint elements appearing
R00152  H, O
R00165  P
R00166  P
R00167  P
R00168  P
R00169  P
R00170  P
R00172  P, Se
R00375  N
R00376  N
R00377  N
R00378  N
R00435  N
R00437  N
R00438  N
R00439  N
R00440  N
R00441  N
R00442  N
R00443  N
R00914  P, S
R01119  P
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Reaction Code multi-step unclear reaction no hint elements appearing
R01122  N
R01438  N
R01725  N
R01734  O
R02127  O, R
R02620  R
R02713  N
R02721  N, P, S
R02811  H
R02818  S
R02822  R
R02854  P
R02904  O, R
R02959  R
R03141  N, P, S
R03472   P
R03602  O
R03603  H, O
R03740   O
R03798   O
R03836  O, R
R04808  S
R04878  S
R05044  O, R
R05045  O, R
R05188  R
R05345  O
R05473  O
R05539  H
R05666  O
R05675  P
R05721  H
R05925  R
R02334 / R06082  R
R06133  C
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Reaction Code multi-step unclear reaction no hint elements appearing
R06195  N, O
R06196   N, O
R06314  O, P
R06315  O, P
R06317  O
R06320  N
R06321  O, P
R06352  O
R06353  O
R06397  N, P, S
R06421  P
R06443  N, P
R06587  P
R06672  N
R06698  N
R06724  O
R06732   O
R06741  O
R06744  N
R06745  N
R06746  R, S
R06751  R, S
R06756  R, S
R06761  N, R, S
R06765  R, S
R06766  Cl
R06768  R, S
R06775  R, S
R06901  O
R06964  O
R07007  N
R07030  O
R07097  Cl
R07114  N
R07115  N
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Reaction Code multi-step unclear reaction no hint elements appearing
R07545  R
R07547  R
R07548   O
R07552   O
R07555   O
R07838  O, S
R07844   O
R07846   O
R07852  O
R08027  O
R08030  O
R08035  O
R08040  N, O
R08078  R
R08102  R
R08122  F
R08284  O, P
R08299  O
R08301  O
R08302  O
R08339   O
R08371   O
R08393   P
R08394   P
R08397   P
R08398   P
R08399   P
R08401   O
R08402   P
R08411   N
R08418   O
R08420  O
R08421   O
R08427   O
R08428   O
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Reaction Code multi-step unclear reaction no hint elements appearing
R08429  O
R08431   O
R08435   N
R08480  P
R08481   O
R08484   O
R08501   N, O
R08502   N, O
R08506   N
R08507   N
R08508   N
R08509   N, O
R08519  P
R08524  R
R08525  R
R08535   O
R08579  S
R08586  N
R08609  O
R08877  N
R08882   N
R08883  N
R08884  N
R08885  N
R08886  N
R08988   O
R09051  O
R09062  R
R09089  N
R09090  N, P, S
R09094  H
R09108  O
R09112  O
R09139  Cl, H
R09142  Cl, H
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Reaction Code multi-step unclear reaction no hint elements appearing
R09144  Cl
R09145  Cl
R09146  O
R09147  O
R09158  Cl, H
R09181  S
R09196  R, S
R09305  S
R09306  R
R09309  S
R09311  R, S
R09315  R
R09325  R, S
R09326  R, S
R09336  N
R09340  R, S
R09350  R, S
R09449  R
R09450  R
R09467  C, O
R09468  H
R09470  R
R09847  R
R09851  Cl
R10104  R
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9SUPPLEMENT: SOURCE
CODES FOR INTERVAL
CHEMISTRY ALGORITHMS
9.1 Logarithmic Approximation
The following python source codes can be run within the IP[y] Notebook1.
9.1.1 Initialization
%re s e t −s
pylab . rcParams [ ’ f i g u r e . f i g s i z e ’ ] = (15 . 0 , 10 . 0 )
x = 5 # important natura l constant
maximum=max
minimum=min
max=1
min=0
maxx=0
maxy=0
high=1
low=0
# Am plus n => Am + An
Am = [10 , 3 0 ]
An = [ 1 5 , 4 0 ]
Am plus n = [ 6 5 , 8 0 ] # In f low
1http://ipython.org/notebook.html
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9.1.2 Calculation Methods
de f p ro c e s s ab l e ( ) :
r e turn [Am[min]+An[ min ] ,Am[max]+An[max ] ]
de f unprocessed ( in f l ow ) :
prc=proc e s s ab l e ( )
r e s u l t =[ ]
i f i n f l ow [ min]<prc [ min ] :
r e s u l t . append ( [ i n f l ow [ min ] , prc [ min ]−1])
i f i n f l ow [max]>prc [max ] :
r e s u l t . append ( [ prc [max]+1 , i n f l ow [max ] ] )
re turn r e s u l t
de f proces sed ( in f l ow ) :
prc=proc e s s ab l e ( )
i f i n f l ow [ min]>prc [ min ] :
prc [ min]= in f l ow [ min ]
i f i n f l ow [max]<prc [max ] :
prc [max]= in f l ow [max ]
i f prc [ min]>prc [max ] :
r e turn [ ]
r e turn prc
de f range ( l s t ) :
r e turn l s t [max]− l s t [ min ]
de f mergeover laps (a , b ) :
i f a [max]<b [ min ] or b [max]<a [ min ] :
r e turn [ a , b ]
i f a [ min]<b [ min]<=a [max ] :
i f a [max]<b [max ] :
r e turn [ [ a [ min ] , b [max ] ] ]
e l s e :
r e turn [ a ]
i f a [max]<b [max ] :
r e turn [ [ b ] ]
r e turn [ [ b [ min ] , a [max ] ] ]
de f out f low ( in f l ow ) :
prc=proces sed ( in f l ow )
i f not prc :
re turn [ ]
result Am=Am[ : ]
r e su l t An=An [ : ]
dm=Am[max]−Am[min ]
dn=An[max]−An[min ]
seed=Am[min ]
counter=0
whi le Am[max]+ resu l t An [ min]<prc [ min ] :
#pr in t ” i n c r e a s i n g min An: ” , r e su l t An [ min] ,”=>”
dn=(1+dn)/2
re su l t An [ min]= resu l t An [ min]+dn
#pr in t re su l t An [ min ]
counter=counter+1
i f counter >20:
break
whi le Am[max]+ resu l t An [ min]>prc [ min ] :
#pr in t ” too large , dec r ea s ing min An: ” , r e su l t An [ min] ,”=>”
dn=(1+dn)/2
re su l t An [ min]= resu l t An [ min]−dn
#pr in t re su l t An [ min ]
counter=counter+1
i f counter >20:
break
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# at t h i s po int we should have a min r e s u l t An
whi le An [max]+ result Am [min]<prc [ min ] :
#pr in t ” i n c r e a s i n g min Am:” , result Am [min] ,”=>”
dm=(1+dm)/2
result Am [min]= result Am [min]+dm
#pr in t re su l t An [ min ]
counter=counter+1
i f counter >20:
break
whi le An [max]+ result Am [min]>prc [ min ] :
#pr in t ” too large , dec r ea s ing min An: ” , r e su l t An [ min] ,”=>”
dm=(1+dm)/2
result Am [min]= result Am [min]−dm
#pr in t re su l t An [ min ]
counter=counter+1
i f counter >20:
break
# at t h i s po int we should have a min r e s u l t Am
dm=Am[max]−Am[min ]
dn=An[max]−An[min ]
whi le Am[min]+ resu l t An [max]>prc [max ] :
#pr in t ” dec r ea s ing max An: ” , r e su l t An [max] ,”=>”
dn=(1+dn)/2
re su l t An [max]= resu l t An [max]−dn
#pr in t re su l t An [max ]
counter=counter+1
i f counter >20:
break
whi le Am[min]+ resu l t An [max]<prc [max ] :
#pr in t ” too small , i n c r e a s i n g max An: ” , r e su l t An [max] ,”=>”
dn=(1+dn)/2
re su l t An [max]= resu l t An [max]+dn
#pr in t re su l t An [max ]
counter=counter+1
i f counter >20:
break
# at t h i s po int we should have a max An
whi le An [ min]+ result Am [max]>prc [max ] :
#pr in t ” dec r ea s ing max Am:” , result Am [max],”=>”
dm=(1+dm)/2
result Am [max]= result Am [max]−dm
#pr in t result Am [max ]
counter=counter+1
i f counter >20:
break
whi le An [ min]+ result Am [max]<prc [max ] :
#pr in t ” too small , i n c r e a s i n g max Am:” , result Am [max],”=>”
dm=(1+dm)/2
result Am [max]= result Am [max]+dm
#pr in t result Am [max ]
counter=counter+1
i f counter >20:
break
# at t h i s po int we should have a max Am
#pr in t result Am
pr in t [ result Am , re su l t An ]
re turn mergeover laps ( result Am , re su l t An )
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9.1.3 Main Entry Point
pr in t ”Am plus n = ” , Am plus n
pr in t ” in f l ow = ” , Am plus n
pr in t ”Am = ” ,Am
pr in t ”An = ” , An
pr in t ” p ro c e s s ab l e : ” , p r o c e s s ab l e ( )
p r i n t ” proces sed : ” , proces sed ( Am plus n )
p r in t ” unprocessed : ” , unprocessed ( Am plus n )
out f low=outf low ( Am plus n )
p r in t ” out f low : ” , out f low
9.2 Geometrical Analysis
9.2.1 Initialization
%re s e t −s
pylab . rcParams [ ’ f i g u r e . f i g s i z e ’ ] = (20 . 0 , 10 . 0 )
x = 5 # important natura l constant
maximum=max
minimum=min
max=1
min=0
maxx=0
maxy=0
high=1
low=0
# Am plus n => Am + An
Pm = [10 , 3 0 ]
Pn = [ 1 5 , 4 0 ]
Px = [ 6 5 , 8 0 ] # In f low
9.2.2 Main Code
import time
i n f l ows = [Px ]
ax = pyplot . f i g u r e ( ) . add subplot (111)
pyplot . t i t l e ( ’ I n t e r v a l s \n\n ’ )
xmax=maximum( [ Px [max ] ,Pn [max]+Pm[max] ] )+1
ymax=Pm[max]+1
f e a s i b l e =[Pm[min]+Pn [ min ] ,Pm[max]+Pn [max ] ]
pyplot . xlim (0 ,xmax)
pyplot . ylim (0 ,ymax)
in f l ow=in f l ows [ min ]
# Am+n
p lo t ( [ 0 , f e a s i b l e [ min ] ] , [ f e a s i b l e [ min ] , 0 ] , ’ k ’ )
p l o t ( [ 0 , f e a s i b l e [max ] ] , [ f e a s i b l e [max ] , 0 ] , ’ k ’ )
t ext ( f e a s i b l e [ min ] ,−1 , ’min va l i d P k ’ , c o l o r =’k ’ , ho r i zonta l a l i gnment=’ center ’ ) ;
t ext ( f e a s i b l e [max] ,−1 , ’max va l i d P k ’ , c o l o r =’k ’ , ho r i zonta l a l i gnment=’ center ’ ) ;
# Am
plo t ( [ 0 , 1 0 0 0 ] , [Pm[max ] ] ∗ 2 , ’ b−−’)
p l o t ( [ 0 , 1 0 0 0 ] , [Pm[min ] ] ∗ 2 , ’ b−−’)
t ext (−2.5 ,Pm[min ] , ’ min P m’ , c o l o r =’b ’ , ho r i zonta l a l i gnment=’ r ight ’ )
t ext (−2.5 ,Pm[max ] , ’max P m’ , c o l o r =’b ’ , ho r i zonta l a l i gnment=’ r ight ’ )
# An
p lo t ( [ Pn [ min ] ] ∗ 2 , [ 0 , 1 0 0 0 ] , c o l o r =’r ’ , l s =’−− ’);
p l o t ( [ Pn [max ] ] ∗ 2 , [ 0 , 1 0 0 0 ] , c o l o r =’r ’ , l s =’−− ’);
t ext (Pn [ min]−1 ,ymax−0.5 , ’min P n ’ , c o l o r =’r ’ , ho r i zonta l a l i gnment=’ r ight ’ ) ;
t ext (Pn [max]−1 ,ymax−0.5 , ’max P n ’ , c o l o r =’r ’ , ho r i zonta l a l i gnment=’ r ight ’ ) ;
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p r i n t d e s c r i t i o n=True
g r e e n s r e c s =[ ]
de f add corner (x , y ,num) :
co rne r s . append ( [ x , y ] )
#text (x+0.3 ,y+0.3 , s t r (num))
# p lo t in f l ow :
p lo t ( [ 0 , i n f l ow [ min ] ] , [ i n f l ow [ min ] , 0 ] , ’m−−’)
p l o t ( [ 0 , i n f l ow [max ] ] , [ i n f l ow [max ] , 0 ] , ’m−−’)
t ext ( i n f l ow [ min]+1 ,−2 ,” in f l ow min” , c o l o r=”m” , hor i zonta l a l i gnment=’ center ’ )
t ext ( i n f l ow [max]+1 ,−2 ,” in f l ow max” , c o l o r=”m” , hor i zonta l a l i gnment=’ center ’ )
i f i n f l ow [max]> f e a s i b l e [max ] :
ax . add patch ( Polygon ( [ [ 0 , i n f l ow [max ] ] , [ i n f l ow [max ] , 0 ] , [ f e a s i b l e [max ] , 0 ] , [ 0 , f e a s i b l e [max ] ] ] , c o l o r =’r ’ ,
alpha =0.1))
i f i n f l ow [ min]< f e a s i b l e [ min ] :
ax . add patch ( Polygon ( [ [ 0 , i n f l ow [ min ] ] , [ i n f l ow [ min ] , 0 ] , [ f e a s i b l e [ min ] , 0 ] , [ 0 , f e a s i b l e [ min ] ] ] , c o l o r =’r ’ ,
alpha =0.1))
whi le i n f l ows :
i n f l ow=in f l ows . pop ( )
co rne r s =[ ]
i f i n f l ow [ min]−Pm[max]>Pn [ min ] :
add corner ( i n f l ow [ min]−Pm[max ] ,Pm[max ] , 1 )
e l s e :
i f i n f l ow [max]−Pm[max]>Pn [ min ] :
add corner (Pn [ min ] ,Pm[max ] , 2 )
i f i n f l ow [ min]−Pm[min]>=Pn [ min ] :
add corner (Pn [ min ] , i n f l ow [ min]−Pn [ min ] , 3 )
i f i n f l ow [ min]−Pn [max]>Pm[min ] :
add corner (Pn [max ] , i n f l ow [ min]−Pn [max ] , 4 )
e l s e :
i f i n f l ow [ min]−Pm[min]>=Pn [ min ] :
add corner ( i n f l ow [ min]−Pm[min ] ,Pm[min ] , 5 )
e l s e :
add corner (Pn [ min ] ,Pm[min ] , 6 )
i f i n f l ow [max]−Pm[min]>Pn [max ] :
add corner (Pn [max ] ,Pm[min ] , 7 )
i f i n f l ow [max]>=Pm[max]+Pn [max ] :
add corner (Pn [max ] ,Pm[max ] , 8 )
e l s e :
i f i n f l ow [max]−Pn [max]>=Pm[min ] :
add corner (Pn [max ] , i n f l ow [max]−Pn [max ] , 9 )
e l s e :
add corner ( i n f l ow [max]−Pm[min ] ,Pm[min ] , 1 0 )
i f i n f l ow [max]−Pm[max]>=Pn [ min ] :
add corner ( i n f l ow [max]−Pm[max ] ,Pm[max ] , 1 1 )
e l s e :
add corner (Pn [ min ] , i n f l ow [max]−Pn [ min ] , 1 2 )
g r e e n s r e c s . append ( co rne r s )
maxm=Pm[min ]
minm=Pm[max ]
minn=Pn [max ]
maxn=Pn [ min ]
f o r corner in co rne r s :
i f corner [0]<minn :
minn=corner [ 0 ]
i f corner [0]>maxn :
maxn=corner [ 0 ]
i f corner [1]<minm:
minm=corner [ 1 ]
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i f corner [1]>maxm:
maxm=corner [ 1 ]
ax . add patch ( Polygon ( [ [ 0 ,minm ] , [ maxn ,minm ] , [ minn ,maxm] , [ 0 ,maxm] ] , c o l o r =’b ’ , alpha =0.2))
# ho r i z on t a l p r o j e c t i on / m
ax . add patch ( Polygon ( [ [ minn , 0 ] , [ maxn , 0 ] , [ maxn ,minm ] , [ minn ,maxm] ] , c o l o r =’b ’ , alpha =0.2))
# v e r t i c a l p r o j e c t i on / n
i f minm<f e a s i b l e [ min ] :
i f maxm<f e a s i b l e [ min ] :
ax . add patch ( Polygon ( [ [ 0 ,minm ] , [ minm , 0 ] , [maxm, 0 ] , [ 0 ,maxm] ] , c o l o r =’r ’ , alpha =0.1)) # diagona l /out o f range
cont inue
e l s e :
ax . add patch ( Polygon ( [ [ 0 ,minm ] , [ minm , 0 ] , [ f e a s i b l e [ min ] , 0 ] , [ 0 , f e a s i b l e [ min ] ] ] , c o l o r =’r ’ , alpha =0.1))
# diagona l / part out o f range
ax . add patch ( Polygon ( [ [ 0 , f e a s i b l e [ min ] ] , [ f e a s i b l e [ min ] , 0 ] , [maxm, 0 ] , [ 0 ,maxm] ] , c o l o r=’# f f f f 0 0 ’ , alpha =0.4))
# diagona l / part in range
e l s e :
ax . add patch ( Polygon ( [ [ 0 ,minm ] , [ minm , 0 ] , [maxm, 0 ] , [ 0 ,maxm] ] , c o l o r=’# f f f f 0 0 ’ , alpha =0.4)) # diagona l / in range
i f minn<f e a s i b l e [ min ] :
i f maxn<f e a s i b l e [ min ] :
ax . add patch ( Polygon ( [ [ 0 , minn ] , [ minn , 0 ] , [ maxn , 0 ] , [ 0 , maxn ] ] , c o l o r =’r ’ , alpha =0.1)) # diagona l /out o f range
cont inue
e l s e :
ax . add patch ( Polygon ( [ [ 0 , minn ] , [ minn , 0 ] , [ f e a s i b l e [ min ] , 0 ] , [ 0 , f e a s i b l e [ min ] ] ] , c o l o r =’r ’ , alpha =0.1))
# diagona l / part out o f range
ax . add patch ( Polygon ( [ [ 0 , f e a s i b l e [ min ] ] , [ f e a s i b l e [ min ] , 0 ] , [ maxn , 0 ] , [ 0 , maxn ] ] , c o l o r=’# f f f f 0 0 ’ , alpha =0.4))
# diagona l / part in range
e l s e :
ax . add patch ( Polygon ( [ [ 0 , minn ] , [ minn , 0 ] , [ maxn , 0 ] , [ 0 , maxn ] ] , c o l o r=’# f f f f 0 0 ’ , alpha =0.4))
# diagona l / range
i n f l ows . append ( [minm,maxm] )
i n f l ows . append ( [ minn ,maxn ] )
i f p r i n t d e s c r i t i o n : / todo{ de s c r i p t i o n }
f o r co rne r s in g r e e n s r e c s :
ax . add patch ( Polygon ( corners , c o l o r=’#66 f f66 ’ ) )
t ext ( (maxn+minn)/2+1 ,(maxm+minm)/2+1 , ’ f i r i n g r eac t i on s ’ , c o l o r = ’#005500 ’ , ho r i zonta l a l i gnment=’ center ’ ) ;
show ( )
9.3 Fast Interval Expansion
9.3.1 Initialization
%re s e t −s
pylab . rcParams [ ’ f i g u r e . f i g s i z e ’ ] = (15 . 0 , 10 . 0 )
x = 5 # important natura l constant
maximum=max
minimum=min
max=1
min=0
maxx=0
maxy=0
high=1
low=0
# Am plus n => Am + An
Am = [ 4 , 1 2 ]
An = [ 2 0 , 3 0 ]
Am plus n = [ 2 5 , 3 3 ] # In f low
in f l ows =[Am plus n ]
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9.3.2 Calculation Methods
de f p ro c e s s ab l e ( ) : # constant runtime
return [Am[min]+An[ min ] ,Am[max]+An[max ] ]
de f unprocessed ( in f l ow ) : # constant runtime
prc=proc e s s ab l e ( )
r e s u l t =[ ]
i f i n f l ow [ min]<prc [ min ] :
r e s u l t . append ( [ i n f l ow [ min ] , prc [ min ]−1])
i f i n f l ow [max]>prc [max ] :
r e s u l t . append ( [ prc [max]+1 , i n f l ow [max ] ] )
i f ( prc [max]< i n f l ow [ min ] ) or ( i n f l ow [max]<prc [ min ] ) :
r e s u l t =[ in f l ow [ : ] ]
r e turn r e s u l t
de f proces sed ( in f l ow ) : # constant runtime
prc=proc e s s ab l e ( )
i f i n f l ow [ min]>prc [ min ] :
prc [ min]= in f l ow [ min ]
i f i n f l ow [max]<prc [max ] :
prc [max]= in f l ow [max ]
i f prc [ min]>prc [max ] :
r e turn [ ]
r e turn prc
de f mergeover laps (a , b ) : # constant runtime
i f a [max]<b [ min ] or b [max]<a [ min ] :
r e turn [ a , b ]
i f a [ min]<b [ min]<=a [max ] :
i f a [max]<b [max ] :
r e turn [ [ a [ min ] , b [max ] ] ]
e l s e :
r e turn [ a ]
i f a [max]<b [max ] :
r e turn [ [ b ] ]
r e turn [ [ b [ min ] , a [max ] ] ]
de f products ( i n f l ow ) : # constant runtime
prc=proces sed ( in f l ow )
i f not prc :
re turn [ ]
Am r=Am[ : ]
An r=An [ : ]
i f Am[min]+An[max]<=prc [max ] :
i f Am[min]+An[max]<=prc [ min ] :
Am r [ min]=prc [ min]−An[max ]
e l s e :
An r [max]=prc [max]−Am[min ]
i f Am[max]+An[ min]<=prc [max ] :
i f Am[max]+An[ min]<=prc [ min ] :
An r [ min]=prc [ min]−Am[max ]
e l s e :
Am r [max]=prc [max]−An[min ]
re turn mergeover laps (Am r , An r )
de f merge Inte rva l s ( l i s tA , l i s tB ) : # O( len ( l i s tA )+ len ( l i s tB )
# clone , so the o r i g i n a l l i s t s are not changed
l i s tA=l i s tA [ : ]
l i s tB=l i s tB [ : ]
r e s u l t =[ ]
l a s t=None
i f not l i s tA :
re turn l i s tB
i f not l i s tB :
re turn l i s tA
whi le l i s tA or l i s tB :
i f l i s tA :
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i f l i s tB :
a=l i s tA [ 0 ]
b=l i s tB [ 0 ]
i f a [ min]<b [ min ] :
nxt=l i s tA . pop (0)
e l s e :
nxt=l i s tB . pop (0)
e l s e :
nxt=l i s tA . pop (0)
e l s e :
nxt=l i s tB . pop (0)
nxt=nxt [ : ] #c lone !
i f not r e s u l t :
r e s u l t =[nxt ]
e l s e :
l a s t=r e s u l t [−1]
i f nxt [ min]< l a s t [max ] :
l a s t [max]=maximum( l a s t [max ] , nxt [max ] )
e l s e :
r e s u l t . append ( nxt )
re turn r e s u l t
9.3.3 Main Entry Point
pr in t ”Am plus n = ” , Am plus n
pr in t ”Am = ” ,Am
pr in t ”An = ” , An
pr in t ””
p r in t ” p ro c e s s ab l e : ” , p r o c e s s ab l e ( )
p r i n t
a l l p r odu c t s =[ ]
dead ends =[ ]
whi le i n f l ows :
i n f l ow=in f l ows . pop (0)
p r in t ” in f l ow = ” , in f l ow
pr in t ” proces sed : ” , proces sed ( in f l ow )
unprc=unprocessed ( in f l ow )
p r in t ” unprocessed : ” , unprc
prd=products ( i n f l ow )
p r in t ” produces : ” , prd
i n f l ows=in f l ows+prd
dead ends=merge Inte rva l s ( dead ends , unprc )
a l l p r odu c t s=merge Inte rva l s ( a l l p r oduc t s , prd )
p r in t
p r in t ” a l l products : ” , a l l p r odu c t s
p r in t ”dead ends : ” , dead ends
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